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Poetry and the utopian revolution have this radical presentness in common, this denegation of 
finalities; it is this actualization of desires no longer relegated to a future liberation, but 
demanded here, immediately, even in its death throes, in the extreme situation of life and 
death. Such is happiness; such is revolution. 
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The present dissertation aims at proving that Plath's poetry is most appropriately read in 
terms of revolt against existing political, social or domestic oppression. While previous 
approaches have shed light on Plath's investment in connecting the private and the political as 
well as pointing out her rage against male autocrats and the social institutions controlled by 
them, they tended to focus on Plath's psychology and attempted to attribute most of her critique 
to her own personal grievances without recognising the full implication of these revolutionary 
poems. It is the contention of the present dissertation that Plath’s late poetry constitutes a 
systematic critique of constraining and crippling social structures as well as a passionate literary 
revolt against these communal forces. 
A critical distance from the poet’s particular life situation allows a clearer view of the the 
poetry itself. In Plath’s case, it is doubly true. Firstly, because by disencumbering the readings 
from the plethora of biographical information which ineluctably leads to unfruitful speculations 
on the connection between poem and life, it allows the reader to concentrate on the literary 
qualities and the imaginative world of the text. Secondly, as the biography recedes into the 
background, so does the author’s putatively real-life personality, and thus, the reader is liberated 
from the assumption that the poem’s main focus is necessarily the poet herself or those people 
and situations she was concerned with in her private life. The latter aspect of a primarily text-
based close reading approach can be especially liberating in Plath criticism as it potentially 
opens the reader’s eyes to previously unnoticed layers of meaning in the poems: those that 
speak about the community and society at large, not just about the isolated individual. The few 
early proponents of a social perspective in Plath criticism couched their opinion in cautious 
terms, calling it only an “attempt” on the poet’s part to broaden out from individual experience 
and apprehensions to generalizations about the wider group.”1 In contrast, the present 
dissertation underlines a decided tendency in Plath’s poetry to grasp and convey the 
mechanisms  of  the  larger  social  milieu  in  which  the  personas  are  placed,  presenting  the  
speaking individuals as helpless victims of these communal binds, or, more often, as complicit 
in society’s concealed violence and corruption. 
In a BBC radio interview recorded in October 1962, Plath told the reporter,  Peter Orr,  
that she was increasingly interested in the historical and political aspects of poetry and 
especially in how personal, everyday experiences are related to the wider issues” that a nation 
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or the whole of humanity have confronted. [M]y concern with concentration camps and so on 
is uniquely intense. And then, again, I’m rather a political person as well, so I suppose that’s 
what part of it comes from.” She also explains that I am not a historian, but I find myself being 
more and more fascinated by history. I am very interested in Napoleon, at the present: I am very 
interested in battles, in wars, in Gallipoli, the First World War and so on, and I think that as I 
age I am becoming more and more historical. I certainly wasn’t at all in my early twenties.” As 
to the connection between individual and collective experience, she asserts that I think that 
personal experience is very important, but certainly it shouldn’t be a kind of shut-box and mirror 
looking, narcissistic experience. I believe it should be relevant, and relevant to the larger things, 
the bigger things such as Hiroshima and Dachau and so on.” She added: I think that as I age I 
am becoming more and more historical. I certainly wasn’t at all in my early twenties.” 2 In other 
words, one of her main preoccupations, during the composition of her October poems, was the 
relevance, the wider social and cultural ramifications of political events and decision-making, 
such as starting and waging war or the threat of dropping the atomic bomb, might have on the 
private lives of people. Importantly, she also acknowledged that her interest was a fairly recent 
one that she had developed as she had been maturing intellectually, clearly demarcating her 
poetry written in her twenties from her output around the time of the interview. 
Indeed, the poetry she wrote in 1962 and 1963 is markedly different from her earlier work 
in terms of thematic scope, diction and imagery. In terms of themes, Plath began to fuse the 
private and the political, identifying history as a key element in shaping social mores and, 
thereby, individual lives in the present time. In addition, the style of these late poems converges, 
at times, on the conversational register, while preserving and improving on her earlier tendency 
to mingle short, simple, dramatic statements with lengthy and complex sentences. The relatively 
simplified diction enabled her to couche her quite unique poetic images in a more accessible 
context than her previous style provided. 
Having said that, the starting point of most of Plath’s political’ poems is her own personal 
experience – Daddy,” Lady Lazarus” and Fever 103°” are, perhaps, the most pertinent 
examples. Nonetheless, the private focal point, due to the thorough assimilation of the political’ 
images into the fabric of the poem in a way that they become inseparable from the speaker’s 
private situation or cluster of emotional experiences, becomes universal. Thus, in terms of 
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themes and images, the politico-historical content of the October poems3 does not only widen 
the scope of Plath’s late poetry but also adds to the depth of their artistic impact. 
It is important to add that artistic courage –  the daring to convey socially inconvenient 
ideas or experiences – can never be completely separated from the personal courage of the artist. 
A case in point is the literary magazine editors’ unwillingness to publish Plath’s October poems: 
she wrote almost a poem a day throughout October and most of November, sending out finished 
pieces as soon as possible, yet only a handful of these poems were accepted for publication until 
the time of her death the following February.4 Only three of the poems written between July 
1962 and the time of Plath’s death in 11 February 1963 appeared in periodicals: The 
Applicant”  (written  on  October  11),  Stopped  Dead”  (October  19)  and  Winter  Trees”  
(November 26). Checking Plath’s Poems: Lists, 1959-1963” which can be found in the Smith 
College collection of manuscript, Van Dyne finds that Plath "mailed the completed [Bee] 
sequence to The New Yorker on October 10; by January 25 she had successfully placed all but 
'The Swarm.’”5 However, according to the list mentioned before, The Bee Meeting” and 
Stings” were published by The London Magazine in April 1963, while "The Arrival of the Bee 
Box” and Wintering” appeared in the Atlantic in the same month. Although she considered 
these poems the best she had ever written – on 16 October 1962, she writes to her mother: I 
am a genius of a writer; I have it in me. I am writing the best poems of my life; they will make 
my name”6 – public recognition, even in the form of magazine publications, was dilatory.  
Interestingly, Plath never mentions the rejections she received while attempting to publish 
her latest poetry in periodicals in her letters to her mother, instead, she places cheerful emphasis 
on her BBC broadcasts. As it happens, the BBC has taken a long, gruesome poem of mine, so 
I can go up to record it […],” she writes on October 18, and on December 14: Already I have 
two BBC broadcasts to do […]” – to cite just a couple of instances of many.7 This is part of the 
reason why Plath so desperately needed Al Alvarez’s approval of her latest poetry at that time: 
[…]A. Alvarez, the best poetry critic here, thinks my second book, which I’ve just finished, 
should win the Pulitzer Prize. Of course, it won’t, but it’s encouraging to have somebody so 
brilliant think so.”8 The editor of The Observer also places emphasis on the eventual publication 
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December 1963, and most of which were to form part of Ariel. The final poems she wrote in January-February 
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4 As collated on the website maintained by Peter K. Steinberg: A Celebration, This Is.  
5 Van Dyne: Revising Life, 71. 
6 Letters Home, 468. 
7 Plath, Letters Home, 472 and 486. 
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of her poetry in this weekly, even though these happened after her death. The Observer was 
publishing the extraordinary poems that Plath wrote in the last months of her life when virtually 
no other British weekly would touch them. […] And because Sylvia knew I liked her poems 
and trusted my judgment, it seemed natural for her to bring them to me to look at when Ted 
was no longer around to try them out on,” reminisces Alvarez in a 2004 issue of The Guardian, 
even though the majority of the publications he refers to occurred after February 11, 1963.9  
Despite the fact that the raging yet supremely executed poems met with repeated 
rejections, Plath remained defiantly adamant in insisting on their worth – not only in terms of 
poetic achievement but also with regards to the validity of the emotions and ideas that inform 
them: 
I am doing a poem a morning, great things […]. Don’t talk to me about the world needing 
cheerful stuff! What the person out of Belsen – physical or psychological – wants is 
nobody saying the birdies still go tweet-tweet, but the full knowledge that somebody else 
has been there and knows the worst, just what it is like. It is much more help for me, for 
example, to know that people are divorced and go through hell, than to hear about happy 
marriages. Let the Ladies Home Journal blither about those.10 
 
Perhaps, as a result of the rejections, her public utterances repeatedly attempted to deflect 
potential attacks or criticism directed at the dark vision of the world that emerges from this late 
poetry. In her explanatory notes prepared for a BBC reading, Plath completely glosses over the 
trenchant critique of society conveyed by these texts. For example, her introduction to Lady 
Lazarus,” a poem with a particularly enraged tone and which draws heavily on images 
associated with concentration camps, remarkably fails to mention the politico-historical theme 
of Nazism, and the feelings of grudge and defiance that structure the poem: The speaker is a 
woman who has the great and terrible gift of being reborn. The only trouble is, she has to die 
first. She is the Phoenix, the libertarian spirit, what you will. She is also just a good, plain, very 
resourceful woman.”11 She went so far as calling it light verse” in conversation with Alvarez.12 
In retrospect, though, her apprehensions were well-founded. 
Since her death, and as soon as her posthumous fame began to grow, critics have lacerated 
her poetry as well as her character, some accusing her of being unwomanly, as Holbrook did in 
his often-cited dictum: “she is sadly pseudo-male like many of her cultists.”13 This remark begs 
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the question of whether writing poetry is in itself an unfeminine activity. Some called her bitter, 
aggressive, malicious, while Oates objected to her immaturity:  
The experience of reading her poems deeply […] is like waking to discover one’s adult 
self, grown to full height, crouched in some long-forgotten childhood hiding place, one’s 
heart pounding senselessly, all the old rejected transparent beasts and monsters crawling 
out of the wallpaper […] So much for adulthood!14  
 
Here Oates seems to imply that there is no cause for anxiety once one has reached adulthood. 
In a similar vein, Uroff pointed out Plath’s failure to understand her situation or deal with 
problems: She can control her terrors by forcing them into images, but she seems to have no 
understanding of the confusion her wild image-making betrays.” In her analysis, Uroff suggests 
that Plath was basically unaware of what she wanted to convey in her late poems, such as 
Daddy” and Lady Lazarus.”15 Again others denounced her flat out as being hysterical, bipolar 
or even schizoid. This is Holbrook’s main line of argument in Poetry and Existence. Under the 
pretence of analysing her writing, in fact, he dabbles in psychiatry in an amateurish way and 
gives a completely botched account of Plath as a case study for a wide array of serious mental 
disorders. Much of this far-fetched criticism may well be the result of professional jealousy – 
for  example,  Anne  Stevenson,  who  wrote  the  most  malignant  of  all  Plath  biographies,  was  
Plath’s contemporary and also a poet – or a frustrated inability to grasp the originality and depth 
of her late poems. From the point of view of literary criticism, a fundamental error of judgment 
can  be  detected  in  readings  by  such  critics  as  Oates  and  Holbrook:  they  do  not  even  try  to  
separate the poet and the persona projected by the poems,16 thus, their analysis degenerates into 
the dissection of the poet’s personality. 
This exaggeratedly irate criticism of Plath’s late poetry is mostly due, in the last analysis, 
to the hypocrisy of the literary establishment, which, after all, serves as a subsidiary for reigning 
political ideologies. When a woman writer produces work critical in any sense of the existing 
status quo – when she points out unsavoury truths about how women are treated in society or, 
what is even more outrageous, how unfair and abusive society is to the powerless – it is usual 
for the attack to backfire. After all, a woman does not have the authority to speak critically or 
even to have an opinion of her own. Beauvoir writes that a woman’s views in any discussion 
are less likely to be accepted or approved, and the fact of her being a woman is often used to 
explain why she holds a particular opinion: You think such and such a thing because you are 
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a woman.’”17 In the case of Plath criticism, a similar scenario has unfolded, with critics focusing 
on her personal circumstances at the expense of the acknowledgment of her achievements. As 
Ferrier observes, critical approaches to Plath have been strongly determined by the norms of a 
dominant, white, male, middle-class group which has traditionally maintained control of 
literature and literary criticism, and most critics have been wary to confront their traditional 
value judgments. As a result, their readings of Plath serve to further support this pervasive, 
male-centred ideology.18 Meanwhile, a great many contemporary male poets who were suicides 
or had a long history of mental issues were exempted from similar critical castigations: A man 
is in the right for being a man; it is the woman who is in the wrong.”19 At least, this seems to 
be one of the tacit assumptions motivating these unreasonable ad hominem attacks on Plath as 
a person while pretending to deal with her poetry. 
Perhaps partly due to the uniqueness and courage of her vision, Plath’s poetry has been 
approached with many reservations on the side of the literary establishment. This critical 
wariness, in many cases, resulted in the almost complete rejection of her poetic achievement: 
this was implicitly done by critics who turned away from the poems and, instead, analysed’ 
the poet on the pretext of literary criticism. That is why Plath’s poetry has been discussed by 
many critics in terms of her inner psychic world and her own, isolated mental suffering 
conveyed by her writing. In some extreme cases, this led to her stigmatisation as depressed, 
bipolar, paranoid,20 or even schizoid by critics, biographers and journalists who were by no 
means qualified to pronounce such diagnoses’ but whose views have since become widely 
influential in Plath criticism. These judgments have even filtered down to the general reading 
public, heavily influencing the way in which many people conceive of this poet. In the popular 
imagination, Plath has been transformed into an emblem of female rage and suicidal insanity, 
a veritable twentieth-century madwoman in the attic.” What is more, Plath’s readers have also 
had their share of the prejudices surrounding the author: the defining features of [the Plath 
reader’s] iconicity are her own apparent depression and obsession with death” which are the 
same features associated with Plath herself as a cultural icon.21 If there is a single reliable 
benchmark to measure the impact an author has had on our culture, the emblematic status 
attributed to even his or her readers should be the one. 
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There are a number of reasons why a psychologising attitude that foregrounds the poet 
rather than the work has gained ground at the expense of other, more worthwhile approaches. 
Firstly, Plath’s affiliation with Confessionalism – her attendance of Robert Lowell’s seminar, 
acquaintance with Anne Sexton22 and Plath’s own admitted admiration for the thematic novelty 
of Confessionalism has led the literary establishment to conclude, somewhat hastily, that Plath 
is essentially a Confessional poet. Plath’s expression of high regard for Confessional poetry in 
an interview has been widely interpreted as a gesture to align herself with the movement:  
I’ve been very excited by what I feel is the new breakthrough that came with, say, Robert 
Lowell’s Life Studies, into very serious, very personal, emotional experience which I feel 
has been partly taboo. […] I think particularly the poetess Anne Sexton, who writes about 
her experiences as a mother, as a mother who has had a nervous breakdown, is an 
extremely emotional and feeling young woman and her poems are wonderfully 
craftsmanlike poems and yet they have a kind of emotional and psychological depth 
which I think is something perhaps quite new, quite exciting.23 
 
Many critics welcomed this taxonomy of Plath’s poetry as Confessional since it significantly 
reduced the difficulties of interpretation: if the poems are intimate revelations about the poet’s 
private life, then the biography serves as a trustworthy frame of reference. Any divergence from 
the Confessional mode can be treated simply as an exception that strengthens the rule. 
Accordingly, Brawer claims that Plath became the [Confessional] movement’s chief icon.”24 
The vague consensus about Plath’s Confessionalism was also due to the lack of a more pertinent 
label –  and its appropriateness was questioned as early as the 1970s by some Plath critics, such 
as Howe, who declares that The most interesting poems in Ariel are not confessional at all.” 
He goes on to contrast Plath’s poems with typical confessional poetry, describing the latter in 
the following terms: 
A  confessional  poem  would  seem  to  be  one  in  which  the  writer  speaks  to  the  reader,  
telling him, without the mediating presence of imagined event or persona, something 
about his life: I had a nervous breakdown, […]. The sense of direct speech addressed to 
an audience is central to confessional writing.25 
 
Two prominent features of the confessional poem emerge from this definition: firstly, it is 
directly addressed to the reader, secondly, that the poet does not assume an imaginary persona 
but speaks directly as a real, biographical person. In contrast, the late Plath poem addresses 
inanimate things – like her own thumb in Cut” – or absent people –  such as the father figure 
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24 Bawer, Sylvia Plath and the poetry of Confession,” 8. 
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in Daddy” – rather than the reader. Moreover, her speakers are distanced from her own 
biographical self by the mediation of imaginary scenarios or events, which, even though they 
may have originated in real life experiences, are transformed, through a concatenation of 
metaphors, into a surreal version of themselves: in Letter in November,” for example, the apple 
trees on the speaker’s property are represented as the defeated Spartan army at Thermopylae. 
Recent criticism has largely come to terms with the multiplicity of her poetic agenda that 
involved a large investment in history and contemporary events that shaped society: A 
recognition of the existence and legacy of Sylvia Plath’s political education and her anxieties 
about world events contributes to a more informed reading of her final work.”26 Thus, recent 
criticism acknowledges Plath’s wider interests and contests the validity of her classification as 
a Confessional poet with her own strictly private concerns. 
Another important reason for the prevalence of the psychological-biographical approach 
can be identified as the critical and editorial influence that Ted Hughes exerted on the 
posthumous publication and reception of Plath’s work. The editing of Plath’s Ariel – Hughes 
altered the sequence of poems and left out those that bear on the deterioration of their marriage27 
– is a case in point. He also destroyed the last volume of her journals,28 and inserted forewords 
before his wife’s posthumous publications which claim full authority in judging the relative 
merit of her works.29  
Hughes was also very successful in his efforts to shape the narrative of Plath’s life and 
her public perception as a person. He manipulated the content of biographies by refusing to 
give permission to cite Plath’s writings if the author’s viewpoint was unfavourable to him. In 
the preface to her biography, Wagner-Martin recounts how Ted and Olwyn Hughes objected to 
several versions of her manuscript and demanded still more changes after each revision, so she 
finally decided to forego their permission to quote at length from Plath’s works in order to be 
able to produce an independent account of Plath’s life.30 The only biography which was 
approved by Ted and Olwyn Hughes, who were in charge of the Plath Estate, was Anne 
Stevenson’s Bitter Fame: out of all of the Plath biographers, Stevenson alone was granted full 
access to unpublished Plath poems and personal writing and allowed to quote at length from 
her work. This book, however, was extremely inimical to Plath, portraying her as a hysterical, 
egotistic and overly aggressive woman. According to Stevenson, Plath simply became 
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hysterical”31 on many occasions, had a peculiar aggressiveness,”32 and [a]ny trespassing on 
her territory drove [her] wild.”33 These are only a few of the numerous odious qualities 
attributed to her in the book. In an Appendix, it also provided three memoirs of Plath, written 
by acquaintances who were close friends of Hughes yet who had an intense dislike for Plath.  
The heavy-handed censorship Hughes exercised on the letters and the journals also 
contributed to the delayed acknowledgment of Plath as a person interested in politics and the 
world around her. In addition, Plath’s mother, Aurelia Schober Plath, who owned the physical 
letters, exercised her editorial right to omit most references to Plath’s recurring minor illnesses 
and physical ailments. As Rose concludes: 
[t]hat removal of the worst of the body from Plath’s own account of herself has played a 
crucial part in creating the image of Plath as someone whose misery simply feeds off 
itself […], just as the taking out of many of the political allusions from the letters as well 
as from the early journals has laid her open to the often-repeated charge that politics 
appears only opportunistically, as a form of self-aggrandisement, at the very end of her 
life and work.34 
 
Thus, the downcast or irritable moods in the letters often due to physical discomfort were 
attributed to hysterical self-pity, and her interest in politics evinced by the late poems were 
made to look like a sudden change of heart. 
By his constant censorship and editorial manipulation of Plath’s works, which he had 
been publishing piecemeal for twenty years, Hughes angered many feminist intellectuals and 
activists. As Middlebrook writes:  
[B]y the time Collected Poems was published, Hughes had sold his legacy of Plath’s 
papers to be archived at Smith College, where scholars were able to study them; and the 
feminist movement had produced a number of influential commentators who felt […] 
outrage at what they suspected to be Hughes’s subversion of Plath’s artistic purposes.35  
 
Hughes eventually withdrew from the management of the Plath Estate after the publication of 
The Collected Poems in 1981, however, determined to have the last word in the debate that had 
been going on for decades, he released a final scathing commentary on his late wife under the 
subterfuge of publishing a volume of poetry in 1998. Birthday Letters is, in effect, a collection 
of  artistically  weak  rewritings  of  some  Plath  poems,  aimed  at  exonerating  Hughes  from  all  
moral responsibility by representing himself as the well-intentioned but helpless and bewildered 
husband of a gloomy, death-obsessed wife with an acute father-complex. In one of the poems 
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addressed to Plath’s father, Hughes basically claims to have been only a replacement for the 
dead father whom she loved in an incestuous way: She could hardly tell us apart in the end” 
and later: I was a whole myth too late to replace you / This underworld, my friend, is her 
heart’s home.”36 All of these interventions by Hughes contributed to creating a distorted image 
of Plath as a self-centred, unreasonable and embittered person as well as a solipsistic, 
incomplete poet. 
The third important reason of the unfair critical treatment is simply that, as a woman poet, 
Plath was bound to be judged more harshly, in terms of intellectual, ethical and aesthetic 
standards. Malcolm identifies the sharp contrast between expectations from Plath as a middle-
class woman and her eventual poetic output as the roots of the subsequent critical outrage: 
What was expected of Plath was the obedient A student’s genteel achievements of the 1950s; 
what was exacted was the dire poetry of Ariel.”37 Accordingly, her claim of being a political 
person,” as well as the historical references in her poems have been met with scepticism and 
disapproval. Although Plath was not a politically engaged poet in the usual sense, she saw the 
political and social issues as inseparable from the private, and was especially sensitive to the 
interaction of the two spheres. Vendler claims that for Plath, [tensions accrue between] 
femininity’ and a drive to power.”38 The irreconcilable conflict between the archetypal concept 
of femininity with its aspects of nurture, peaceful domesticity and a yearning for affection on 
the one hand, and the traditionally masculine quest for self-assertion, intellectual creativity and 
self-expression on the other contributed to the remarkable energy and insight of her late poems. 
The two strains of Plath’s identity vying for primacy in her life – that of the woman as a private 
and that of the poet as a political person – put her under a tremendous pressure which had to 
find release in poetry. Bollobás asserts that Plath made an important contribution to the 
feminisation of a Bildung-type lyrical poetry since her writing sets itself the task to eradicate 
the strict demarcations between the active and the passive, the personal and the political, the 
Self and the Other.39 Indeed, Sylvia Plath’s most original and lasting poetic achievements is 
linking the private and the socio-political spheres inextricably together and placing the suffering 
of the individual in a historical  context:  a history characterised by continual warfare and the 
concomitant exploitation of the defeated.  
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Finally, Plath's life and, more importantly, her death by suicide at thirty seemed to give 
justification for her critical treatment as a neurotic woman. Those who grouped her with the 
other Confessional poets tended to rely on the fact of her attempted suicide attempt and 
subsequent psychiatric hospitalisation at twenty – after all, suicidal tendencies were a common 
trait in poets like Lowell, Sexton and Berryman. Writing about a group of poets consisting of 
Lowell, Bishop, Berryman, Jarrell, Schwartz and Plath, Kirsch declares neither mental illness 
nor addiction explains the tone and style of their poetry.40 Exploring the various reasons why 
so many great artists committed suicide in the twentieth century, Alvarez gives a prominent 
place in his list of causes to the subtle means of suppression of individuality in mass culture, 
which comes hand-in-hand – as a kind of ally or reinforcement – with actual, outright violence, 
seemingly unrelated to the former: 
[M]ass democracy, mass morality and the mass media thrive independently of the 
individual, who joins them only at the cost of at least a partial perversion of his instincts 
and insights. He pays for his social ease with what used to be called his soul – his 
discriminations, his uniqueness, his psychic energy, his self. Add to that the ubiquitous 
sense of violence erupting continually at the edges of perception: local wars, riots, 
demonstrations and political assassinations, each seen, as it were, out of the corner of the 
eye as just another news feature on the television screen. […] The result is totalitarianism 
not as a political phenomenon but as a state of mind.41 
 
In other words, the suicide of many twentieth-century artists can be attributed to the significant 
impact that mass democracy and consumerism have had on our culture, resulting in the 
eradication  of  individuality  and  the  spiritual  dimension  to  life.  Alvarez  gives  an  account  of  
institutional and social oppression in consumer society that has strong affinities with the 
thoughts and ideas emerging in Plath’s late poetry.  
The  theme of  revolt  against  social  coercion  and  against  the  violence  or  guile  of  social  
institutions exercised in order to intimidate, humiliate or cajole people into obedience – with 
the state apparatus instilling fear of dissent, hospitals putting patients and pregnant women to 
shame and the mass media duping consumers into believing in sham ideals and fake dreams – 
is the undercurrent of much of Plath’s late poetry. The joint institutions of mass democracy, 
mass morality and the mass media” exert a pervasive influence on the helpless, empty-headed 
candidate in The Applicant” to whom the super salesman” – as Plath called the speaker in her 
notes  –  sells  the  illusion  of  total  security  at  the  price  of  total  conformity;  on  the  women  
protagonists in Last Words” and An Appearance” who become enslaved to the consumer 
items and household appliances that are supposedly intended to make them more independent; 
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on the womaniser in Gigolo” who turns himself into a clockwork doll in the pursuit of self-
indulgent pleasures. The total eclipse of the human spirit is made apparent by the animated 
objects and the dispersed body parts of people in Berck-Plage” and The Munich 
Mannequins,” where the evanescent, faceless presence of people is almost obliterated by the 
solidity of lifeless but overvalued consumer items. As for the violence erupting continually at 
the  edges  of  perception,”  a  number  of  the  October  poems play  out  their  dramas  against  the  
backdrop of war, whether it is a Nazi concentration camp with a sinister father figure 
representing institutionalised male oppression exploiting the female artist – the woman who 
aspires to more than domesticity – in Lady Lazarus” and Daddy,” or the devastation of the 
atomic bomb in Hiroshima where the hellish fumes drive the deserted mistress to literally 
evaporate into thin air – like tens of thousands of Japanese civilians did – in Fever 103°,” or 
the lands of Poland and Germany laid waste by the second world war, over which Mary, the 
eternally tortured mother figure gazes, fearing for the future of her child amid the threat of 
contemporary nuclear armament in Mary’s Song.” War becomes universal and nondescript in 
Getting There,” and it also becomes an allegory for the journey of life. All of these poems give 
voice to tabooed conflicts and contradictions at the heart of the affluent late modern society – 
to issues that are still avoided today. 
While Plath is keenly aware of the individual’s embeddedness in a certain social milieu 
which, in turn, is seen as the outcome of historical processes, it does not lead her to exempt the 
individual, however circumscribed he may be, from responsibility. Even if he is stark naked” 
and  crying  as  the  miserable  protagonist  of  The  Applicant,”  even  if  he  is  told  it  is  his  last  
resort,” he can still refuse to marry” the black and stiff suit” – the virtual straitjacket into 
which late modern mass society tries to put him.  
On the other hand, the inertness, the lack of internal drive in the applicant makes him 
unlikely to withstand the pressure to fit in and adapt to a homogenising society. This deficiency 
in strong internal motivations or higher ideals is precisely which defines the mass man, 
according to Ortega y Gasset:  
[N]obility is synonymous with a life of effort, ever set on excelling oneself, in passing 
beyond what one is to what one sets up as a duty and an obligation. In this way the noble 
life stands opposed to the common or inert life, which reclines statically upon itself, 
condemned to perpetual immobility, unless an external force compels it to come out of 
itself.42 
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While Ortega y Gasset is largely contemptuous of the mass man whom he defines by a lack of 
ambition or purpose in life, Riesman presents the same emblematic figure – calling him the 
“adjusted” – in a positive light. Riesman defines the “adjusted” as “the people who respond in 
their character structure to the demands of their society,”43 and implies they are more successful 
and also more loveable than “autonomous” individuals. However, his comparison between the 
“adjusted” and the “autonomous” individual in terms of motivational factors definitely 
coincides with the way in which Ortega y Gasset contrasts the aims of the mass man and those 
of the “noble” individual: “The goals, and the drive toward them, were rational, 
nonauthoritarian and noncompulsive for the autonomous; for the adjusted, they were merely 
given.”44 It seems, therefore, that autonomy and dignity can only be achieved by individuals 
who are able to formulate their own projects in life. 
It is precisely the applicant’s lack of inner purpose and concomitant need to be compelled 
externally that causes the jeering bitterness of the speaker-salesman’s tone in The Applicant,” 
as well as the existential unease of the female persona in Tulips,” who secretly misses the 
vitality of a life without numbing social pressures: 
And I see myself flat, ridiculous, a cut-paper shadow 
Between the eye of the sun and the eyes of the tulips, 
And I have no face, I have wanted to efface myself. 
 
The absolute contrast between the blood-red tulips, symbolising individuality and instinct, and 
the clinically white hospital walls, with their connotations of institutional oppression, prefigures 
the unfolding conflict between the self and the world, which comes to a full crisis as well as a 
dramatic resolution in the October poems.  
Plath’s speakers who have previously tried to adapt to the requirement of uniformity, 
recognise themselves, in these late poems, as fundamentally inert objects, manipulated by the 
gigantic iron hand of a mechanised, bureaucratic society of mass production. In effect, the 
realisation that they are commodities just as much as they are consumers, can be regarded as 
the starting point of their revolt against society: a dialectical perception of self as both subject 
and object, both worker and commodity, in relation to past and future as well as present, is 
characteristic of revolutionary literature, whether the revolution is political or cultural,”45 as 
Annas observes insightfully. Indeed, it is Plath’s realisation that she is, at the same time, subject 
and object, agent and patient, consumer and commodity that can be considered as the inception 
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of her poetic revolution. The reason why this double self-perception can engender revolt is that 
being treated as a soulless, inanimate thing by other people or whole institutions is a singularly 
enraging experience, but only for those who have still retained some sense of an individual self.  
For Plath, who desperately wanted to conform to social expectations as a wife and mother, 
but who, at the same time, also desired to preserve her distance from social conformism as a 
full-time writer who is free to speak in her own voice, this realisation coincided with another 
revelation. She had to come to terms with the impossibility of preserving a truthful, autonomous 
self and successfully adapt to and being recognised by the outside world. She knew she had 
arrived  at  an  impasse  and  it  was  already  too  late  to  make  a  choice.  Bollobás  considers  the  
necessary choice between life and art as the essential conflict in women poets’ lives and 
identifies Plath’s refusal to opt for one and renounce the other until too late as the cause of her 
personal tragedy. Even though she did choose poetry in the end, her fate was already sealed, 
she could not reject her role as mother.46 
Plath’s final outburst of revolt in poetry was triggered by her awareness of the 
impossibility for her, as a woman, to be a political person as well” – as she had still claimed 
herself to be in October 1962 – in the usual sense. Society, she realised, would never allow this, 
yet she still insisted on the right to be a free individual. According to ancient Greek political 
thought, a person who is truly free is also a public person, as Arendt explains:  
[F]reedom was understood as being manifest in certain […] human activities, and that 
these activities could appear and be real only when others saw them, judged them, 
remembered them. The life of a free man needed the presence of others.47  
 
This public quality of the concept of freedom reflects an important aspect of the debate 
surrounding Plath. Critical literature on Plath has often focused on a distinction between the 
private and the political. While psychoanalytical and biographical approaches emphasise that 
Plath only gives voice to her own private conflicts and emotions, and therefore her art belongs 
strictly in the private sphere, more recent, and especially feminist, critics have attempted to 
clear  a  path  towards  a  socio-political  reading  of  her  poetry  and  thus  vindicate  its  validity  in  
relation to the public realm. 
In a consumerist mass society, individuals are deprived of public freedom in exchange 
for material comfort and possessions. Annas argues that this results in the emotional and 
instinctual depletion of individuals. People become effete and insignificant in their 
homogeneity, a process which goes parallel to the foregrounding and virtual vitalisation of 
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objects and artificial devices.48 Eerily animated objects and, conversely, people dehumanised 
by  a  dispersal  of  their  dissociated  body  parts  are  central  in  the  imagery  of  many  late  Plath  
poems, which are analysed in terms of consumerist ideology in Chapter 5. 
Annas calls this phenomenon that devaluation of human life which is a necessary 
precondition to war,”49 and this loss of human value does not only manifest itself in outright 
military violence at the edges of perception” as Alvarez put it, but also in ordinary day-to-day 
existence. Therefore, the objectification of individuals can be identified as one of the main 
reasons why war has not disappeared along with the many other age-old scourges of humanity. 
The advance of technology, instead of elevating mankind to a more perfect and sophisticated 
level of existence, has helped to make warfare even more destructive due to its efficiency and 
more annihilating due to its impersonality. The increasing homogenisation of subjects who are 
now forced, by subliminal stimuli, to construct their identities as both consumers and 
commodities, entails the ubiquity of warfare in the less developed regions of the world, but the 
far-away military violence is also an indirect threat to the individuals living in the affluent 
society. The threat of nuclear annihilation and the aftermath of the Second World War, 
especially in terms of the trials of Nazi war criminals extensively covered by the news media 
in the early 1960s, were intense experiences for Plath, who began to use war as an allegorical 
framework in her poetry. Her ‘war poems’ and their social context are explored in Chapter 4. 
The fear of approaching warfare can then be used to manipulate subjects into 
relinquishing the already limited personal freedom they possess, generating widespread 
intrusions into their privacy. By disseminating the dread of an invisible yet omnipresent enemy, 
the power structures of the affluent society – especially that of Cold War America, the era in 
which Plath lived – succeeds in securing the absolute sovereignty over its subjects which the 
monarch used to have in the past. In order to avoid being branded as one of the enemy and cast 
out as such, individuals must subject themselves to increased scrutiny by the state and its 
extensions.  The  issue  of  privacy  and  related  notions  appear  as  thematic  elements  in  a  large  
number of Plath's late poems, and are investigated in Chapter 3. 
When expanding on how the state apparatuses and their related ideologies interpellate the 
subject, Althusser links the self-recognition of the individual as a subject and the notion of a 
guilty conscience. He illustrates the point by imagining a policeman hailing a passer-by – the 
latter will turn around whether or not he is guilty.50 In a way, then, a sense of guilt seems to be 
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bound up with subjecthood. Extrapolating the Nietzschean notion of bad conscience, Butler 
arrives at a conclusion similar to that of Althusser. She argues that [b]ad conscience would be 
the fabrication of interiority” and that the internalization of punishment is the very production 
of  the  self.”51 Thus, the notion of guilt or criminality may become an appropriate poetic 
metaphor for the beleaguered self in the late modern mass society: an aspect of Plath’s poetry 
that is discussed in Chapter 2. 
Plath's  poetry  of  revolt  is  perhaps  at  its  most  radical  –  or  most  pessimistic  –  when  it  
extends its vision of endemic violence and unfair oppression, experienced within society, to the 
entire natural world. In some of the late poems, the exploitation and consequent elimination of 
the weak or the exceptional are presented not as phenomena particular to mankind, but as a 
universal law to which humans, animals and objects alike are subjected. Paradoxically, the 
poet's rebellion becomes the most extreme when she realises the omnipresence of oppression 
and still refuses to submit to the ineluctable external forces. The theme of radical revolt against 
the tyranny of the community or that of brute force comes under scrutiny in Chapter 1. 
  
                                                             




OPPRESSION AND REVOLT IN SYLVIA PLATH’S POETRY 
One of the main characteristics of Plath’s late poetry is the enlargement of personal 
experience into universal dimensions. Thus, the very specific situations and conflicts the 
persona is involved in reflect the general conditions of living in this world: whether the speaker 
is looking into the past or surveying the present, the private dilemma is reinforced and 
aggravated by the perceived general laws ruling society, politics, history and even the natural 
world. As Rosenblatt observes: Plath’s late poems dramatize the transformation of her 
personal situation into a metaphor for universal struggle.”52 In Plath’s late poetry, the individual 
conflict closely corresponds to a general set of rules, whether they govern human affairs or the 
entire universe.  
The  most  important  way in  which  Plath  succeeds  in  widening  the  scope  of  her  poems 
from the starting point of private experience is a tone of detachment or mild sarcasm applied in 
conveying the specific individual experience. Despite the seemingly private or confessional 
origin” of these poems, they produce the effect on the reader that they impersonally participate 
in something more than they are,” generating a sense of impersonality,53 or emotional 
distancing from the private conflict. This detached, self-mocking voice allows the poet to 
analyse her private situation and understand potential layers of political or historical meaning 
inherent in it, and vice versa, news of recent, global events and knowledge of the historical past 
manifest themselves in her everyday life.  
The private and the universal are often so closely interwoven in the fabric of the poems 
that any attempt to separate them risks gravely distorting or reducing their scope and potential 
layers of meaning. Providing Letter in November” as an example of how a late Plath poem 
has sometimes been read exclusively in terms of the private as opposed to the political, in this 
case, as a poem not about Thermopylae, but about a woman wandering around her garden,” 
Kendall makes the important statement that such distinctions, as Plath implies, cannot be 
maintained.” Kendall goes on to suggest that history’ is more closely associated with forgetting 
than with remembering, but the poem sets itself the task to bring back the past with its pain and 
secrets that history’ wanted to erase: what had been repressed erupts aberrantly and 
unexpectedly into memory.” 54 The implication in Kendall’s assessment is that much of history 
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is repressed, silenced in an effort to make people forget about it. Moreover, with a seemingly 
bizarre inversion, it is memory that is labelled aberrant, rather than amnesia. 
What qualifies Plath’s poetry to be called revolutionary is exactly its defiant remembrance 
in  the  face  of  repression,  its  naming  of  age-old  grievances  that  had  no  name  before  and  its  
insistence on dragging the hidden injustices of both history and contemporary society into the 
light of poetic vision. By speaking out about the tabooed subjects of specific instances of 
historic violence and placing them in the context of apparently peaceful, everyday experience, 
Plath highlights much of what is wrong with the world: cruelty, exploitation, greed, injustice – 
and, perhaps most importantly, hypocrisy.  
A war declared on hypocrisy, on the high cold masks of amnesia,” is, perhaps, an 
indispensable part of any truly revolutionary agenda – and, according to Arendt, it was a 
persistent element of the French Revolution, especially under Robespierre’s dictatorship.55 The 
reason  why hypocrisy  was  singled  out  by  Robespierre  as  the  most  sinister  of  vices  is  that  it  
destroys the authentic self:  
[the hypocrite] eliminates from the world, which he has populated with illusions and lying 
phantoms, the only core of integrity from which true appearance could arise again, his 
own incorruptible self. For while probably no living man, in his capacity as agent, can 
claim not only to be uncorrupted but to be incorruptible, the same may not be true to this 
other watchful and testifying self before whose eyes […] what we do and say must appear. 
[…] [I]ntegrity can indeed exist under the cover of all other vices except this one. Only 
crime and the criminal, it is true, confront us with the perplexity of radical evil; but only 
the hypocrite is really rotten to the core.56 
 
Therefore, revolutionary literature, no less than actual political revolutions, in order to preserve 
the purity of its purpose to bring justice, has to eliminate all self-deception, and, as a 
consequence, must equally detest and try to eradicate deceitfulness in others. To some extent, 
Plath’s  self-mocking  tone  in  her  late  poetry  is  due  to  this  search  for  a  true  assessment  of  a  
historical or private situation, a stubborn search for justice and fair-mindedness amidst much 
emotional upheaval in her private life, and also amidst misgivings of potential backlash against 
her outspoken writings. 
This detached or sardonic tone and the quest for unmasking hypocrisy are pivotal in the 
four poems to be discussed in this chapter –  Burning the Letters,” Totem,” The Swarm” and 
Kindness.” Several of the so-called larger issues’ crop up in various combinations: the first 
poem grapples with the problematic relationship between the individual and the community as 
well as the tension between different notions of poetic immortality, the second tackles the 
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lessons of history in terms of imperialistic self-aggrandisement, the third deals with the 
existential problem of the meaning of death, while the fourth centres around the exploitation of 
the weak and the conflicted notion of woman as artist. What links these thematically divergent 
poems together, first of all, is the representation of a systematic violence that is used to maintain 
order, either through fear or through the elimination of resistant elements. Second, the depiction 
of the failure of individualistic ambitions or desires to come to fruition in a world fundamentally 
hostile towards difference or greatness. Finally, the occurrence of the notion of immortality or 
infinity.  
These three thematic elements are markedly present in all of these pieces, even though 
the relative weight of each and the emphasis they receive vary. The structuring power of 
violence is most pronounced in Totem” where all beings exist in a relation of predator and 
prey as well as in Burning the Letters,” where the speaker suffers almost as much at the hands 
of a prejudiced, gossipy community as at the hands of her unfaithful husband. On the other 
hand, the calculated extirpation of individual aspirations can be identified in both these poems 
but comes to the forefront especially in The Swarm” where Napoleon’s larger than life 
character is defeated by a faceless alliance and in Kindness,” in which the woman speaker is 
being threatened into forfeiture of her claims to artistic creativity. The concept of immortality 
is foregrounded by both these poem as well as by Burning the Letters,” while the Totem” 
approaches the notion of endless existence from a rather different perspective. 
In  contrast  to  another  group  of  late  pieces,  which  the  present  dissertation  calls  war  
poems’ and which are explored in a later chapter in relation to the idea of a separate public and 
private sphere, the emphasis in these four poems does not fall upon the cyclical nature of history 
with its unending wars and violence, or the difference between male and female spaces. Instead, 
they focus on the conflict between the individual and the community, the strife between the 
unique and the commonplace. While the motif of war is undoubtedly an important one in The 
Swarm,” and violence is a structuring element in the other three poems, they do not stage a 
triumphant revenge plot as some war poems like Daddy,” Lady Lazarus,” or even Fever 
103°.” Nor do they find consolation in the inevitable and enforced inaction of defeat that 
nevertheless  allows  for  some  kind  of  peace,  like  Letter  in  November,”  Mary’s  Song,”  or  
Cut,” or place their hope in some future redemption as Three Women” or Getting There.” 
Conversely, the four poems that focus on oppression speak from an inescapable entrapment by 
historical, social or natural necessity, which precludes the possibility for either vengeance or 
consolation. The necessity that binds the speakers does not originate from, as in the case of the 
war poems, from the military or political power of a ruling social élite, or an individual tyrant, 
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quite the reverse: the source of oppression is precisely the mass of common people, the 
majority.  
The notion of Tocqueville’s tyranny of the majority,” first devised to describe early 
nineteenth-century American democracy, might as well be applied to explain the social 
mechanisms and popular culture of most Western consumer societies in the early 1960s and 
beyond: 
In the United States, the majority undertakes to supply a multitude of ready-made 
opinions  for  the  use  of  individuals,  who  are  thus  relieved  of  the  necessity  of  forming  
opinions of their own. Everybody there adopts great numbers of theories, on philosophy, 
morals and politics, without inquiry, upon public trust […].  
The fact that the political laws of the Americans are such that the majority rules the 
community with sovereign sway, materially increases the power which that majority 
naturally exercises over the mind. For nothing is more customary in man than to recognize 
superior wisdom in the person of his oppressor.57 
 
By pointing out the fundamentally violent and mindlessly collective nature of society and the 
world – whether that of the natural environment, a historical nation or the poet’s own small 
contemporary community – this group of poems offers a thoroughgoing critique of oppression 
by the majority that is apt to manifest itself in the petty details of everyday life.  
With her acute and highly intellectual poetic sensitivity, Plath points out that the disparate 
and seemingly insignificant instances of forceful control – bits and pieces of intentional malice 
or premeditated nastiness – add up to a unified atmosphere of oppression that is more than the 
sum of its parts. Ultimately, these poems reveal a systematic, communal cruelty that ensures 
the survival of the strongest, like the armed beekeeper of The Swarm” or the butchers in 
Totem;” or those that are adaptable, who bend and cringe” in front of the powerful and are 
not averse to ensure their livelihood by obeying commands indiscriminately, like the pack, the 
pack, like everybody.” This collective oppression, which, in the last analysis, originates from 
the individuals’ prostration before society, apart from inducing fear, results in a stultifying 
coercion to remain dull – mindless and boring – as Lavers contends, highlighting the tone of 
revolt in poems such as Totem.”58 Nevertheless, Lavers considers the rebellion of the speakers 
as directed exclusively at father figures, while both the tone and the images deployed in the 
four poems indicate that the speaker’s antagonism is directed at a phenomenon that is dispersed 
and impersonal rather than individual or gender-specific. 
However, in order to understand how these seemingly contradictory phenomena – slavish 
identity-loss and brutal violence – may coexist in an advanced civilisation, a closer look must 
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be taken at the nature of oppression from which they derive. Simone Weil was one of the few 
important thinkers who investigated the reasons why oppression exists in almost all societies: 
The problem is, in short, to know what it is that links oppression in general and each form 
of oppression in particular to the system of production; in other words, to succeed in 
grasping the mechanism of oppression, in understanding by what means it arises, subsists, 
transforms itself, by what means, perhaps, it might theoretically disappear. This is, to all 
intents and purposes, a novel question.59 
 
The fact that an examination of the origins and nature of oppression could be posited as a novel 
question” as late as the 1940s is extraordinary and goes a long way to support the notion that 
writing about the issue required a great deal of personal courage – and that it had been a task 
shunned by most philosophers and writers. Even though Marx had already laid the foundations 
for a re-evaluation of social structures and came to the conclusion that the ultimate origin of all 
oppression resides in the division of labour, Weil rejects this hypothesis because she finds it 
provides only a partial explanation.60 Weil’s ideas, of course, benefited from the historical 
knowledge of Socialism having failed to ensure the freedom and happiness of the people in 
Stalinist Russia. Therefore, she sensed quite early that a need has arisen to redefine the nature 
of oppression and why one such political system is overthrown only to be replaced by another. 
Consequently, Weil goes back to primitive societies and follows their development in 
rough outlines, in order to identify the root causes of oppression. The first factor that gives rise 
to an oppressive system is the existence of a relatively highly developed economy. The second 
factor is  the resulting privileges that only a few possess,  since the technical or other kind of 
knowledge has become too complicated to be grasped by all: examples include magical 
knowledge, such as priests possessed; the know-how of handling arms and other sophisticated 
weaponry; and finally, gold or money, which also establishes a complex system of exchange, 
much more intricate than the simple barter of goods. Thirdly, and most importantly, it is the 
struggle for power that generates a closed circuit of oppression in which those who are powerful 
need to preserve their authority from both their competitors and the people they control, and 
when  their  inferiors  chafe  against  their  shackles,  it  only  results  in  increased  severity  of  
repression. Furthermore, in order to cement their power in their own country, those in power 
are compelled to wage wars abroad because military conquests tend to instil fear in their own 
subjects. These conflicts, in turn, incite other powers to challenge their rival’s increased 
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authority  lest  they  cannot  maintain  their  own  positions.  With  this,  the  circuit  of  oppression  
comes full cycle, and it seems impossible to break it.61 
The only potential solution, as Weil sees it, is the abolishment of inequality, since one 
man, no matter how powerful he is, faces naturally given limits in terms of time and space, 
therefore, he seeks to multiply his ability to accomplish tasks by enslaving others and forcing 
them to work for him. Even though his power over others can never be absolute, the very limits 
and instability of power only serves to aggravate the coercion exercised by those in authority.62 
While the advancement of technology might appear as a solution to the enslavement of people 
because it frees them from unnecessary labour, Weil insists that even in this case, people and 
organisations would keep up their struggle for retaining or acquiring privileges.63 
What is more immediately relevant to the topic at hand is Weil’s observation on the 
interrelatedness between highly developed societies and servitude: 
[B]y a strange inversion, this collective dominion transforms itself into servitude as soon 
as  one  descends  to  the  scale  of  the  individual,  and  into  a  servitude  fairly  closely  
resembling that associated with primitive conditions of existence.64  
 
In other words, it is only those in power who are elevated to a higher level of existence, while 
the worker is subjected to a system of production which is incomprehensible to him, along with 
the relevance or efficiency of the labour he himself carries out day in, day out, under disguised 
but no less serious threats of death at the hands of society. As a result, he remains as totally 
subjected  to  and  prostrate  before  unseen  powers  as  he  was  in  primitive  times:  the  only  
difference is that, while before, he was worshipping nature as the all-powerful giver and taker 
of life, now he is forced to his knees before society; thus, only a transfer of power has taken 
place from inanimate matter to social forces.65 Hence Weil concludes that mankind only 
escaped servitude to the blind forces of nature to fall victim to the arbitrary coercion of society 
as  an  all-powerful  entity:  It  would  seem that  man is  born  a  slave,  and  that  servitude  is  his  
natural condition.”66 This inference also tallies with Tocqueville’s observation that individuals, 
under the conditions of relative equality ensured by democracy, become enslaved to public 
opinion. 
It is this unjust and demeaning servitude that the poet rebels against by refusing to adulate 
a society that exploits and disgraces the individual. The four poems in this chapter share the 
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underlying theme of revolt against the community, whether in a tone of quiet defiance as in 
Kindness,” disgust and resignation as in Totem,” with sardonic humour like in The Swarm,” 
or in an anguished voice such as that of Burning the Letters.” The word ‘revolt’ is used here 
intentionally in its widest sense. Firstly, it means an attempt to end the authority of a person 
or body by rebelling;” and this aspect of the word is most pertinent to Burning the Letters” 
where the speaker wants to end the literary and conjugal authority of the husband and, by 
implication, to defy the oppressive and maliciously petty conventions of the community. 
Secondly, a refusal to continue to obey or conform,” which emerges parallel to the speaker’s 
derisive attitude towards both the glory-minded Napoleon and the pragmatic beekeeper in The 
Swarm” who both excel at controlling others; Kindness,” on the other hand, offers a bemusedly 
ironic tone to expose the hypocrisy of social attitudes towards both artistic creativity and moral 
responsibility. Thirdly, as a verb, it means: to feel disgust”67 and this is most prevalent in 
Totem” where the endless cycle of birth and butchery culminates in one of the most disturbing 
closing images Plath had ever written. 
Considered by many critics as a turning point in Plath’s poetry, Burning the Letters” is 
also a sort of introduction to the greatest pieces to be written by her during the autumn of 1962– 
from the end of September through early December. While Bundtzen emphasises the 
crudities” and poetic awkwardness” of the poem, she locates its outstanding importance, on 
the one hand, in the criticism levelled at Hughes’s poetry that is apparent in Burning the 
Letters”, and on the other, in this poem’s role in preparing the tonality and thematics of the 
Ariel poems. 68  These are sometimes called the October poems as the bulk of the poems of this 
period was produced in that month, containing some of the most well-known pieces by Plath, 
such as Daddy,” Ariel” and Lady Lazarus.” While acknowledging its importance in terms 
of chronology and boundary marker between the poet’s stylistic periods, critics tend to 
downplay the worth of this poem in its own right, implying that it lacks the strong artistic unity 
or the striking metaphors of the October poems. For example, Birkle dismisses this poem along 
with Words Heard, by Accident, Over the Phone” as mere expressions of Plath’s rage and 
disappointment,”69 while Bassnett goes so far as to state that both poems can be read as a kind 
of diary.”70 Nevertheless,  the  complexity  of  images  and  symbols  deployed  by  the  poem  
indicates that it is a more sophisticated piece than it appears at first reading. 
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In addition to its highly dramatic tone, Burning the Letters” is also remarkable for 
introducing many of the unique themes and images that come to the forefront in Plath’s late 
poems. The death rattle attributed to objects recurs in Totem,” the dog pack makes its 
appearance in The Swarm,” and the Arctic as the speaker’s dwelling place in Letter in 
November.” Moreover, the smiles of the deceitful husband appear in The Detective,” the rising 
and flying, angel-like figure brings comfort to the speaker in Fever 103,” while the repulsive 
German mother tongue of the speaker’s antagonist is dealt with in Daddy.” Finally, burning 
and ashes as the means of a magical event occur in Lady Lazarus,” and the victim who will 
haunt the living, emanating the colour red, emerges in both the latter poem and Stings.”  
Despite its cumbersome format – the four stanzas are each 14 lines long, with very 
unequal line lengths – and the scarcity of end rhymes, there is an abundance of internal half-
rhymes and alliterations that gives unity and power to the poem. Though it is by no means the 
first occurrence of play with internal rhyming and the technique of making surprising metaphors 
cohere more strongly by choosing words that feature similar consonants or vowels in Plath’s 
poetry,  Burning  the  Letters”  relies  on  its  sound  effect  for  much  of  its  artistic  impact  –  a  
characteristic of her poems first noticeable in those written from early 1962 onwards. Such 
recurring consonant motives include: Letters and their death rattle” (l-t-r), Pale eyes, patent-
leather gutturals!” (p-l-t-r), while "dream  of  clear” (i:) and Riding my Arctic” (a:) are 
examples for vowel repetitions, which can also be heard as internal rhymes. This technique of 
internal alliteration, combined with a few clear end rhymes (old-unrolled-told; fish-wish; cry-
eye) and slant rhymes or assonances (cabbage-edges; gutturals-immortal) enables the poet to 
create an aesthetically pleasing, cohesive text while avoiding the artistic straitjacket of a regular 
rhyme pattern. Plath acknowledges this significant change in her writing style in a BBC radio 
interview71 and finds it important enough to highlight that speaking these new poems to herself 
is essential when composing them.  
The high-strung tone of Burning the Letters” derives partly from the dramatic, almost 
ritualistic situation of the poem, and the strong rhythm of the lines, where iambs often alternate 
with dactyls, for instance: And here is an end to the writing.” Coincidentally, this impressively 
rhythmic line is also one of the most significant ones of the poem, announcing the end of a kind 
of writing that is insincere, inauthentic, seeking the approval of its audience, the spry hooks 
that bend and cringe,” rather than finding a form for the deepest and most tormenting moods 
and emotions of the poet. Like many of the October poems, Burning the Letters” is an 
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incantation, a performative act – a spell cast to ward off the evil of dissimulation and invite the 
true and terrifying spirit of great poetry. 
The speaker executes the burning as an act of purification, to find psychological relief, as 
she explains in the first stanza: 
I made a fire; being tired 
Of the white fists of old 
Letters and their death rattle 
When I came too close to the wastebasket. 
What did they know that I didn’t? 
 
The letters constitute an existential threat to the speaker, taunting her in a malicious and 
aggressive manner: the crumpled pieces of paper, already thrown away, are seen as white fists” 
and the sound of paper crinkling is perceived as a death rattle.” Even though these letters may 
not be relevant anymore and their importance is diminishing or dying, they can still intimidate 
her.  They  seem  to  want  to  drag  her  down  with  them  to  the  past  and  the  oblivion  to  which  
superannuated things are relegated.  
It is not the outdatedness of the letters, however, that bothers her most: she is even more 
frightened by the possibility of their revealing some new piece of information in the future that 
could aggravate her pain. Her question: What did they know that I didn’t?” might be 
interpreted as dismissive of their significance but, as it is confirmed by the half-burnt letters’ 
revelation towards the end, it is more appropriately understood as her apprehension of the 
eventual disclosure of a secret she dreads but still wishes to know. The ambivalent emotional 
state of the speaker is conveyed by a rather complex image of the letters, which, though in their 
death throes, unrolled / Sands where a dream of clear water / Grinned like a getaway car.” This 
image captures a state of mind in which the speaker feels as if she was wandering through a 
desert, dying of thirst, and envisioning a cool pool of water to quench her thirst and thus, escape 
from the tormenting uncertainty. The dream of clear water” is the false illusion that knowing 
the whole truth as might be disclosed by the letters would end her unease; the getaway car,” a 
means of illegitimate, cowardly escape, however, suggests that she suspects that getting the 
answer to the question vexing her will not bring the desired release, that she will not be able to 
evade the ‘punishment’ meted out to her. 
What she is being punished for is the crime of flouting social conventions. Aware that 
making a bonfire is a drastic way to deal with old letters, the speaker continues to find excuses 
for her dramatic and unladylike deed: 
I am not subtle 
Love, love, and well, I was tired 
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Of cardboard cartons the color of cement or a dog pack 
Holding in its hate 
Dully, under a pack of men in red jackets, 
And the eyes and times of the postmarks. 
 
It is the only instance in the poem where the speaker addresses another person: her lover; thus, 
the secret contained by the letters is foreshadowed as pertaining to betrayal in love. By declaring 
that she is not subtle,” the speaker acknowledges that her behaviour – past or present – goes 
against the norms of polite or acceptable behaviour. On the other hand, the way she acts, by 
implication, also goes against the grain of the customary dissimulation and civilised subterfuge 
involved in socially approved self-conduct. In a more oblique fashion, this statement also 
contains the message that her love is not subtle but rather passionate and devouring – just like 
the fire that is to consume the papers.  
The letters are stored in a grey cardboard box whose colour is as dull as the suppressed 
hatred emanating from the written pages: the image of the pack of dogs, which recurs in The 
Swarm,” composed two months later,  is  here conjured up by the bland colour as well  as the 
irresponsible because impersonal, communal violence with which the letters en masse threaten 
the speaker. The pack of men in red jackets” might be an actual picture postcard placed on top 
of the box or an ongoing hunting expedition in the surrounding countryside. More importantly, 
it signifies that the letters are only the emissaries of their writers, similarly to how the dogs are 
sent as scouts to sniff out the prey by the hunting men, obeying their commands. As the papery 
avatars of a hostile community, the letters are also felt to exercise a kind of surveillance on the 
speaker: the eyes and times of the postmarks” monitor the "not subtle” woman, taunting and 
humiliating her with the missing piece of information they contain. 
Like a pack-dog, the fire she has made to destroy the letters may lick and fawn, but it is 
merciless.” This characterisation of the fire has connotations referring to human behaviour, too: 
it points to the hypocritical manner in which people behave in a close community, such as a 
village or small town, acting friendly and amiable in face-to-face interaction, while spreading 
malicious gossip behind each other’s back. The metaphor of the dog pack, sniffing out the 
hidden prey to kill, combined with the sense of urgency to burn the letters, and the word love” 
hinting at a beloved man all point to a situation in which the speaker is afraid of public 
humiliation due to an illicit affair. It is only from the last line of the third stanza forwards that 
the reader is made aware of the involvement of a hated third person in the speaker’s love 
relationship, thus indicating that the party guilty of cheating is not the speaker but her partner. 
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Even though the fire may be regarded as an accomplice to the persona engaging in a ritual 
– it rises as a demon invoked to annihilate her enemies – the fiery tongues licking the 
manuscripts seem alluring to her for another reason as well. The fire is merciless” and could 
as easily destroy her as the detested letters; nevertheless, she feels drawn to the consuming 
flames: My fingers would enter although / They melt and sag, they are told / Do not touch.” 
These lines, Kendall argues, convey the speaker’s desire for physical pain in order to alleviate 
the emotional torture, as suffering is preferable to a dull insensate existence” like that of the 
dumb fish”72 which is content to be manipulated and isolated, lulled into a false composure. 
As the sheets of paper are being consumed, the speaker triumphantly announces: And 
here is an end to the writing, / The spry hooks that bend and cringe, and the smiles, the smiles.” 
In her insightful and thorough analysis of this poem, Bundtzen points out that these pivotal lines 
refer to Plath’s poet-husband Ted Hughes and to his unusual and irregular longhand. She 
describes Hughes’s handwriting as sometimes indecipherable,” and clotted with a thicket of 
curlicues, hooks, flourishes, and, like barbed wire, backwards, snarelike strokes.” 73 In this case, 
the  handwriting  stands  for  the  man himself,  who also  bend[s]  and  cringe[s]”  and  smiles  to  
ingratiate himself with those who can advance his career.  
Hughes’ writing is central to Burning the Letters” and perhaps no other poem by Plath 
has been read with such an intense scrutiny into the way in which Plath was influenced by and 
reacted to her husband’s texts. While Plath would often use the reverse side of Hughes’s and 
her own manuscripts to draft her poems, the fact that she wrote this one on an unpublished radio 
play by Hughes, The Calm, is given special emphasis by Van Dyne, who contends that the poem 
is an attempt to dismantle and dispose of Hughes’s poetry as an obstacle to her own 
creativity.”74 Therefore, the eradication of his manuscripts signifies a revolt against his poetic 
authority and a refusal to continue to uphold the assumption that he is the finer poet of the two 
– an assumption which formed an important element of their marriage. Plath’s reaction when 
receiving the news that Hughes’s poetry volume was awarded a prestigious prize, thus 
establishing him as an up-and-coming young writer, at a time when she had still not published 
a book, is a case in point: I am so glad Ted is first. All my pat theories about marrying a writer 
dissolve with Ted: his rejections more than double my sorrow & his acceptances rejoice me 
more than mine […].”75 The notion that Hughes is the superior poet and, therefore, his interest 
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must come first, underlay much of their creative and personal partnership. Therefore, destroying 
his manuscripts must be interpreted as a major gesture of revolt.  
The speaker hopes that she will get some sense of closure by the burning: 
And at least it will be a good place now, the attic. 
At least I won’t be strung just under the surface, 
Dumb fish 
With one tin eye, 
Watching for glints, 
Riding my Arctic 
Between this wish and that wish. 
 
The phrase at least” indicates that she does not expect a full release from her emotional turmoil 
by doing away with a pile of paper; rather, she considers it a symbolic act through which she 
can regain a degree of control in a confusing situation where betrayal by the beloved man is 
coupled with uncertainty as to his, and even her own intentions, in addition to the humiliation 
of having been deceived. She has been strung” along, that is, fooled by the cheating man, 
duped by misleading appearances. Describing herself mockingly as a dumb fish” which is on 
the lookout for changes in light just under the surface” of water, she refers both to her earlier 
suspicions about the man’s infidelity and her current ambivalent mood, alternately hoping for 
and despairing of the sustainability of their relationship. She has been watching for glints” in 
the eyes of the man, trying to find out about his real feelings, vacillating between the impulse 
to end the relationship and the desire to go on with it, while she feels isolated and deserted. 
In the third stanza, the woman speaker turns out to be the wife of the unfaithful man, as 
she is raking the ashes in her housedress” – a piece of clothing usually worn indoors by 
housewives. Also, the yellow lettuces and the German cabbage / Involved in its weird blue 
dreams, / Involved as a foetus” suggest domesticity and the babies the woman has had. Arguing 
that the burning is a ritual that the persona carries out in order to empower herself, Wagner-
Martin underlines the significance of the housedress” as an emblem of her passive and 
powerless role” that she now wishes to cast off.76 
By cremating the manuscripts, the speaker finds a momentary respite from her anguish, 
the ashes console” her: 
They would flutter off, black and glittering, they would be coal angels 
Only they have nothing to say to anybody. 
I have seen to that. 
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Thus, her major source of consolation is that the letters can no longer be read by others to fuel 
further gossip, or by herself to add to her pain. Although it seems she has got rid of the painful 
past by this act of destruction, the lines  
With the butt of a rake 
I flake up papers that breathe like people, 
I fan them out 
 
are evocative of the proverb to rake over old coals” or to rake over the ashes,” which means 
to revive painful memories – the exact opposite of what she intended to do. When she scrapes 
among the cinders with the rake to make them fly away, it is a gesture to shoo away the people 
whose writing has been burnt: the deceitful husband, the hated mistress, the friends, neighbours 
and acquaintances who might have been in on the secret of the illicit affair. The poem’s uncanny 
substitution of papers for people has been noted by Ellis:  In making a fire of the paper,  the 
poem’s speaker is to some extent lighting a match to an actual person, or at least the image of 
that person in her mind.”77 In a way, then, she is burning these people in effigy, in the form of 
their letters.  
Despite her efforts to keep herself ignorant of all the painful facts, like the carbon birds” 
that are comfortingly blinded,” the identity of the mistress, as if by black magic, is suddenly 
revealed: 
And a name with black edges 
 
Wilts at my foot, 
Sinuous orchis 
In a nest of root-hairs and boredom –  
Pale eyes, patent-leather gutturals! 
 
The name of the mystery woman is associated with the orchis, a common variety of orchids, a 
flower whose name is derived from the Greek word for testicles, pointing out the supposedly 
strong sexual urges of the seductress. Attached to the root of a plant, root-hairs are designed to 
absorb nutrients from their surroundings: similarly, the mistress has been usurping the 
husband’s attentions, gratifying her sensuality as well as seeking variety in her idle and 
purposeless life. By envisioning the orchis, the symbol of the other woman, in a nest of root-
hairs and boredom,” the speaker associates four things: the testicle-shaped blooms of the orchis, 
the hollow cavity of a nest, the hairy tentacles of a root and, finally, the emptiness of boredom. 
Taken together, they represent the female sexual organ. Bundtzen has already pointed out the 
implication of this image: In the image of the hairy orchid, Assia’s crumpled and burning letter 
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(invaginated folds of paper) resembles female genitals.”78 This complex metaphor is equating 
her name – in occult lore, the essence of a person – with her reproductive body part, thus 
reinforcing the repellent image of the mistress as a sexually rapacious, uninhibited, both morally 
and intellectually deficient person. The reference to her light-coloured eyes and the grating 
sound of her speech full of guttural consonants imply that she is of German origin, and makes 
it clear that the speaker has already met her, though unaware that she was the other woman. 
Confronting  the  whole  truth  about  her  husband’s  betrayal,  the  speaker  is  enraged  and  
realises that the bonfire could not possibly resolve the unbearable distress of her situation: 
Warm rain greases my hair, extinguishes nothing. / My veins glow like trees.” It is the speaker 
herself who is now on fire, glowing and burning with anger, feeling helpless, rooted to the 
ground, unable to act or move forward. While the poem started in a mood of listlessness and 
lethargy, now the speaker feels energised by the fierceness of the destructive flames.79 
The final image of the poem refers back to the pack of men in red jackets” and the dog 
pack” of the first stanza: 
The dogs are tearing a fox. This is what it is like –  
A red burst and a cry 
That splits from its ripped bag and does not stop 
With the dead eye 
And the stuffed expression, but goes on 
Dyeing the air, 
Telling the particles of the clouds, the leaves, the water 
What immortality is. That it is immortal. 
 
Bundtzen contends persuasively that the fox is a reference to Hughes’s iconic poem – one which 
made his name in the early stages of his literary career and which is also widely considered as 
his ars poetica -  The  Thought  Fox.”  As  a  relatively  early  poem,  it  is  written  in  a  style  
honouring  the  poetic  principles  of  Hughes’s  literary  patrons,  such  as  T.  S.  Eliot  and  W.  H.  
Auden, including impersonality, craftsmanship in the creation of images as well as the poet’s 
self-representation as a creator and not as a suffering human being. As Bundtzen pithily sums 
the poem up: The Thought Fox’ is one of those tricky little self-reflexive pieces about the 
process of creating the poem’s writing of itself.”80 The fox was also claimed by Hughes, who 
had a fondness for anthropological lore and shamanism, as his totem animal; therefore, the fox 
can be understood as the embodiment of Hughes himself. As Drangsholt remarks, this has been 
pointed out by Keith Sagar several times. Significantly, Hughes considered the fox to carry the 
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unquenchable flame of life” itself within, an attribute that makes Plath’s choice of the final 
image especially pertinent and logical in the context of Hughes’s belief system. Drangsholt also 
mentions The Burnt Fox,” a prose writing which provides an instance of how Hughes regarded 
the fox as a source of wisdom and intuitive knowledge. 81 
Accordingly, Wagner-Martin classifies this poem, along with Purdah,” as a poem of 
vengeance,” where the destruction of the partner’s writing is intended as punishment and the 
image  of  the  dogs  mangling  the  fox  serves  as  a  metaphor  for  the  persona’s  vengeance,  thus  
equating the fox with Hughes.82 While the fox does represent Hughes’s aesthetic principles, the 
scene of it being torn apart by a pack of dogs, bearing in mind the speaker’s own sense of being 
hounded, refers also to her own internal suffering, and through it, her own claims to undying 
fame. As Steinberg observes, this poem is not just about vengeance but also poetic 
immortality.”83 Hence the fox is more properly understood as a complex symbol rather than a 
simple metaphor, and the final image in which it appears clinches the principal underlying 
thematic elements of the poem. The the dead eye / And the stuffed expression” conveys Plath’s 
criticism of not only The Thought Fox” but her husband’s entire poetry as artificial, 
emotionally dried up, artistically short-sighted and stylistically stilted – it is important to note 
that the word expression’ may signify both a facial expression and a language unit. By contrast, 
the implication is that Plath’s own poetry transcends that of her husband in quality: her art 
moves beyond the mere artifice of Hughes’s creations.  
The scene of a fox being torn apart by dogs conveys the pain the speaker experiences 
when confronted with the name of the other woman, realising the enormity of the husband’s 
betrayal. The mistress is instantly identified by her name in the speaker’s mind, consequently, 
the two women have been acquainted with each other. As an additional, biographical piece of 
information, it may be relevant that the woman in question, Assia Wevill, the wife of another 
poet, was a guest in Plath’s and Hughes’ home in Devon earlier in the summer, which gave her 
the opportunity to flirt with Hughes and initiate an affair. This means that the mistress flagrantly 
abused her hospitality by seducing her husband, while Hughes, whose friends the Wevills were 
and for whose sake Plath entertained them, showed an utter lack of consideration for Plath. 
Therefore, the disloyalty is perceived by the speaker as manifold as it shows ingratitude and 
slyness in addition to sexual infidelity. 
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In a mysterious way, the fox’s suffering does not end with its death – the speaker claims 
that  there  is  a  kind  of  suffering  that  taints  the  world,  beyond  killing  the  sufferer.  The  pain  
becomes a disembodied existence that never ceases, and because of its endless quality, its victim 
goes on dying endlessly, too. As the feeling of torment moves away from the scene of the actual 
killing, it also paints the natural surroundings in the colour of blood, communicating its outrage 
to the elements, as if demanding that they take note and remember. Even though the ceaseless 
continuation of the fox’s agony makes it in some ways even more pitiful, in another sense, the 
small wild animal, due to the harrowing it has undergone, is immortalised, refined through its 
dispersion in nature, cleansed by the air, the water, the plants. The fox, after its physical death, 
experiences a mystical metamorphosis, as a result of which it becomes part of the elements. 
Even  though the  domesticated  dogs,  who conveniently  follow their  masters’  commands  and  
their own dumb herd instincts, succeed in destroying the fox’s body, its spirit becomes 
invincible and eternal. It moves beyond the baseness of the animal and human world, which is 
warped by a ruthless and cowardly violence. 
The motif of the dog pack that opens and closes this poem becomes a central poetic image 
in The Swarm” as well. In both poems, the dog pack embodies mindless obedience to 
communal pressures as well as irresponsible indulgence in primal cruelty. While the dogs as 
the embodiments of small-minded public opinion hunt down the symbol of poetic creativity in 
the form of the immortal fox in Burning the Letters,” the symbolic canine herd represents the 
army of a rising empire in The Swarm,” and are first and foremost motivated by greed and 
envy of others’ possessions. 
As opposed to the other pieces of the bee sequence, where the speaker’s self is the focal 
point of the poem, The Swarm” tackles a historical theme and expands it to universal relevance 
through presenting an allegory of the defeat of Napoleon in a contemporary village setting in 
rural England. Also, the theme of femininity, so important in the other bee poems, now seems 
to take a backseat to the political theme. In The Swarm,” as Kamel formulates it while focusing 
on the bees’ revolt as political commentary, the victim’s counter-aggression takes a political 
rather than sexual from.”84  These marked differences from the other bee poems have been 
pointed out by Melander, too.85 Here the swarming bees play out the Russian campaign and the 
Grand Army’s ultimate defeat at Waterloo in miniature, while the owner of the hive, shooting 
at it in order to bring it down, represents the allied forces that conquered Bonaparte. 
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The poem is structured by the colour symbolism of black and white. The black roses” of 
jealousy, the black pine tree,” the black ball” of the swarming bees and their black, 
intractable mind” all signal danger, threat, an abstruse sense of ambition that is hard to control 
or understand. By contrast, white stands as the epithet of valuable resources that can be obtained 
and used for egotistical purposes, whether they be material (loot as the dog’s bone), human 
(soldiers as ivory chess figures) or symbolic (the white busts” in niches, the ivory palace” of 
the  mausoleum).  The  first  colour  symbol,  the  black  rose,  which  appears  in  the  first  stanza,  
seems, in retrospect, to be slightly out of context with the rest of the poem: 
Somebody is shooting at something in our town –  
A dull pom, pom in the Sunday street. 
Jealousy can open the blood, 
It can make black roses. 
Who are they shooting at? 
 
The striking, darkly romantic image of jealousy as black roses flowering out of opened veins is 
inserted into a stanza which tentatively, and, in a rather casual language, sketches out the setting 
and the situation of the poem. By jealousy, the speaker might either mean envy of other people’s 
possessions and achievements, or sexual jealousy – the words blood” and roses,” however, 
suggests the latter. Even though the poem as a whole is about the rise and fall of Napoleon, the 
black rose symbol, as a sign of sexual lust and possessiveness, subtly hints at the connection 
between the appetite for sex and the appetite for power. 
The poem’s dramatic plot develops in two parallel settings: the speaker’s village in the 
present day on the one hand, and Russia,  Belgium, France,  and other European states in the 
Napoleonic era, on the other. While the bees represent Napoleon’s far-reaching ambitions – the 
bee was Napoleon’s chosen personal emblem – and his Grand Army, the man with grey hands” 
stands for contemporary no-nonsense attitudes, practicality and down-to-earth materialism. In 
terms of the colour symbolism, the man in protective clothing, shooting at the bees, is associated 
with grey – neither black like the emperor’s and the French soldiers’ lust for glory, nor white 
like the valuable assets coveted by them. Like the man of business” himself, the colour grey 
is dull and noncommittal but intensely practical.” 
The direct question at the end of the first stanza is answered in a metaphorical way in the 
following one:  
It is you the knives are out for 
At Waterloo, Waterloo, Napoleon, 
The hump of Elba on your short back, 
And the snow, marshaling its brilliant cutlery 




So, the swarm being shot at is conflated with Napoleon, who had not only the various European 
powers to battle against but hostile nature as well. Here, the ultimate defeat at Waterloo in 1815 
and the lengthy and unsuccessful Russian campaign three years earlier, the failure of which was 
mostly due to the arctic weather conditions, are presented in a close cause and effect 
relationship.  After  his  disastrous  attempt  to  invade  Russia,  where  the  Grand  Army  suffered  
heavy losses due to the Russian winter and the scorched earth tactics of his enemies – which 
involved setting fire to fields and villages so that the French would have no food supplies or 
other resources to use86 –  a short War of the Sixth Coalition again ended in Napoleon’s defeat 
and his subsequent exile to the island of Elba in 1814. He briefly resumed power – a period 
often called the Hundred Days – but after his final and definitive defeat at Waterloo, he was 
forced to exile on the island of Saint Helena in 1815. Thus, the failure of the Russian invasion 
is indeed directly linked to Napoleon’s eventual and final ousting from power. The reference 
of the hump of Elba” which likens him to a hunchback, and also implying that it is with the 
awareness of being – at least, in the eyes of other European monarchs and their courts – an 
unwanted and ostracised person that he engages in the final battle at Waterloo. 
Nonetheless, his ultimate failure seems well-deserved as he had been striving to achieve 
power and admiration at the expense of other people, the masses of soldiers who fought in these 
wars: 
Shh! These are chess people you play with, 
Still figures of ivory. 
The mud squirms with throats, 
Stepping stones for French bootsoles. 
 
The enemy soldiers are regarded as objects, as chess figures that can be manipulated easily by 
a superior mastermind, to serve his egotistical interests.  
Despite  being  pawns  in  the  hands  of  their  leader,  the  French  soldiers  themselves  are  
exploitative towards their opponents, using the dead bodies almost literally as stepping stones 
for their military careers. In contrast to the armies of other monarchies, the Grand Army (also 
Grande Armée) was organised on the basis of merit and individual ability: soldiers who proved 
themselves competent on the battlefield could rise to the highest ranks so even those from the 
lowest social classes and the poorest backgrounds were enabled to make a splendid career.87 
                                                             
86 Eluding direct confrontation with the advancing Grand Army, the Russians burned Smolensk on 17 August, one 
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inhabitants had all fled.” In mid-August, the emperor decided to march towards Moscow. Cronin, Napoleon, 313. 
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Thus, they could be enticed into fighting with all their might as their successes contributed to 
achieving not only the emperor’s goals but their own, too. Consequently, the soldiers of the 
Grand Army, craving wealth and status, are just as guilty of the Russian campaign’s destructive 
outcome as Bonaparte himself.  
Moreover, the Russians themselves were not without blame: their greed – or jealousy – 
made them set fire to their own land rather than allow it to be possessed by the enemy. On the 
road to Moscow, eventually a battle was fought with the elusive Russian troops at Borodino, 
with French victory – nevertheless, it had taken a great toll on the Grand Army.88 When they 
finally entered Moscow in mid-September, the breath-taking sight of the sun sparkling on gilded 
domes and palaces made them feel that it was worth all the hardship.89 Soon, however, fires 
started to break out in the city, too, as the Russians had instructed released prisoners to burn 
Moscow to the ground and, at the same time, removed all equipment with which the fire could 
have been put out.90 Thus, it was the result of both parties’ covetousness that The gilt and pink 
domes of Russia melt and float off // In the furnace of greed. Clouds, clouds.”  
The army of bees,  having taken hold of their  next headquarters,  a black pine tree,” is  
being attacked by the beekeeper, who is trying to make the bees come down by firing at them. 
The swarm is conflated with the greedy French soldiers, and the contempt in describing their 
mindset can be attributed to the speaker of the poem as much as to the practical beekeeper, 
when it is stated that the swarm is 
So dumb it thinks bullets are thunder. 
 
It thinks they are the voice of God 
Condoning the beak, the claw, the grin of the dog 
Yellow-haunched, a pack-dog, 
Grinning over its bone of ivory 
Like the pack, the pack, like everybody. 
 
While the business-like beekeeper disdains religious beliefs as stupidity, the bees – embodying 
the French soldiers – still harbour some belief in God, even though it is a shallow one. As their 
religious sentiments are compatible with violence and self-seeking attitudes, they seem 
ethically and intellectually inferior to the contemporary businessman whose judgement is 
unclouded by irrational notions. Moreover, the half-hearted piousness of the French is coupled 
                                                             
88 Napoleon considered it the most terrible battle he had ever fought.” Ibid, 318.  
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90 Ibid, 320. 
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with a cowardly herd-instinct that deflects responsibility from the individual. The insistent 
repetition of the word pack,” as well as the rhyme at the end of the two closing lines of the 
stanza, stresses the complicity of each individual that make up a group in a collective crime. A 
part, perhaps the greater part, of the guilt resides in this collectiveness, the forfeiture of 
individuality that easily leads to involvement in wrongdoing and its acceptance as the natural 
course of events in the world. Thus, who really is condoning the beak, the claw, the grin of the 
dog” is not God but the person who goes with the flow, refusing to exercise their own 
judgement, like the pack, like everybody.” This is now the voice of the speaker of the poem – 
not that of the man with the gun – who is contemplating the parallelism between the swarm’s 
and Napoleon’s endeavour with wry humour.  
Plath’s personal vengeance, implicitly directed against her husband, finds expression in 
an explicit condemnation of communal violence. Uroff makes the insightful observation that, 
in fact, the belief that God is complicit in the violence experienced in the world also constitutes 
an attack on Hughes as well as on Napoleon” and his army: Hughes was […] fascinated with 
the kind of God or the powers that fuse the universe and engineered the hawk’s hooked feet and 
head, and in poem after poem he examined the evidence of its violence.”91 While much of the 
importance of Burning the Letters” in terms of Plath’s poetic development resides in the fact 
that  it  is  the  first  poem  in  which  personal  feelings  of  vengefulness  against  the  husband  are  
inextricably intertwined with social issues, the one informing and reinforcing the other, The 
Swarm” relaunches the attack against both Hughes and the mindset he represents on an 
altogether different level. 
The next stanza compares the distance covered by the bees and the French army. As the 
scale  of  the  swarm’s  achievement  is  elevated  to  a  mock-heroic  level,  the  Grand  Army’s  
achievements are, at the same time, shrunk to a penny”: 
The bees have got so far. Seventy feet high! 
Russia, Poland and Germany! 
The mild hills, the same old magenta 
Fields shrunk to a penny 
Spun into a river, the river crossed. 
 
The ironically epic undertone of the stanza is conveyed through references to other historical 
campaigns, such as the Battle of Magenta – the name of the colour originating from this town 
– and a more oblique hint at Julius Caesar’s crossing of the river Rubicon. However, the most 
important reference of all is the one to the starting point of Napoleon’s invasion of Russia, when 
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he crossed the Neman river.92 Through the variations of the recurrent three consonants: ‘m,’ l’, 
‘d’ in the lines that describe the conquered territory ( The mild hills, the same old magenta / 
Fields”) the stanza lends a serene and gentle air to the scenes of fighting, emphasising their 
indifference to the power struggles, thus further diminishing the importance of the military 
campaigns. 
Eventually, it is internal discord and infighting that causes the ultimate defeat of the Grand 
Army and the swarm alike. The inordinate ambition and possessiveness of Napoleon’s men, 
and the startled, irritated bees are evocatively described by the metaphor of the flying 
hedgehog, all prickles.” Availing himself of the opponents’ disagreement, the man with grey 
hands,” standing under the swarm’s proposed new beehive, can finally bring down the bees 
with his gunshots. A threat forgotten by the arguing bees, he  
[…] stands under the honeycomb 
Of their dream, the hived station 
Where trains, faithful to their steel arcs, 
Leave and arrive, and there is no end to the country. 
 
In addition to their quarrels, the swarm as well as the Grand Army have been so preoccupied 
with  their  rapacious  plans  to  conquer  and  seize  more  territories  that  they  fail  to  realise  the  
essential anachronism of the ideology on which their modus operandi is based. By the 1810s, 
the age of the Industrial Revolution, the notions of grandeur and glory, concepts linked to 
traditional monarchical systems, had already been superseded by democratic ideas and an 
incipient capitalism. Besides the obsolete ethos of glory gained on the battlefield, the 
overexpansion of Napoleon’s empire was another factor that condemned it to collapse. As 
Steinberg remarks, in this poem Napoleon is used as an example of military hubris.”93 Indeed, 
Bonaparte’s return from his Exile on Elba is seen by some historians as a major political 
miscalculation that cost France a great deal in terms of territorial and financial losses.94 It is 
only a dream that there is no end to the country” or to personal self-aggrandisement, for that 
matter. More precisely, the argument of the bees in their black ball” refers to the panic, lack 
of discipline and disorganisation of Napoleon’s troops in the battle of Waterloo, which was the 
immediate cause of his failure. 
                                                             
92 Napoleon was present when on 24 June 1812, the leading regiments of the Grand Army crossed the River Nemen 
at Kovno. Each regiment carried a flag in front, which featured the regiment’s name and was decorated with golden 
bees. Cronin, Napoleon, 310-311. 
93 Steinberg, Sylvia Plath, 107. 
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The new hive the bees are building is seen by the speaker as a railway station and the bees 
as trains, coming and going, collecting nectar. On the one hand, the speaker attributes some 
Romantic  elements  to  the  bees’  way  of  thinking:  a  restless  idealism,  always  pursuing  some  
unattainable goal, striving towards the infinite – they have got so far,” but still go on working 
on the the honeycomb of their dream,” since there is no end to the country” they can vanquish. 
On the other hand, the image of the busy railway station implies a mechanical efficiency that 
foreshadows the age of capitalism, and even more precisely, World War II. 
There are several allusions to World War II in the poem, which stand out in a Napoleonic 
context because of their mild anachronism. The furnace of greed” that melts Russia is a 
possible reference to the concentration camps, while the country names Poland and Germany – 
countries that did not exist under that name yet; at that time, much of both countries belonged 
to Prussia, a constant member of the various coalitions formed against France – also hint at the 
Axis Powers, which suffered defeat in World War II. Finally, the trains that leave and arrive” 
– the railway system was not yet in existence throughout the whole of Europe in the early 19th 
century – also suggests the mid-20th century war, in which trains were widely used as means 
of transporting troops, resources and concentration camp victims alike.95 By implication, then, 
Napoleon’s France is likened to Hitler’s Germany, with its well-trained, efficient army and 
inordinate ambition to impose its rule on the world.  
The hint of dictatorship in connection with the bees is commented on by Britzolakis, who 
claims that the beekeeper is likened to a dictator who uses the bees as instruments of imperialist 
self-aggrandisement.”96 However, the dictator-cum-imperialist is Napoleon, not the beekeeper 
– a mistaken conflation of characters that points, nevertheless, to some qualities that the man 
of business” and the emperor have in common. Interestingly, Britzolakis is not the only critic 
to confuse the beekeeper with Napoleon. Though in a more cautious manner, Bassnett makes a 
similar observation, saying that Napoleon fuses with the beekeeper” who wants to catch and 
hive the swarm which is taken from the freedom of the high trees to its ‘new mausoleum.’”97 
This and the previous interpretation both disregard the bee symbolism of the historical figure 
of Napoleon and the natural antagonism between the swarm and the beekeeper. In the poem, 
the emperor is obviously identified with his emblematic animal, the bee, which means that his 
antagonist, the beekeeper, cannot possibly be Napoleon, too. 
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At the height of his power, in the years 1805-1807, Napoleon had defeated such world 
powers  as  Russia  and  Prussia  and  was  threatening  the  integrity  of  Great  Britain.  All  major  
European states were, as a result, his enemies, and kept forming various coalitions in order to 
remove him from power. Also, as a repercussion of the French Revolution, ideas of democracy 
and nationalism were spreading rapidly in Europe, making the idea of a European French 
Empire – although practically an outgrowth of the revolution – antithetical to such imperialistic 
political aspirations.  
Consequently, Napoleon and his self-made officers suffer a humiliating defeat, falling 
Dismembered, to a tod of ivy. 
So much for the charioteers, the outriders, the Grand Army! 
A red tatter, Napoleon! 
 
The last badge of victory. 
 
Napoleon’s red ceremonial uniform is torn to shreds, his army is dismantled. The phrase So 
much for […] the Grand Army!” indicates a disgraceful end, ludicrous rather than pitiful, 
similarly to the exclamation: a red tatter, Napoleon!” that jibes at the small stature of this 
otherwise great man. By repeating the sounds ‘d’ and ‘t’, the lines imitate the dull thud of a 
heavy object landing on the ground, the sound of falling down.  
In spite of the gentle ridicule – earlier in the poem, another reference to Napoleon’s 
physical size ( The hump of Elba on your short back”) is not without sympathy – Napoleon’s 
downfall retains a hint of triumph. Remarkably, the Napoleonic swarm thumps down on a mass 
of ivy – a plant traditionally used to crown Bacchus, the god of wine, and famous poets like 
Alexander  Pope  were  sometimes  represented  wearing  a  wreath  of  ivy  on  their  head.98 More 
importantly, the red shred that Bonaparte has become is claimed to be the last badge of 
victory.” Indeed, by the time of his defeat, Napoleon had become an iconic figure, a role model 
for the self-made man with an all-conquering will to succeed, idolised by works of art, in 
painting, sculpture and literature throughout the 19th century. Even his fall and exile could not 
tarnish  his  reputation  as  an  army  general  of  extraordinary  prowess,  a  statesman  who  
revolutionised the French – and through his enormous cultural influence – the whole European 
legal system, a Corsican nobleman who married royalty and crowned himself emperor. 
Even though his army is now knocked into a cocked straw hat” – that is, totally 
demolished, in its idiomatic sense, where the cocked hat is also a witty allusion to the triangle-
shaped headwear in fashion in the Napoleonic era and, on a literal level, the new hive is actually 
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pushed into a straw hat, sometimes worn by beekeepers for protection –  to be later transferred 
back to their original hive.  
From this point on, the bees – and the officers of the Grand Army – appear as walking 
corpses: 
Elba, Elba, bleb on the sea! 
The white busts of marshals, admirals, generals 
Worming themselves into niches. 
 
How instructive this is! 
The dumb, banded bodies 
Walking the plank draped with Mother France’s upholstery 
Into a new mausoleum,  
An ivory palace, a crotch pine. 
 
Bonaparte’s exile to Elba, from where he returned and resumed power in France only to be 
defeated at Waterloo a few months later, now appears as a fatal symptom, a nasty bleb on the 
skin: a sign presaging the demise of his empire. The high-ranking officers of the Grand Army, 
in spite of their defeat, become historical figures and cease to be real people. Nevertheless, the 
way they achieve a place in history – they are worming themselves into” their illustrious, 
posthumous positions – smacks of obsequiousness and corruption. This corruption is both moral 
and  physical  –  the  white  busts”  as  well  as  the  allusion  to  worms conjures  up  the  repulsive  
image of their decomposing bodies. They are described as undead, ghastly figures, wearing 
their ceremonial uniforms,99 dumb, banded bodies,” as they take their place in national 
memory. On the more literal level, the banded bodies” are the striped bees, and the ivory 
palace” of the mausoleum in which the military men’s sculptures and other memorials are 
placed, is the old hive to which the beekeeper transfers them. The mausoleum is a prison house 
of history, like a museum of the dead: its inhabitants no longer have a vital relevance to 
contemporary events. 
The bees and the generals alike are dumb,” indicating not only their lifelessness but also, 
more obviously, their stupidity – for which the beekeeper despises them: 
The man with grey hands smiles –  
The smile of a man of business, intensely practical. 
They are not hands at all 
But asbestos receptacles. 
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As Van Dyne points out, the idiocy of the bees is all the more contemptible because it indicates 
that they have been duped into silent complicity in [their] own imprisonment”:100 they 
willingly exchanged their freedom to act for a posthumous existence. For a man of business,” 
the bees’ or the Grand Army’s attempt to conquer new territories, realise their dream and, 
failing that, accept defeat with their heads held high, is ridiculously out of touch with reality. 
Idealism – even a distorted and corrupted sort – is considered to be childishly weak by a 
business-like, pragmatic outlook on life. The beekeeper, the victorious opponent of the swarm, 
is not blinded by illusions such as glory or immortal fame while executing his plans. Indeed, he 
is barely human, just like his grey hands” which are not hands at all.” He is machine-like in 
his imperturbable pragmatism, which is always prone to justify self-seeking acts of cruelty by 
placing the blame squarely on the victims: They would have killed me.’” This classic excuse 
for pre-emptive wars in politics is given the lie by the speaker’s exclamation: Stings big as 
drawing pins!” – stressing the relative innocuousness of the bees in the face of an armed man. 
However, giving credit to the beekeeper’s assertion, Libby emphasises the murderous intent of 
the ambitious swarm, which would escape and rise to destroy the constrictions of a […] 
mechanical civilization.”101 Nonetheless, as the bees themselves work in a highly organised, 
collective and controlled manner, it is difficult to imagine them as the harbingers of unfettered 
freedom – they can be more appropriately interpreted as slaves to a different order than the one 
the beekeeper stands for. 
Even if their stings are not lethal, the bees still pose a subtle threat to the man of business. 
It is a notion of honor, / A black, intractable mind” that the bees possess and which the practical 
man cannot understand. In fact, honour was the main motivation behind Napoleon’s ambitions 
and he strived to make it a basis for all personal advancement in his France.102 Concepts such 
as honour, glory, or dreams that never end, not even when they are defeated by harsh reality, 
but go on walking the plank” or any walk of shame, unrepentant – are utterly inconceivable 
and, therefore, suspicious to the man of business. What a pragmatic attitude finds most 
irritating, though, is the intractability of the bees, which derives from their notion of honour. 
Honour is perhaps the supreme example of nonutilitarian notions as it very often precludes the 
possibility of adjustment or compromise for the sake of personal safety or material gain. 
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Consequently, it is a sense of personal integrity or dignity that a utilitarian society must first 
eradicate in its subjects if it wants to control them.  
Another emotional reaction aroused by Napoleon’s notion of honour,” which, after all, 
had led him to achieve greatness, is jealousy. Mentioned in the first stanza as an emotion so 
powerful that it can open the blood,” it is often concomitant with great fame – such as 
Bonaparte’s or, in literature, and perhaps to a smaller extent, Plath’s. In retrospect, the 
posthumous celebrity that Plath achieved within a comparatively short period of time, and the 
extremely divergent, emotionally loaded biographies and critical works that have been written 
about her, in conjunction with the curiously relevant meditation on greatness implied in The 
Swarm,” invite a comparison between the two figures – or, more precisely, the critical reaction 
they received after their death. It is interesting to compare a historian’s comment on Napoleon 
and the vocabulary many critics deployed to evaluate Plath: 
For a man of Napoleon’s activity to be confined on a tiny island must, indeed, have been 
torture; one wishes he had borne it with more dignity and fewer histrionics. His 
comparison of himself with Christ seems exceptionally inappropriate; and yet, as will be 
shown, it was accepted without shock within a few years of his death. The myth of his 
martyrdom was only part of the mythology manufactured at St. Helena, thanks to which 
he became the deified son of the common people. […] To be sure, Napoleon laid no claim 
to divinity, but he did, in his writings and his endless monologues, create an imaginary 
Napoleon whose sole aim it had been to lead humanity into the light of reason; who had 
been  defeated  by  the  forces  of  darkness,  crucified  by  the  English  at  the  hands  of  [the  
governor of St. Helena], and buried in a nameless grave; and who would rise again, when 
the time was ripe, in the person of his successor – his son, he hoped.103 
 
There are a great number of parallels and similarities: the accusation of histrionics104 and 
intentional self-aggrandisement;105 – especially the inappropriate” metaphor of Jewishness in 
Daddy” and Lady Lazarus” –  the personal myth-making;106 the supposed solipsism of her 
writings that are sometimes regarded as endless monologues;” her posthumous cult as a 
deified” figure of feminist rage; a sense of victimisation at the hands of” Hughes, and finally, 
the revenge fantasy of a transcendental comeback and retaliation against their enemies. 
Similarly to how Bonaparte as a historical figure has excited adoration and hatred in equal 
measure, Plath has also proved to be a divisive figure. What is foregrounded in most critical 
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views concerning either the emperor or the poet, is their relentlessly ambitious individualism – 
a trait which is surely frowned upon by authoritarian societies. 
The  ethos  of  glory  on  which  Napoleon’s  rule  was  based,  has  now  practically  become  
extinct, however, its traces linger – and it is enough to ensure a place for him and his marshals 
in a new mausoleum,” which is a satisfactory outcome for the self-made emperor: Napoleon 
is pleased, he is pleased with everything.” Kendall writes that Napoleon took up beekeeping in 
his exile and interprets Napoleon’s satisfaction despite his defeat as a sign that he managed to 
substitute the joys of producing his own honey to the pleasures of world domination since the 
same dictatorial sense of right and ownership are shown to motivate both activities.”107 The 
poem ends on a note of irony, underlining a similarity in the two opposing attitudes, the 
Napoleonic and the contemporary: O Europe! O ton of honey!” The common thread is the 
greed for material gains and power, whatever ideology may be used to buttress it. 
Although Napoleon succeeded, temporarily, in reaching his goals of empire building and 
thus earning an everlasting place in the annals of history, his achievements are belittled by 
contemporary attitudes that do not care about greatness or the historical past. In that respect, he 
failed: even the most extraordinary people, Plath implies, are eventually obliterated by 
collective amnesia and mindlessness. This thoughtlessness, both in the sense of a lack of 
consideration for others and in that of failure to appraise situations or opinions, results in a 
generalised indifference towards other people or their ideas – just as the beekeeper-cum-
organisation-man remains completely unconcerned about the heroic quest of the Napoleonic 
swarm.  
Indifference expanded into universal dimensions is the main theme of Totem,” one of 
the most philosophical and abstract poems that Plath wrote in her final months. Like many of 
Plath’s signature poems, written in her late style, this poem carries its point through images that 
unfold from each other progressively, using a key word associatively as the basis for the 
subsequent image. What makes it, however, more difficult to read than most such poems, is 
that the focal point, the literal situation of the speaker remains undefined. Unlike Burning the 
Letters,” in which the dramatic scene of a bonfire made of manuscripts is clearly delineated and 
whose speaker is at the same time the main protagonist, or The Swarm,” which presents a 
concrete setting and time where the persona is positioned and which used as an analogy to the 
abstract level of the Napoleonic campaigns, Totem” does not clearly specify a time or location 
that could be tied to the speaker’s actual situation. As a consequence of the indistinct quality of 
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the speaker, the poem further heightens the sense of the world’s indifference towards individual 
beings. 
Totem” was composed at the end of January 1963, after a brief lull in poetic inspiration 
following the energetic outburst of the October poems, the majority of which had already been 
arranged for publication under the title Ariel. It belongs in the last batch of poems, one that was 
intended by the poet for a new volume, with a different tone from the furiously vivid one of 
Ariel. Kendall draws attention to a tendency in readers to overlook the major change in tone 
that her very last poems attest to, in contrast to the poems originally intended for Ariel. He also 
describes the last poems as colder, and in one sense less urgent; the hope of rebirth has 
disappeared, to be replaced by resignation. […] The element of fatalism […] deprives Plath’s 
speakers of options.” 108 The late January-early February poems are resigned, poised, simple, 
their speakers are often very different from the biographical person of the poet or they are 
dominated by the animated presence of objects, animals and abstract notions. 
Totem” presents a world universally inimical to life, where people, animals and even 
objects participate in an endless process of killing and devouring each other. Order is 
nonetheless maintained through a rigid structure that divides all beings into either predators or 
victims; the inescapability of playing out the allotted role makes all forms of being predestined 
and, therefore, without hope: 
The engine is killing the track, the track is silver,  
It stretches into the distance. It will be eaten nevertheless. 
 
Its running is useless. 
 
The word nevertheless” establishes a contrast to the previous statements and draws attention 
to the relatively higher value of the silver track that might go the distance, were it not for its 
natural enemy, the engine, from which it is inseparable. Indeed, predator and prey are associated 
closely throughout the poem: both seem to exist only in fated pairs, and while the killers absorb 
their sustenance from their victims, the latter also appear to come into the world only to be eaten 
by their destined predator. Uroff also comments on the eating process” traced in the poem, 
where the relationship between one thing and another is a relationship of blood, of killing and 
eating.”109 By the same token, nightfall drowns the fields even though it is perceived as 
beautiful. The subsequent 
Dawn gilds the farmers like pigs, 
Swaying slightly in their thick suits, 
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White towers of Smithfield ahead, 
Fat haunches and blood on their minds. 
 
There is no mercy in the glitter of cleavers, 
The butcher’s guillotine that whispers: 'How’s this, how’s this?’ 
 
In the bowl the hare is aborted, 
Its baby head out of the way […] 
 
While the fields are symbolically murdered – hidden from sight – by the approaching night, the 
following sunrise bestows a golden hue on the coarse figures of the farmers, who are carrying 
the corpses of freshly killed rabbits to the meat market at Smithfield, London.  
The appearance of the farmers evinces brutishness: they are swaying slightly” due to 
their heavy build, wearing thick suits” that suggests they are country people, and their fat 
haunches” show both their gluttony and lust. What is even more unprepossessing about them is 
the brutality of their mindset, which is presented with a bizarrely sexual undertone, due to the 
phrases describing them and the way they behave: their fat haunches and blood on their minds” 
and  the  whispers:  How’s  this,  how’s  this?’”  followed by  a  metaphor  of  the  flayed  hare  as  
aborted.” Thus, the flaying and dissection of the hare is comparable to an enforced sexual act, 
resulting in unwanted pregnancy and its termination. Coincidentally, the abortion imagery” 
has also been noted by Linda Wagner-Martin, who otherwise conceives of this poem as a litany 
of sacrifice rituals from Radin’s African folktales.”110 The image of the aborted baby, far from 
being some extravagant nightmare invention, clinches effectively a very real correspondence 
between a domineering male sexuality and the bloodthirsty impulse for torturing and killing. 
The butchers dissect the baby-like hare, and the act of eating its innocent flesh is 
compared to the Eucharist or an initiation into Platonic philosophy. Thus, even the supposedly 
transcendental – because religious or scholarly – forms of absorption are posited as part of the 
overall scheme of killing and eating. The ethical superiority of the victims here is decisively 
foregrounded, while their consumers are presented as unworthy, reducing their preys to their 
own level of baseness and vulgarity: 
Let us eat it like Plato’s afterbirth, 
 
Let us eat it like Christ. 
These are the people that were important –  
 
Their round eyes, their teeth, their grimaces 
On a stick that rattles and clicks, a counterfeit snake. 
                                                             




Even though the greatness and originality of such saviour-like figures are nominally 
acknowledged, people still manage to imprint on them their coarse perceptions of redemptive 
suffering, by transposing the most obvious signs of martyrdom – such as contorted facial 
expressions – onto the mundane level of day-to-day existence. Hence, the face of the tortured 
hero appears, in a derisive and diminutive form, on a child’s rattle – consisting of a handle and 
a small globe at one end, filled with grains, to create a sound when shaken –  that depicts a 
funny face.111 In this way, the great teachers of humanity, whose death throes have been so 
many times represented by the visual arts, are shrunken to the size and limited functionality of 
a child’s toy – something innocuous, even ridiculous, which is nonetheless able to caricature 
the death-rattle of a dying man. Incidentally, the round eyes” and the grimaces,” which are 
the signs of physical suffering, are also reminiscent of a clown’s efforts to entertain. The word 
counterfeit” underlines the imitative quality of both toys and entertaining performances. 
For the speaker, though, the child’s rattle is far from innocuous: it reminds her of a 
venomous  snake.  The  vision  of  a  cobra,  poised  to  attack  with  its  hood extended,  is  the  first  
image that evokes a self-referential  response from the speaker,  the only time when the first-
person  singular  is  used.  It  is  also  the  single  instance  in  the  poem when,  in  contrast  with  the  
string of stoic statements that make up the poem, the speaker posits a question: 
Shall the hood of the cobra appall me –  
The loneliness of its eye, the eye of the mountains 
 
Through which the sky eternally threads itself? 
 
The persona is pondering the possibility of her taking fright in the face of imminent, lethal 
danger.  This threat,  however,  has no relation to a particular situation in which she may find 
herself  or an emotion that she may trigger in an antagonist,  like anger or hatred.  Rather,  the 
loneliness” perceived in the reptile’s eye denotes the indifference, the impersonality of the 
attack; the cobra’s impulse to kill is part of a universal law, and is expressive of the general 
impassivity of nature. The sky itself appears as a calmly observing eye between the mountains, 
a casual onlooker that never reflects human emotions.  
In sharp contrast to the indifferent skyline and the impersonal threat that the cobra 
embodies, dawn, with its blood-red hues, reminds the speaker of the personal stake we each 
have in the world: if nothing more, our bare survival depends on our proper adjustment to it. 
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While nature may be stolid and predatory animals act out of a desensitised compulsion rather 
than vice, the potential prey struggling to stay alive must take threats seriously: The world is 
blood-hot and personal. // Dawn says, with its blood-flush.” There is real bloodthirst out there, 
ready to indulge itself, personified by the farmers and butchers earlier in the poem, and mirrored 
by the bloody colours of sunrise. The speaker must flee or arm herself if she wants to escape 
the destiny of being flayed of […] humanity” which not only implies a death threat but also 
the possibility of being reduced to the abject state of the hounded animal. 
Despite the ubiquity and imminence of the danger, the speaker is very poorly equipped 
to meet it. She cannot envision a meaningful or safe destination to her journey, and her 
personality, rather than seen an asset, is only regarded as tedious and useless baggage:  
There is no terminus, only suitcases 
 
Out of which the same self unfolds like a suit 
Bald and shiny, with pockets of wishes, 
 
Notions and tickets, short circuits and folding mirrors. 
 
The self is depicted here as a suit -  a metaphor familiar from an earlier poem, The Applicant” 
– which implies that a personality is something that can be put on or taken off at will. Yet the 
suitcase contains only one, the same self,” so it is not a question of choosing from several 
available personalities. This same old self is used up and threadbare: bald and shiny,” 
suggesting not only its superannuated quality but also an inadequacy to weather through the 
vicissitudes of life still to come. Baldness, as often in Plath’s poetry, signifies a lack of interior 
value and innate strength, associated with the moon in The Moon and the Yew Tree,” where 
it is also blind, upset and desperate. The well-worn suit, with its pocketful of useless items, 
finds itself on the brink of being discarded for good. The image of the self as an old suit stuffed 
with ineffectual items suggests a despair and a depletion of vitality rather than the seemingly 
inexhaustible” energy of protean self-creation” as Bronfen contends.112 The effort the self has 
invested in realising its desires has backfired or exhausted itself going around in circles and 
confronting the same unresolved problems – a process symbolised by the short circuits” that 
cause blackouts and also hint at the repetitive, ineffective efforts of individuals to achieve their 
ambitions, to reach their destinations during the journey of life. Their thoughts, opinions and 
knowledge  –  their  notions”  –  have  close  expiry  dates  just  like  tickets,  and  are  of  the  same 
limited scope of usefulness. Finally, the folding mirrors” indicate the vacuity of the 
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individual’s attempt at self-knowledge since a folding mirror, though conveniently small for 
travelling, is not large enough to show the whole face at once, consequently is an inadequate 
tool for thorough self-scrutiny. 
The second half of the poem, in which the question of the self and its relation to death 
emerges, is interpreted by Harrison as conveying the knowledge that death is more stable and 
substantial, has more reality than the temporary, illusory coherence of the subject,” and goes 
on to claim that the poem implies – bearing in mind the line: the world is blood-hot and 
personal” – a distance between the person” and the personal.” In other words, we cannot get 
to know the real person, only suspect its presence by sensing the personal” about them,113 such 
as their private wishes, predilections, opinions, in which we are not necessarily interested. 
Being misunderstood, neglected or ignored might be painful to the individual but it can also 
cause wretchedness to feel bored and disillusioned by others. The speaker seems to imply this 
sense of disappointment and emptiness when realising the mutual lack of empathy between her 
and others. 
The last image of the poem follows rather abruptly from the one discussed above. While 
all of the previous images unfold from each other in terms of having some similarity or common 
denominator (track-fields-farmers-Smithfield-butchers-hare-afterbirth-Christ-dying grimaces-
child’s rattle-cobra-eye-sky-dawn-journey-suitcases-suit), the last one intrudes on the reader 
with its startling incongruity. It is made even more puzzling by the disturbingly anthropologised 
spider: I am mad, calls the spider, waving its many arms.” The talking spider declares its 
insanity to something or someone whom it calls out to or addresses, either when meeting or 
taking leave, since it is waving its arms – possibly, to say goodbye to the travelling self. Thus, 
it might be the departure of the self that induces the deadly chaos of madness. 
In spite of its derangement, the spider is intent on capturing its customary victims, the 
flies, which are – similarly to the hare – childlike: 
And in truth it is terrible, 
Multiplied in the eyes of the flies. 
 
They buzz like blue children 
In nets of the infinite, 
 
Roped in at the end by the one 
Death with its many sticks. 
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Kendall remarks about the eyes of the flies that their myriad lenses […] multiply the number 
of predators and arms, as if to emphasise the inescapability of the flies’ terrible’ fate.” He also 
speculates that this image is inspired by these lines in Shakespeare’s King Lear:114 As flies to 
wanton  boys,  are  we  to  the  gods;  /  They  kill  us  for  their  sport.”115 In addition, he suggests 
another potential source for these closing couplets, namely, a line by Seneca: a thousand doors 
open on to” death, an idea that occurred frequently in Jacobean drama, in which Plath was well-
versed.116 The many-armed, demented spider is death itself, luring its victims into the nets of 
the infinite,” without having any reasonable purpose.  
To read the appearance of the deathly spider – with its arms like sticks and its deceitful 
web that entangles the innocent – as the embodiment of the persona’s desire for death, as some 
critics do, is completely missing the point.117 The meaninglessness of death and the 
meaninglessness in madness here closely correspond, and the speaker, despite all her 
disillusionment, cannot contemplate this collapse of all signification with equanimity: in truth 
it  is  terrible.”  But  the  truth  itself  is  also  terrible:  the  full  knowledge  that  the  value  of  the  
individual with its unique traits is illusory, their personal struggles are futile, since at the end, 
they are deprived of all agency, captives of an impersonal and inescapable fate. The enigmatic, 
anthropomorphised spider emerges at the end of the poem as the totem animal of the title, as a 
barbarous deity at the top of the totem pole of destiny, despicable and mindless, yet in control 
of all forms of life. 
Despite its tone of resignation, Totem” evinces a considerable degree of dismay at the 
injustices and injuries with which society afflicts the subject. On the other hand, Kindness” – 
a poem created only a few days after Totem”– seems a rather mild, femininely submissive 
piece in comparison. The common motif in both is the image of the dead rabbit, embodying the 
sacrificial victim of the world’s brutality. With its personified Dame Kindness,” steaming cups 
of tea and sugar, silks and butterflies, children and roses, this poem appears to guide us into a 
womanly world of comfortable domesticity. The revolt against oppression that this poem stages 
is low-key and focuses on the private situation of a speaker whose voice sounds effete compared 
to these other poems. Although the furious energy has subsided, the opposition to the status 
quo remains absolute: Kindness” offers a denunciation of the self-serving, ruthless violence 
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and the palliative, sentimental hypocrisy with which it goes hand in hand to subdue the weak 
and the exploited. 
Kindness is anthropomorphised in the poem, as a motherly, older woman who wants to 
comfort the speaker. Even though the persona calls her Dame Kindness, she is never directly 
addressed and instead is referred to in the third person throughout. The apparent gentleness of 
the poem and its seemingly quiet atmosphere is owing to the speaker’s depleted energy, her 
sense of helplessness and ineptitude in the face of the cheerfully efficient, bustling Dame – 
probably a female visitor, on the literal level of the poem. 
The first stanza describes the immediate effects of her presence: 
Kindness glides about my house. 
Dame Kindness, she is so nice! 
The blue and red jewels of her rings smoke 
In the windows, the mirrors 
Are filling with smiles. 
 
The appurtenances of kindness – the smoke, the mirrors, the smiles – seem innocent enough, 
however, in the context of Plath’s other poems, they are heavily laden with sinister 
connotations. As Bassnett observes, Plath’s poetry can be read as one continuous opus”118 in 
which each poem benefits from the hindsight of previous or flash-forwards to subsequent 
poems. 
In Plath’s late poetry, smoke usually signifies sin, hell, insidious and sly hatred, as in 
Lesbos”: The smog of cooking, the smog of hell / Floats our heads, two venomous opposites,” 
where, in a somewhat similar setting, two housewives – one the mistress of the house, the other 
a visitor –  are locked in conflict in the kitchen. In Fever 103°” the sullen smokes” envelop a 
child in its deadly fumes: Choking the aged and the meek, / The weak // Hothouse baby in its 
crib.”  In  this  poem,  the  poisonous  qualities  of  smoke  are  associated,  in  particular,  with  a  
cowardly malice that preys exclusively on the weak.  
Mirrors, on the other hand, often symbolise deceitful appearances, like in Purdah,” in 
which the feigned submissiveness of the veiled bride conceals murderous intentions: I gleam 
like a mirror. // At this facet the bridegroom arrives / Lord of the mirrors!” Alternatively, mirrors 
can portend death and function as sinister, fortune-telling crystal balls, allowing a glimpse at 
mortality. The most explicit occurrence of the mirror as a window to death can be found in a 
comparatively early poem, Mirror,” in which the looking glass speaks: In me she has drowned 
a young girl, and in me an old woman / Rises toward her day after day, like a terrible fish.” 
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Here, the mirror foreshadows the ageing process, while in Words,” the surface of the pond 
hides the horrible secrets of decomposition as the concealed but inescapable destiny of all 
human endeavours. 
Finally, smiles are frequently the attributes of male deceit, conveying the man’s treachery, 
hypocrisy or even downright sadism. In The Detective,” the husband has been hiding his secret 
plan to annihilate the mistress of the house under a smiling facade of male charm: These are 
the deceits, tacked up like family photographs, / And this is a man, look at his smile, / The death 
weapon? No one is dead.” Similarly, the male protagonist of The Jailer” dupes the female 
speaker into submissiveness by using medication as well as falsehoods to lull her sense of being 
imprisoned and tortured by him: My ribs show. What have I eaten? / Lies and smiles.” The 
male smile appears as smirking smugness in The Swarm” as the beekeeper defeats the glory-
driven Napoleonic hive. 
In this context, Dame Kindness’s jewels and smiles can be seen as a smokescreen 
concealing reality, trying to lull and blind the speaker and her children into a sedated state of 
obedience. However, the veil of deception is suddenly rent by the elemental force of the child’s 
cry: 
What is so real as the cry of a child? 
A rabbit’s cry may be wilder 
But it has no soul. 
Sugar can cure everything, so Kindness says. 
Sugar is a necessary fluid, 
 
Its crystals a little poultice. 
 
The reality of the agonised sound of crying is sharply contrasted to Dame Kindness’s deceitful 
paraphernalia of lies.  
The comparison between a rabbit and a baby recalls the babylike hare in Totem,” which 
is aborted” and flayed of fur and humanity.” However, there is another, even more significant 
intertextual reference. The image of the rabbit compared to a child, and the two children, in 
turn, equated with two roses in the closing line of the poem are inspired in all likelihood by 
Hughes’s radio play, Difficulties of a Bridegroom, as Middlebrook point out.119 Numerous 
critics have mentioned the impact of Hughes’s play on The Rabbit Catcher,” but it is more 
closely related to Kindness” inasmuch as the latter poem uses the same, specific metaphor of 
converting  innocent  victims  into  roses  to  be  handed  over  as  gifts.  In  Hughes’s  play,  a  man  
named Sullivan deliberately runs over a rabbit on his way to his mistress in London, then sells 
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it, and buys her two roses out of the blood money.’120 Sullivan’s internal monologue also 
describes the horrible scream of the wounded hare.121  
The imaginative transformation of the rabbit into the speaker’s children signifies their 
victimisation at the hands of their father. By implication, his desertion of the family is compared 
to a deliberate running them over as well as selling them out in order to pursue an illicit affair. 
It is evident from the biographies that the mistress in question was Assia Wevill, with whom 
Hughes was already engaged in a sexual relationship at the time of the play’s composition, 
around May 1962.122 The children in the poem are perceived to have been grossly neglected by 
the father, leaving them gravely injured, in a social as well as an emotional sense – even though 
they are as yet too young to realise their loss. The mother-speaker, however, can fully gauge 
the enormity of this betrayal and abandonment.  
In this painful situation, where the speaker is tormented by the loss of the husband’s love 
for her, his disregard for their children, in addition to the enormous weight of responsibility 
shouldered alone, Kindness offers the most banal of remedies: tea with lots of sugar in it. '’Tea 
and  sympathy’  is  one  of  the  stock  clichés  of  English  social  interaction;  a  hot  sugary  drink,  
usually tea, is also the customary curative for sudden shock or grief, offered to the sufferers as 
a panacea for every kind of distress. This no doubt well-meant, typically English gesture toward 
people who are upset or in shock, is based on the assumption that emotional pain can be allayed 
by simple physical remedies. The crystals of sugar are supposed to heal the psychological 
injury, similarly to how a poultice is usually placed on frost-bitten fingers or toes. 
Kindness does not only want to soothe the speaker’s anguish, but also to tidy up her living 
space and, by implication, to put her life in order, to sort her out’: 
O kindness, kindness 
Sweetly picking up pieces! 
My Japanese silks, desperate butterflies, 
May be pinned any minute, anaesthetized. 
 
Nonetheless, the order to which Kindness wants to reduce the speaker is potentially lethal for 
her, in her shattered, fragile state of mind: she has literally fallen to pieces. Her Japanese silks,” 
as well as decorations for her apartment, also serve the purpose of standing in for her psyche 
that is about to give up the struggle with the enormous demands of daily life. There is also a 
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reference to the second world war in affixing the attribute Japanese’ to the silks: the persona 
identifies with the defeated, evoking Lady Lazarus” and its famously deleted line: I may be 
Japanese.”123 By giving voice to her apprehension that her fluttering desperation may be 
pinned” down with subtle coercion any minute, anaesthetized” by Kindness who is busily 
tidying her home and nursing her heartache, the persona is hinting at the underlying violence 
of Kindness’s attentions. The medical connotations of needles and sleeping gas reinforce 
Kindness’s affiliation with the institutionalised violence of hospitals, doctors and nurses, dealt 
with in Three Women.” 
The apparent calm of the poem actually derives from the speaker’s nervous exhaustion, 
an anxious inertia to act on her own behalf, a sense of paralysis due to fears too deep to be 
conveyed and soothed by administering the usual remedies. Overlooking the ambivalence of 
the notion of serenity offered by the poem, Wagner-Martin cites the poem as an evidence to the 
poet’s having regained her composure after the violent outburst of the October poems and 
finding solace in tenderness and childcare. She does not see the figure of Dame Kindness as 
equivocal in the least: she accepts her at face value, claiming that this character is the good 
godmother caring for the children […] and bringing the persona a cup of tea / Wreathed in 
steam.’” Even though she also pinpoints the intertextuality between Kindness” and Difficulties 
of a Bridegroom, she still insists on the mollifying effect of children, stating that the presence 
of the two children does stop that blood loss, or at least blunts it.”124 However, this claim runs 
counter to the definitive statement at the end of the poem which describes the flow of blood as 
unstoppable. 
The last stanza applies apostrophe for the first time in the poem, but significantly, it does 
not address Dame Kindness, as Wagner suggests. The female character is consistently referred 
to in the third person throughout the first three verses. Moreover, she has been a constant 
presence in these stanzas: there would be no need to express a mild surprise that equals a 
greeting to a newcomer to the scene ( And here you come”). Instead, the addressee is very 
possibly the father of the children, the estranged husband who has come for a short visit: 
And here you come, with a cup of tea 
Wreathed in steam. 
The blood jet is poetry, 
There is no stopping it. 
 
You hand me two children, two roses. 
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The cup of tea that the husband offers to the speaker is, significantly, wreathed” in steam: the 
wreath constitutes a foretelling allusion to her poetry and its future recognition by the world. 
The jet” is the sudden rush of liquid or gas through the small opening of the kettle’s spout; it 
is the steaming pot with boiling water almost streaming out of the spout that the persona 
associates with blood pouring out of a deep wound. Hence, the wreath, the jet of blood and the 
poetry become intertwined in a complex string of associative imagery. When the persona says 
that There is no stopping” the blood jet” of poetry,” she describes the flow of inspiration and 
the resulting outpouring of poems as a continual, fatal loss of vital energies; she feels literally 
bleeding to death by writing these poems of anguish and reckoning. 
Much has been made of these lines by exponents of Extremist poetry, in particular, by 
Alvarez, who devotes the first prefatory chapter of his study of suicide, The Savage God, to his 
reminiscences about Sylvia Plath. Alvarez has significantly contributed to Plath’s posthumous 
reputation as a suicidal poet, who validates the extremities of her poetry – such as the aggression 
expressed towards father, mother and husband, her Holocaust imagery and other motifs that 
have been deemed exaggerated – by her own self-inflicted death.125 The  cause  and  effect  
relation of life and poetry has been explored by Alvarez, who claims that the writing of great 
poetry exacts the price of the untimely death of the artist.126 
Since Alvarez’s account of Plath’s art as suicidal poetry, the closing lines have been 
regarded by a number of critics as one of Plath’s most famous statements about her art.” In 
accordance with Extremist ideas about the relation between life and poetry, Kendall goes on to 
claim: 'Kindness’ represents poetry as violent, vital and uncontrollable, a sign of vibrant life 
but also the ebbing of that life: a blood jet which cannot be stopped leads eventually to death.”127 
Somewhat reductively, Kendall reads the poem as evidence for the supposedly fatal hurt of 
poetry,” and claims that the poem is essentially about the antagonism between writing poems 
and domestic life.128 In a similar vein, Nervaux-Gavoty claims that the final lines of the poem 
attest to the poet’s actively seeking pain as a fertile source of inspiration.”129 These readings 
tend to isolate the final lines from the rest of the poem, throughout which the poet refers not 
only to domesticity and art but also to victimisation.  
Moreover, the fatal injury did not originate in writing poetry, but in the impact that killed 
the rabbit on the road, at an allegorical level. The children embody this innocuous, vulnerable 
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animal when their cries are compared to the rabbit’s dying scream and when they figure as 
equivalents of the roses received as blood money for the carcass. Thus, drawing on the poem’s 
references to Hughes’s radio play as well as the biographical situation of the poet, a different 
reading emerges: one in which the lethal outpouring of poetry is the result of a fatal emotional 
wound, the infidelity and desertion by the passionately loved husband. The roses, a love gift 
from the man who killed the rabbit to his mistress, imply the persistence of love between 
husband and wife, but also the painful situation of the wife-speaker turning into an outsider to 
the man’s life, now occupying a similar position to that of the mistress. The closing line refers 
to the biographical situation of Plath’s and Hughes’s separation as well. The husband, by his 
abandonment of the family, effectively hands over the two children to the wife-persona, instead 
of roses he would give to a mistress. Still, the children are regarded as gifts by the speaker, 
which  are  cherished  but,  at  the  same  time,  redolent  of  the  personal  tragedy  of  her  failed  
marriage. 
Another worthwhile critical approach to Kindness” is one which considers the poem as 
a representation of the unresolvable conflict between poetry and maternity. Van Dyne describes 
Dame Kindness as recognizably maternal, yet alienating,” a sort of parody of the Victorian 
angel in the house” figure, a criticism of both the idealised image of the mother gently serving 
her family and this image being held up to women as a role model to be emulated. Identifying 
the nature of the opposition between children and poetry, Van Dyne distinguishes two ways in 
which they may come into conflict. Children might either constitute a reproach to the mother’s 
selfishness in pursuing any other goals than tending to her family, or they might be offered as 
a bribe,” a sort of compensation for depriving her of any other means of self-realisation. Also, 
noting the exchange between poetry, roses and children in the final lines, she considers the roses 
as typically male poetic symbols for feminine beauty, carrying the implication that the period 
of female creativity is brief and is limited to producing biological offspring.” In a reversal of 
this traditional assumption, Van Dyne goes on to argue, Plath stakes her claims on immortality 
both due to her children and her poetry.130  
Britzolakis also sees the juxtaposition of poetry and domesticity as the basic organising 
principle of the poem, emphasising the decadent element of art, inasmuch as it is amoral and 
aesthetic as opposed to maternity’s domestic virtues and benevolent pragmatism. In her reading, 
the clash between the two sets of notions result in the defeat of art: The exotic, theatrical, and 
elusive  substance  of  art  is  seen  as  nourished  by  despair  and  killed  by  the  kindness’  of  
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domesticity.”131 However, she does not regard the destructive antagonism as a straightforwardly 
one-way process. Elsewhere, she draws attention to the abjectness of the maternal body as 
opposed to the perfection of female body-as-artefact and concludes that the pursuit of aesthetic 
perfection wreaks havoc on the life of woman-as-mother.132 
Both Van Dyne and Britzolakis hint at the paradoxical situation the woman artist finds 
herself in if she is also a mother, since domesticity as it is conceived in our culture – still deeply 
imbued with ideals evocative of the angel in the house” – stands in stark contrast to commonly 
disseminated notions of artistic creativity and the bohemian lifestyle that supposedly comes 
with it. Van Dyne draws nearest to the crux of the issue when she compares the choice of having 
children to either a reproach” or a bribe”: the first implies that childrearing is a moral duty 
for women, the second, that it is a compensation for significant deficiencies in women’s lives. 
Neither alternative allows for any dignity or freedom of choice, instead, they necessitate failure 
whichever option the woman chooses: the renunciation of motherhood means failure as a 
woman and as a moral being, while giving up artistic ambitions signifies defeat as an intellectual 
and creative individual. This conglomeration of stereotypical beliefs surrounding mothering are 
designed to intimidate women from attempting to aspire to greatness and to keep them in their 
circumscribed place. In addition, women are often left to their own devices to handle the task 
of childrearing even during the time the marriage is still functioning. In case of a divorce, the 
burden of caring for the children is usually placed squarely on the mother’s shoulders. This was 
the situation in which Plath ended up after six years of devotion to an apparently strong marriage 
– and it was also a situation in which she had never pictured herself before. 
In Kindness,” the two kinds of violence done to a mother by our society are both present. 
The sustained metaphor of the victimised children as a rabbit hit by a car and sold for two roses 
for a mistress stands for the explicit, male cruelty that hurts intentionally and calculatedly in 
order to satisfy personal vanity, secure physical pleasure and slough off burdensome 
responsibilities. In contrast, the matronly character of Dame Kindness represents the implicit 
violence of social stereotypes, tacitly condoning the man’s infidelity and desertion, while 
forcing the woman artist to renounce her poetry for the sake of her children. In the context of 
this double bind, the lines The blood jet is poetry, /There is no stopping it” can be read as a 
resigned but also determined defiance of social conventions that would make use of her 
temporary weakness to deprive her of her art and the greatness she knows she will achieve. 
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The often sophisticated and disguised forces that act upon subjects to keep them in line 
are difficult to detect since they are intended and carefully designed to remain unseen. As a 
result, society, wielding power over everyone, manipulates individuals into thinking that all 
kinds  of  transgressions’  –  that  is,  forms  of  disobedience  –  are  the  consequence  of  the  
individuals’ own personal inadequacies. Although it may well be the case in many instances 
that the individual is at fault, more often than not, on an everyday level, the chastisement that 
follows inappropriate’ behaviour is a form of manipulation that sanctions words and acts that 
run contrary to the interests of the powerful majority, without that particular behaviour being 
in any way reprehensible in moral or ethical terms. Nevertheless, society stigmatises these 
transgressive behavioural patterns and instils the sense of their being signs of moral, ethical, 
intellectual or other kind of shortcomings. This engenders feelings of guilt and shame in the 
individual, who, due to her stigmatisation as a transgressor, begins to believe that she is, in 
some sense, a criminal, threatened with expulsion from society.  
While most people react to this threat by immediately trying to mend their ways, which, 
in course of time, results in irrevocable changes in, sometimes distortions of, their character, 
the artist, whose personality is the most important means by which she exercises and perfects 
her craft, is more inclined towards questioning the oppressive forces that weigh upon her 
freedom to create. Thus, in the early period of the final, long bout of poetic creativity, Plath 
began to explore metaphors of crime and punishment in order to convey but also to clarify the 
muddled feelings of guilt and shame that tormented her as the life she had dreamed of and 
which a short while ago had seemed to be taking shape, suddenly fell apart. 
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    CHAPTER 2 
CRIMINALITY AND CONTROL  
 
As  an  astute  cultural  critic133 of her time, Plath had a highly developed sensitivity to 
contemporary social changes and the way in which the political climate affected people’s lives. 
The discourse of Cold War militarism, paradoxically intertwined with that of a free democracy, 
the right to privacy and the sanctity of marriage, struck a discordant chord with many 
intellectuals in the era, and she was among the first to voice the contradictions such discourses 
entailed. In order to convey the sense of threat and secrecy, the fear of being found deviant from 
social norms and its consequent retributions, Plath chose the apply the discourse of criminality 
in  some  of  her  late  poems.  Plath’s  critique  of  the  values  and  norms  of  the  Cold  War  era  is  
filtered through the discourse of crime and punishment, in which the speakers act the parts of 
both victims and criminals.  
Nevertheless, these poems are by no means the mere expression of political views or 
personal grievances. They are complex, poetically well-crafted texts, which play with the 
generic characteristics of crime fiction so as to make the reading of the poem similar to an 
investigation of a murder mystery. The idea of comparing the reading of clues to the reading of 
a text can be traced back to Edgar Allan Poe and his introductory paragraphs to The Murders 
in the Rue Morgue.” Patrick ffrench (sic!) explains this parallelism between deconstruction and 
detective fiction in the following terms: 
Deconstructive critics […] have argued that the Freudian recognition of the pre-eminence 
of syntax over content is invariably betrayed by an eventual postulation of truth, presence, 
a semantic principle, or drive to locate meaning […]. From this perspective, the 
enjoyment […] of the syntax of detective fiction, is ultimately let down by the revelation 
of the crime or the criminal. […] Moreover, […] reading is not the passive reception or 
consumption of a pre-existing meaning, but the production of meaning through a 
transferential play with the text and with other texts […] and this also complicates the 
parallel proposed above, based on a simple model of reading as uncovering. If […] 
detective fiction and deconstruction propose an enjoyment […] of syntax, they also 
inevitably end up posing a semantic core, a truth, the meaning of their discourses.134 
 
Therefore, the uncovering of the truth plays a more important role in detective fiction than in 
any other genres, and this process also bears a close resemblance to how we as readers construct 
or produce meaning while we engage with a text.  
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In all three poems examined in this chapter, the dividing line between victim and 
perpetrator becomes blurred due to the complexity of the texts as several sets of norms come 
into  collision  within  the  poems’  universe.  The  first  is  the  ethical  values  of  Christianity  that  
promulgates charity and humility and therefore allocates the abused, suffering female 
protagonist the role of the victim, while her apparently more aggressive and powerful male 
antagonist appears as the sinful oppressor. The second is the law of the father,” the social code 
which places women in a subservient role and thus punishes any deviance that threatens male 
supremacy: according to this set of rules, it is the transgressive female speaker who is regarded 
as a criminal.” Finally, there is a transcendental realm that does not require its chosen ones to 
be humble or to respect life as a gift  from God as Christianity does:  this ethical  code places 
artistic truth and immortality first. Under this transcendental law, the male protagonist appears 
to be the offender because he prefers worldly power and success involving deceit and 
falsehoods, and tries to enforce this attitude on the woman. On the other hand, as the woman 
proves to be weak enough to endure a demeaning situation, she could also be considered to be 
at fault. While she is presented at the outset as someone conforming to this dishonest code of 
behaviour, – and therefore as an offender herself - throughout and by the means of speaking the 
poem, she gradually casts off the obligation to play by worldly rules, and, in the closing lines 
of some of the poems, steps into a realm without either victims or criminals. This chapter will 
examine how Plath presents the thin line between guilt and criminality, abuse and punishment, 
the intricate relationship between tortured and torturer, as well as the way in which political 
power relations infiltrate personal relationships within the framework of detective fiction, 
through  the  detailed  analysis  of  three  poems:  A  Birthday  Present,”  The  Jailer,”  and  The  
Detective.” 
In A Birthday Present,” the persona is performing a very feminine domestic chore: 
cooking, and the banality of this domestic activity is sharply contrasted to the word 
annunciation,” which refers to the Virgin Mary’s immaculate conception: 
When I am quiet at my cooking I feel it looking, I feel it thinking 
 
Is this the one I am to appear for, 
Is this the elect one, the one with the black eye-pits and a scar? 
 
Measuring the flour, cutting off the surplus, 
Adhering to rules, rules, rules. 
 
Is this the one for the annunciation? 




Mary as the symbolic representative of motherhood is a recurring figure in Plath’s poems. By 
comparing the speaker to Mary, however ironically, the speaker also implies she is a mother 
herself, which is later confirmed by the mention of babies’ bedding.” The speaker’s underlying 
similarity  to  the  Virgin  Mother  implies  that  she  might  be  worthy  of  an  annunciation  under  
different circumstances but she cannot receive the present yet. Through motherhood and 
domesticity,  she  has  become  a  person  who  is  adhering  to  rules,  rules,  rules,”  someone  
seemingly too timid and unremarkable for the annunciation.” She is also branded by her past 
experiences; her scar is a memento of a suicide attempt: I would have killed myself gladly that 
time any possible way.” Even so, the gift still wants [her]”: she is destined to receive it. 
Similarly, the giver is identified as the estranged husband by an allusion to his fatherhood: 
Bossed, brazen, an antique shield, / A marvel to your great-grandchildren.” The epithets of the 
shield also characterise the man: he is like a ‘boss,’ authoritative and power-hungry as well as 
brazenly’ shameless and impudent. 
The anniversary of her birth triggers memories of her suicide attempt in the past, which, 
in turn, pulls her back to the present moment, where the veils – shimmering like the mysterious 
gift itself – represent her state of mind, threatening with imminent psychological breakdown: 
If you only knew how the veils were killing my days. 
To you they are only transparencies, clear air. 
 
But my god, the clouds are like cotton. 
Armies of them. They are carbon monoxide. 
 
Sweetly, sweetly I breathe in, 
Filling my veins with invisibles, with the million 
 
Probable motes that tick the years off my life. 
 
The veils connote the suspense of uncertainty about the true nature of the present, which seems 
more like an event or a destiny than a mere object. The cause of the delay is the unpreparedness 
of the speaker on the one hand, and the reluctance of the giver, on the other. Throughout the 
poem, the speaker tries to persuade him to hand over the present to her: first she wants to prove 
she is ready for enormity” and she does not mind if it is small,” either. 
These stanzas link the suffocating premonition of self-destruction to warfare and 
industrial pollution. In the early 1960s, anxiety about the potential outbreak of a war between 
the US and the USSR, nuclear bombing and the related fallout shelter craze was escalating and 
the Cold War rhetoric in America – disseminated through articles and public speeches – served 
only to exacerbate the atmosphere of fear and suspicion. Brain argues that Plath must have read 
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Rachel Carson’s best-selling book on the invisible but deadly effects of industrial chemicals on 
the environment, Silent Spring (1962).  In  her  book,  Carson  drew attention  to  the  fact  that  a  
poisonous substance, Strontium 90, is released into the air in the process of nuclear explosions, 
which  then  drizzles  down to  the  earth  in  the  form of  fallout  or  rain,  to  be  later  absorbed  by  
wheat or other produce. Ultimately, atomic fallout enters the food chain and infiltrates human 
bodies, too.135 As an intellectual and a young mother, Plath felt responsible for expressing 
protest against invisibly spreading pollution – both in a physical and in a moral sense – of 
nuclear materials used for military purposes: 
I felt proud that the baby’s first real adventure should be as a protest against the insanity 
of world-annihilation. Already a certain percentage of unborn children are doomed by 
fallout and no one knows the cumulative effects of what is already poisoning the air and 
sea.136 
 
In the poem, the speaker’s anxieties include not only the unborn children but herself as well: 
she is just as vulnerable to this kind of insidious pollution as her babies, while the man is 
perceived as impervious to such invisible attacks. 
The male giver exudes invulnerability with his silver suit,” unforgiving, adding-
machine”-like quality and compulsion to stamp each piece in purple” he is a representative of 
a technocratic and bureaucratic society that aims at exercising a life-and -death control over the 
individual: 
You are silver-suited for the occasion. O adding machine –  
 
Is it impossible for you to let something go and have it go whole? 
Must you stamp each piece in purple,  
 
Must you kill what you can? 
 
The man feels compelled to scrutinise their relationship in retrospect, relentlessly labelling each 
aspect as a piece of evidence against the speaker, thus killing all the good memories she could 
otherwise retain. The male giver is now alluded to as a murderer and the gift as something 
deadly: the connection between him and the present is that of a killer delivering death.  
Despite that, the kind of death exchanged between the speaker and the man is also closely 
associated with babies and birth from the beginning. First, the ghastly present is enveloped in 
veils, which are White as babies’ bedding and glittering with dead breath.” Next, shortly before 
the man’s future great-grandchildren are referred to, the speaker invites him to a last supper at 
the birthday present, which is compared to a glazed hospital plate.” A third image connecting 
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death and birth also comprises an allusion to the hostile Cold War environment in which the 
private crisis is taking place: It breathes from my sheets, the cold dead center / Where spilt 
lives congeal and stiffen to history.” Birth is already infected with death in a world which has 
been infiltrated with pollution and toxicity to the very core. Conversely, the ongoing existence 
of the speaker feels like a prenatal state before the delivery of the birthday present that would 
mean the start of a real life. 
The parallels between the man who cruelly analyses each facet of the failed relationship 
and a murderer who dissects his victims are drawn closer by another metaphor taken from 
detective fiction: 
Let it not come by the mail, finger by finger. 
 
Let it not come by word of mouth, I should be sixty 
By the time the whole of it was delivered, and too numb to use it. 
 
What the speaker protests most against is the piecemeal fashion of transferring the gift to her. 
She dreads a slowly debilitating process of dying but welcomes the idea of an instantaneous 
deliverance from existence, while she is still in possession of her mental faculties and can use” 
death as a meaningful experience. 
In the subsequent stanza, the three-fold repetition of the veil” imparts an incantatory 
effect that prepares the reader for the revelation of the secret behind: 
Only let down the veil, the veil, the veil. 
If it were death 
 
I would admire the deep gravity of it, its timeless eyes. 
I would know you were serious. 
 
At last, the birthday present is named as death and its acceptance in its entirety, not bit by bit, 
enables the recipient to embrace death as a prerequisite for retrieving the freedom, dignity and 
purity she longs for. She also feels it worthier of the relationship they have had if the man’s 
revenge comes as one fatal blow rather than numerous instances of petty malice. 
Nonetheless, the present is more complex than mere physical dissolution. It also signifies 
the speaker’s preparedness to face the truth, the solution to the mystery. What awaits her is a 
destiny that makes her timeless,” awards her a transcendental nobility” and marks her 
birthday as a great poet. Thus, the speaker’s death becomes an act of rebirth at the same time:  
There would be a nobility then, there would be a birthday. 
And the knife not carve, but enter 
 
Pure and clean as the cry of a baby, 




Bassnett argues that the outcome of the poem does not involve the death of the speaker: [It] is 
not death, though death-like”137 and underlines the element of rebirth in the sense of artistic 
renewal that Plath experienced in the autumn of 1962, reading this poem as the harbinger of a 
new phase in her poetry. Bassnett states that the last stanza is an image of liberation, and it is 
poetry that, like a child is born by caesarean section, cut out of the mother’s body”138 rather 
than an act of murder. Nevertheless, for Plath, it is only through dying that she can reach the 
core of her experience. Even if she was not considering suicide seriously at the time of the 
poem’s composition, the persona is definitely prepared to die. In many of Plath’s late poems, 
the implication is that poetry is made immortal by the death of the poet: it is the sacrifice of life 
that lends the poem immortal value and allow it to be taken seriously. The two interpretations 
are not incompatible, though: the same impact that enables her to deliver her baby” – the poetry 
pure and clean” she has always striven to create – is the same that murders her. The ultimate 
knowledge of her separation from the world – and from the beloved man addressed in the poem 
– gives rise to the sense of cosmic loneliness that drains away the poet’s lifeblood into her final 
masterpieces. 
By tapping into the terminology of crime and criminality, Plath started to tackle the issue 
of social stereotyping, especially concerning the weak and the exploited. Criminology – as all 
the new social sciences – initially set itself the task of confirming age-old beliefs and prejudices, 
mostly about women. Widely acknowledged as the founding father of criminology, Cesare 
Lombroso139 drew the profile of the female criminal in one of his seminal works: The Female 
Offender. His starting point was what he claimed to be the characteristics of normal women.’ 
Lombroso asserts that all women are semi-criminals,” whose wicked propensities only remain 
latent due to their lack of vitality and intelligence.  
Therefore, his theory amounts to the criminalisation of strong, passionate and intelligent 
women as he sees criminal activity as the only outlet for such qualities in a woman and the only 
alternative to maternal or religious duties: 
In ordinary cases these defects are neutralised by piety, maternity, want of passion, sexual 
coldness, by weakness and an undeveloped intelligence. But when a morbid activity of 
the psychical centers intensifies the bad qualities of women, and induces them to seek 
relief in evil deeds; when piety and maternal sentiments are wanting, and in their place, 
are strong passions and intensely erotic tendencies, much muscular strength and a 
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superior intelligence for the conception and execution of evil, it is clear that the innocuous 
semi-criminal  present  in  the  normal  woman  must  be  transformed  into  a  born  criminal  
more terrible than any man.140 
 
Even though recent publications in the field of criminology distance themselves from 
Lombroso’s theories, they still acknowledge that Lombroso is often cited as the father of 
criminology, for turning to the individual as the subject of study in crime rather than the crime 
itself.” Moreover, the notion of the insidious female criminal” invented by Lombroso, is still 
very much alive today in the demonised figure of the potentially violent feminist who refus[es] 
to fill traditional roles.” Fear of this symbolic female criminal,” some contemporary theorists 
in criminology argue, has triggered increased punishment of women” by the legal system.141 
The speakers in Plath’s poems remain trapped within this fundamentally misogynistic discourse 
of criminality even though they realise its hypocritical tendency to stigmatise and cast out 
women. Their attempt to break free of a discourse which they see as deceitful and emotionally 
destructive proves futile because no viable alternative presents itself. 
In The Jailer,” the speaker positions herself as a prisoner and victim of torture of various 
kinds: physical, sexual and psychological. The interdependence of victim and torturer is 
established in the first line: My night sweats grease his breakfast plate,” hinting at an almost 
cannibalistic tendency in the jailer. The metaphor implies that it is the pain of his victim that 
keeps him alive. Even though the jailer is much more powerful than her and can keep her under 
control, Kendall argues, he still desperately needs her to confirm his own identity.142 
The jailer’s treatment of his victim results in her being drugged and raped:” in other 
words, alienated from reality and from herself. The female speaker’s sense of disorientation is 
aggravated by the jailer’s fetishistic obsession which involves using her body as a substitute for 
other bodies: 
He has been burning me with cigarettes, 
Pretending I am a negress with pink paws. 
I am myself. That is not enough. 
 
He treats her as an indifferent object for consumption which can only be a replacement for 
another: never quite sufficient in itself but always requiring some imaginary enhancement to 
fulfil  its  purpose.  She  is  the  lever  of  his  wet  dreams,”  implying  that  he  is  dreaming  about  
someone more desirable yet currently out of reach. Fetishism, which superimposes some 
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mystical value on an ordinary object, may be a sexual perversion but it is also an important 
aspect of consuming commodities in general: 
The exchange value, the object’s mystical price, detached from any use, gives the object 
an enchanted quality […]. Fetishism, as aroused by the commodity […] involves the 
superimposition  of  a  particular  symbolic  value  on  the  normal  use  of  the  object,”  a  
palimpsest of two contrary registers that we cannot consume equally or simultaneously.143 
 
Thus, the appeal of her body as a commodity to the male protagonist is that it can stand in for 
other objects or bodies, and also that it can never be totally consumed due to its symbolic 
quality. 
As the female speaker is never considered in her own right but only as a sort of plain 
canvas on which other, more alluring objects are projected, she feels she has become unreal, an 
insubstantial illusion similar to those she is made to impersonate. By the same token, the objects 
around her seem cheap replicas of real things and as such, unreal and deceptive: The same 
placard of blue fog is wheeled into position, / With the same trees and headstones.” This sense 
of unreality, when the immediacy of the world is veiled by a fog of illusion is closely connected 
to the crime that is taking place in the poem: 
This is the essence of crime: if it is perfect, it leaves no clue, no trace. So what guarantees 
the world’s existence for us is its accidental, criminal, imperfect character. And it follows 
from this that it can be given to us only as illusion.144 
 
Illusion is the essence of crime as well sensory perception in this poem. As the speaker’s 
perception of her surroundings become confused, as the simulacra take the place of reality, she 
is gradually being absorbed into a world of crime and dissimulation.  
She  no  longer  trusts  her  perception  since  the  natural  objects  around  her  have  become  
invested with her psychic state, that of being unreal, fake, illusory: 
My ribs show. What have I eaten? 
Lies and smiles. 
Surely the sky is not that color, 
Surely the grass should be rippling.  
 
Surrounded by deception and pretence, the last bulwark of resistance that remains to her is the 
world of imagination and a tentative faith in higher powers. This is her subversion” for which 
she is punished: 
All day, gluing my church of burnt matchsticks, 
I dream of someone else entirely. 
And he, for this subversion, 
Hurts me, he 
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I die with variety –  
Hung, starved, burned, hooked. 
 
The jailer uses her quiet rebellion as a way of justification for further abuse, labelling her as a 
criminal who deserves punishment. Even though the speaker realises that his power is not 
absolute, she also knows that her passive resistance will trigger the jailer’s retribution.  
The Foucauldian tenet of power generating its own counter-forces applies here: 
[Discipline] must also master all the forces that are formed from the very constitution of 
an organized multiplicity; it must neutralize the effects of counter-power that spring from 
them and which form a resistance to the power that wishes to dominate it: agitations, 
revolts […].145 
 
What ensures that the jailer retains the authority of the real,” in spite of the hallucinatory 
paraphernalia which he deploys to numb the speaker, is his ability to completely identify with 
– and make her believe that he represents – the judicial and penal power of the state. After all, 
he is the rattler of keys” who keeps the woman imprisoned and labels her an indeterminate 
criminal” who deserves a wide range of punishments for her subversion.” Even if it is made 
of fakery,” the jailer still wears an armor,” while the speaker’s carapace” is smashed”: the 
vulnerable organic body of an individual is confronted with the indestructible steely machinery 
of state power, emphasising the inequality of the parties involved. 
 However, in a more abstract sense, the jailer’s mysterious authority over the tortured 
persona and her own, rationally inexplicable sense of guilt might be regarded as an allegory of 
conscience or morality that causes the individual to suffer. Nietzsche considers bad 
conscience” – or the feeling of guilt – the harmful legacy of Christianity; he argues that 
Christian ethics fundamentally atrophies the vital forces of the human being and also causes 
much unnecessary misery. He explains the presence of bad conscience with that suppressed 
cruelty of animal man,” who, having forced by civilisation to tame his naturally aggressive 
instincts, finds an unnatural release for these drives in discovering an inner life” – or religious 
feelings – which is basically aggression turned against the self: Debt towards God: this thought 
becomes an instrument of torture.”146 Thus, in Plath’s allegorical scenario, the male jailer 
assumes the role of God, punishing the female speaker who feels bound to receive his 
punishment. 
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Focusing  on  the  deliberately  fictitious  setting  and  actions  in  the  poem  as  well  as  the  
premeditated nature of the crimes committed against the victim, Axelrod interprets The Jailer” 
as a poetic afterword or dress-rehearsal for the weightier Daddy” and Lady Lazarus” 
respectively, in which one of Plath’s most controversial themes, the horrors of the Holocaust 
are conveyed. He identifies the torture-imagery in The Jailer” as a reverberation of the widely 
publicised Eichmann trial in 1961 and 1962 and other publications, including memoirs by 
survivors, about the death camps.147 Reports in high-circulation news magazines like the Times 
on the trial included details of Nazi atrocities and, more specifically, references to the ‘scientific' 
experiments of Dr Mengele.148 The impact of these news articles are detectible in the jailer’s 
relentlessly  systematic  application  of  various  forms  of  cruelty:  the  speaker  has  to  die  with  
variety – / Hung, starved, burned, hooked.” 
These specific forms of torture also correspond, in terms of their idiomatic connotations, 
to various emotional states relating to a psychologically abusive relationship. The jailer leaves 
the female persona hanging: in a state of uncertainty as to the next form of punishment. She is 
also starved of affection or healthy human contact. Moreover, she is being burned out due to 
the stress of her situation but remains nonetheless ‘hooked on’ this damaging relationship and 
the sense of being needed by her torturer. 
Her ambivalent attitude to the jailer leads her to endure these sufferings at his hand 
without active resistance, yet she rebels against him in her mind. Instead of seeking freedom, 
she is toying with vengeful ideas of his fall from power: 
I imagine him 
Impotent as distant thunder, 
In whose shadow I have eaten my ghost ration. 
I wish him dead or away. 
 
Nevertheless, this imaginary retaliation does not urge her to active resistance. The reason for 
this passivity can be traced back to her perceived ghost-like existence: she has ceased to be a 
real human being, an agent in the world. Instead, she has become an utterly helpless body and 
a disassociated mind that is contemplating the pain inflicted on the former. 
Her perception of being a criminal and therefore, being punished, pervades the speaker’s 
entire existence: it is not only the jailer who is hurting her but the whole universe. The order of 
the world seems to be upheld by an economy of inflicting and suffering pain that mutually feed 
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on and sustain each other. The jailer and his victim are part of this system of power relations, 
each fulfilling their role allotted to them, rather than acting of their own free will: 
What would the dark 
Do without fevers to eat? 
What would the light 
Do without eyes to knife, what would he 
Do, do, do without me? 
 
Ultimately, the jailer is seen as only the vehicle of delivering the punishment she deserves in 
accordance with the dynamics of a merciless universe in which existence is sustained at the cost 
of liberty: That, it seems, is the impossibility. / That being free.” 
However, her guilt is not only founded on the norms of power relations but also on an 
internal value system, which has partly survived into her present situation, and which she tries 
in vain to fully recover. Her real crime is not her revolt against the jailer but her inability to be 
free, her giving up on an autonomous self: 
The new thinking, which is by no means confined to existentialists, would not analyze 
away” a person’s guilt over refusing to accept the intellectual and spiritual possibilities 
of his existence. Not all feelings of human guilt are unfounded; guilt over the murder of 
another is not to be analyzed away, nor is guilt over the murder of oneself.149 
 
The last six lines of the poem function exactly as a way of analyzing away” the female 
speaker’s responsibility in getting herself imprisoned in the jailer’s world of crime and 
punishment. The tentativeness of the phrase it seems” and the repetitive questions in the final 
stanza point to her unease at the thought of her own culpability in submitting to the role of 
victim in the jailer’s game. Even if the world is organised by the dichotomy of victim and 
victimizer, the speaker can still remember her right mind” and that something is gone,” and 
whether the abuser intends it or not, this is also part of her punishment. 
While the uncertain boundaries between unfair torture and just punishment as well as the 
uneasy but symbiotic relationship between torturer and victim are conveyed in The Jailer” 
through images of Nazi experiments and the dramatic language of survivors of domestic abuse, 
the ambiguous nature of crime is treated with wry humour and intertextual references in The 
Detective.” The poem criminalises the domestic drama of adultery in a manner ironically 
evocative of classic detective fiction. The first line of the second stanza refers to a Sherlock 
Holmes novel by Arthur Conan Doyle: The Valley of Fear: That is the valley of death.” The 
narrative that can be traced from the poem shows some similarities with this novel: an intruder 
is lurking outside the house and his intrusion results in murder. In Plath’s poem, however, the 
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designated victim is not the man but the lady of the house. With a characteristically Plathian 
manipulation of description, the environment itself is invested with human emotions. In this 
case, nature assumes the profile of a murderer: There is the sunlight, playing its blades, / Bored 
hoodlum in a red room” evincing not mere indifference as in Totem,” but downright cruelty. 
While torture and punishment are carried out mostly on the body in The Jailer”, this 
poem stresses the non-corporeal nature of crime and penalisation, which is eerily evocative of 
the way Foucault characterises the modern penal system, which emerged in the 18th century, 
in his seminal book published more than a decade after Plath wrote The Detective”: 
If the penality in its most severe forms no longer addresses itself to the body, on what 
does it lay hold? [The answer] […] seems to be contained in the question itself: since it 
is no longer the body, it must be the soul. The expiation that once rained down upon the 
body must be replaced by a punishment that acts in depth on the heart, the thoughts, the 
will, the inclinations.  
[…] Certainly the crimes’ and offences’ on which judgement is passed are juridical 
objects defined by the code, but judgement is also passed on the passions, instincts, 
anomalies, infirmities, maladjustments, effects of environment or heredity […].150  
 
Modern penality no longer focuses on the criminal act itself: it punishes the desires and 
weaknesses that motivated the act and attempts to uproot them. In the Detective,” it is again 
the male protagonist, presumably the husband, who assumes the role of the judicial and penal 
system within the miniature state” of his household and metes out the punishment to the 
transgressive female partner. A certain trickle-down effect of this principle can be noticed in 
the  way  the  body  is  negated  in  the  poem  by  the  speaker-cum-detective,  almost  echoing  the  
Foucauldian formulation of the modern system of punishment: This is a case without a body. 
/ The body does not come into it at all.” Although the detective-speaker persistently denies the 
importance, and even the existence, of the woman’s body, the judgement passed on the 
passions, instincts, anomalies, infirmities, maladjustments” of the female murder victim in the 
poem is specified in relation to various parts of her body. 
In The Detective”, the victim is presented as a living person in the first and second 
stanza; in the third, she is reduced to an invisible body,” while from the fourth stanza onwards 
even  the  body  vanishes.  The  disappearance  is  reported”  as  a  step-by-step  process  like  the  
dissection of a corpse. Moreover, the removed body parts are turned into inanimate objects, 
which imply a degree of dehumanisation that takes place as a result of each punishment: The 
mouth […] / […] / […] was hung out like brown fruit / To wrinkle and dry”; The breasts next. 
/ These were harder, two white stones.” So, the disappearance of the body parts refers to the 
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gradual elimination of the woman’s anomalies” and "maladjustments,” until nothing is left of 
her original self. 
The woman’s body parts mentioned in the poem are all related to female roles such as 
nurture and procreation: mouth, breasts, genitalia. However, even before they are made to 
disappear, the body parts show signs of atrophy. The mouth dries and wrinkles, the breastmilk 
becomes watery; the dry wood” probably refers to the woman’s body turning old and brittle, 
and even her children become omens of her death and disappearance: there were two children, 
/ But their bones showed, and the moon smiled.” The woman’s body parts are transformed into 
inanimate objects of nature: fruit, stones, wood, earth – the constituent elements of the estate,” 
the home – before they vanish. The woman’s body can be fragmented and absorbed into the 
home it used to inhabit so casually because her body – just as the rest of the property – has 
always belonged to the husband. 
The eventual absence of the body is strongly emphasised: There is no body in the house 
at all;” It is a case of vaporization.” Simultaneously with the disappearance of the woman, 
nature is taking over her former residence – the woman is gradually replaced by the relentless 
and dispassionate advance of ghastly natural elements. Nature turns into a harbinger of death. 
First, death inhabits the valley with its shrieking trains and ignorantly grazing cows, then it 
progresses into the garden investing plants and animals with malicious intent, enters the kitchen 
where it causes the woman’s body and her past life to go up in smoke, and finally, occupies the 
living room with its knife-like rays of light. Evil dwells in nature and inhabits the home – 
driving out the woman and erasing every trace of her afterwards. 
While the woman’s vanishing body is defined by its motherly function, the murderer is 
characterised by his eyes reflecting the killing intent, and his fingers perpetrating the murder 
and disposing of the body. Although the killer is not explicitly identified, we can infer from the 
lines These are the deceits, tacked up like family photographs, / And look at this man, look at 
his smile, / The death weapon?” that the murderer is the woman’s husband. The act of “tamping 
a woman into a wall, / A body into a pipe” also implies a male murderer because these feats 
require considerable physical strength. Also, they refer to two of Edgar Allan Poe’s short stories 
where the murderers get rid of the bodies in a similar fashion: The Murders in the Rue Morgue” 
and The Black Cat.” In both these stories, the victims are women murdered in a fit of rage. In 
the former, one of the victims is crammed into a chimney, in the latter, the murdered wife’s 
body is concealed by a repaired brick wall. In contrast with these detective stories, we get no 
explanation for the murder at the end of the poem, the criminal act remains a mystery: We 
walk on air, Watson. / […] Make notes.”  
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The reason why the ‘murder case’ remains unsolved is the absence of the body, its 
evaporation. The dissection of the feminine body turns the estate” into a morgue, a scene of 
desolation: There is only the moon, embalmed in phosphorus. / There is only a crow in a tree.” 
The crux of the mystery seems to be the unnamed agent referred to as it” in the first and the 
fifth verse: What was she doing when it blew in / Over the seven hills, the red furrow, the blue 
mountain?” Here the agent appears as a natural element, like a gust of wind. Then in the line 
Did it come like an arrow, did it come like a knife?” the agent takes more definite shape as a 
human action: the killing blow. Hence the natural element and the murderous action merges 
into one as the verb blow” in the first line foreshadows the actual killing.  
While the sexual aspects of violence are more explicit in The Jailer,” references to sex, 
although in an unobtrusive way, abound in The Detective” as well. In addition to the 
specifically feminine body parts already discussed, the association of the female victim with 
household items like cups” and the male murderer with phallic objects such as arrows and 
knifes underlines the sexual element of the crime. However, in The Detective,” the victim is 
not only punished and tortured as a woman – the male tormentor using her biologically 
determined vulnerability to cause pain – but because she is a woman. While the jailer’s captive 
identifies herself as a an indeterminate criminal,” haunted by a vague sense of guilt due to her 
inability to be free” and her subversion,” female character in “The Detective” can only be 
accused of sins connected with her femininity, her supposedly insatiable” body parts. While 
the former female character, despite her humiliation, still retains some claims to a personality 
as she vainly struggles against her objectification, the latter is simply reduced to a body, then 
dismembered. 
The sinisterly impersonal atmosphere of the poem, narrated by the famous fictional 
detective, derives from the proliferation of demonstrative pronouns that,” this,” these” as 
well as the impersonal there is” construction throughout the text. Moreover, a mysterious it” 
pronoun also makes its appearance when alluding to the entry of lethal impact. It” refers to 
death or, more accurately, to the agent delivering death – which is obviously different from the 
man, the main suspect so far.  
Attempting to identify the mysterious and probably inanimate agent of death, Brain draws 
attention to the importance of the poisonous chemicals permeating the poem’s scenery: 
This  poem  concerns  the  attempts  of  its  Sherlock  Holmes-like  speaker  […]  to  solve  a  
mystery not just of how a man actually or figuratively killed his female partner, but also 
of the degree to which environmental poisons are implicated in the crime.151 
                                                             




Therefore, the culprit in the woman’s disappearance is not only her partner, but also the invasive 
presence of toxic substances in her natural environment, the valley of death.” Industrial and 
nuclear poisoning has an impact even on the most intimate aspects of life such as sex and child 
bearing. A lingering unease about the hidden deformity or latent disease in seemingly healthy 
children manifest itself in the lines there were two children, / But their bones showed, and the 
moon smiled.” The female protagonist’s children – her investment in the future and the fruit of 
her fertility – turn out to be a source of fear because of the universal threat of nuclear attacks 
and the resulting pollution. Britzolakis contends that the theme of motherhood is often deployed 
to offer a critique of Cold War militarism”152 in Plath’s late poems, including “Thalodomyde” 
that centres around a mother’s dread of potential deformity in her unborn child. 
Besides allusions to chemical and nuclear pollution, the presence of machinery also 
intensifies the sense of inhumanity in the poem’s world, which ultimately destroys the female 
protagonist. As a symbol of faceless power and violence, the rumbling sound of the train 
establishes a relationship between machinery and torture, foreshadowing the female 
protagonist’s annihilation: the train shrieks echo like souls on hooks.” The poem also alludes 
to the electric chair and the notorious case of the Rosenbergs: Which of the nerve-curlers, the 
convulsors? Did it electrify?” 
The punishments meted out to the woman protagonist seem to be connected with the 
biological destiny of the female sex on the one hand – all the body parts singled out for 
chastisement are relevant to female sexuality: mouth, breasts, the motherly furrows” – and the 
feminine role, more specifically: housekeeping, on the other. Household chores – especially 
cooking – indicate the debased and petty materialism of female existence that seems the 
inevitable consequence of an attempt to fulfil housewifely and motherly roles in Lesbos”: The 
smog of cooking, the smog of hell / Floats our heads.”  As a quintessentially feminine chore, 
cooking is sometimes associated with the concoction of poisonous brews, of witchcraft. The 
smog of cooking” may be evocative not only of the nourishment as an outcome of such 
domestic work but also of a potentially destructive effect it may have in the long run: This is 
the smell of years burning, here in the kitchen.” The insidious effect of concocting meals is 
made manifest by a concomitant premonition of evil as well as a sense of humiliation involved 
in performing a demeaning task in A Birthday Present” as well. 
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While in The Detective” the crime of figurative or literal murder is committed against a 
woman, in retribution for her specifically female desires of having her own home, husband and 
children, the poem also has wider socio-political implications. The aggressive militarism of the 
Cold War, its deceitful rhetoric and related nuclear threats were not the only means by which 
social control was practised in the 1950s and early 1960s. Espionage and detection also played 
an important role in maintaining social discipline and conformity to norms. The figure of the 
detective chosen by Plath to be the narrator of the poem transforms the domestic tragedy into a 
sarcastic spoof of detective fiction – but on another level, the poem also voices concerns about 
the receding private sphere in American society.  
Detectives are historians of the recent past, attempting to reconstruct events leading to, 
and the exact circumstances of, a murder. While a detective tries to establish facts and then 
arrange them in a logical order in a more or less disinterested search of the truth, a spy collects 
data about the targeted person indiscriminately, then uses this mass of information to support a 
prefabricated charge against this person. The former serves justice or the legal system, the latter 
is in the service of political power structures. In The Detective,” the speaker embodies both 
the police investigator and the spook: the procedure starts as a murder inquiry, then, after it 
becomes clear that no one is dead,” he pursues the investigation nevertheless, using the 
reported” facts of previous years. All private secrets have to be disclosed due to the reporting 
system and surveillance that operate at all times. The authorities walk on air” until all the facts 
are gathered and every facet of individual privacy is compromised. Nelson makes an important 
observation concerning the contemporary foregrounding of privacy in American public debates 
and the relative belatedness of actual legal protection of this crucial right: 
Surprisingly, for all the rhetoric about the value of privacy in a democracy, [a 
constitutional right to privacy’] did not exist until 1965 […] Ariel invites us to reread a 
history we believed we knew […] and to ask whether the zone of the home is a suitable 
place for a woman to locate her autonomy.153 
 
The inquisitive and distrustful Cold War atmosphere of the early 1960s, preoccupied with high-
profile incidents that posed the immediate threat of nuclear bombing – most notably, the Cuban 
missile crisis in October 1962, when Plath produced the bulk of her Ariel poems154 –  evidently 
did not allow for the effective or actual protection of the privacy of the home. 
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While on a metaphorical level, the poem lends itself easily to an interpretation of social 
criticism, the genre of detective fiction invoked by the poem inevitably raises readerly 
expectations of a solution at the end. These are, however, frustrated by the equivocal closing 
lines: We walk on air, Watson. / There is only the moon, embalmed in phosphorus. / There is 
only a crow in a tree. Make notes.” Every piece of evidence has disappeared, along with the 
body, and the detective is unable to solve the mystery. We are left with question marks even 
about the nature of the crime ( No one is dead”) and the identity of the perpetrator: whether it 
was an inanimate agent like chemical pollutants or a person, specifically the husband. The 
conventions of the detective genre are flouted at the end, but the sense of criminality and 
injustice pervading the world remains. As some critics of detective fiction opines, however, this 
lingering sense of vulnerability to crime is the ultimate message of pieces of this genre: 
The existence of this genre, perhaps more than any other, depends on the knowledge that 
everything will be made right in the end,’ and this necessity for narrative closure is 
identified with the existence of the Law. […] The law – being an issue directly in the 
investigation any detective undertakes – is never put on trial […]. And that is the case 
since no matter how many individual crimes are solved, in the larger social scheme of 
things nothing changes, and corruption indeed prevails.155 
 
Nothing else remains than poetic justice” in the most literal  sense of the phrase as only the 
emblematic Plathian moon and Hughes’s totem animal, the crow, are left behind in the desolate 
scene to confront each other. Even after the death of the famous literary couple, the poem 
suggests, the investigation into the crime that took place will continue, the dialogue between 
literary texts go on, and critics continue to make notes.” 
The theme of criminality and its concomitant notions of investigation and penality 
converge towards the notion of individual privacy and the boundaries of personal autonomy. 
While Plath engaged with the unnamed guilt involved in the nonconformity of the woman artist 
through the motifs of crime, incarceration, torture and detection, she also explored the issue of 
the individual’s ability to evade intrusion into her private life by a police-state-like society – 
whether such interference can be ethically justified or not. The next chapter will examine the 
notion of privacy and the related but distinct concepts of exposure and isolation, and the way 
in which they are conveyed through poetic images in some of Plath’s finest October poems. 
  
                                                             




PRIVACY AND EXPOSURE  
 
The Confessional poets all touched upon the privacy issue by revealing embarrassing 
information about themselves and their family members. Robert Lowell, in particular, created 
a scandal by publishing Life Studies in 1959 – thereby launching the Confessional movement – 
in which he drew very unflattering portraits of his parents, and later The Dolphin, which 
included excerpts from his former wife’s private letters imploring him not to divorce her. 
Despite his merciless exposure of Harding’s private documents, Lowell was extremely 
concerned about the treatment of his own oeuvre and personal documents and tried to guard 
himself against critics prying into his affairs.156 Lowell’s case shows clearly the discrepancy 
between the perception of women’s and men’s privacy. Men were accorded a considerably 
greater amount of discretion in handling their own affairs than women: the intrusions into a 
man’s privacy entailed social disapproval, while the infringement of that of a woman often went 
unnoticed. 
The posthumous publication history of Plath’s work equally displays patriarchy’s denial 
of the same degree of autonomy – personal or artistic – from women as men have. Hughes’s 
arbitrary handling of the Plath estate is a glaring example. The authoritative way in which 
Hughes manipulated her writings, often by censorship, reordering or complete omission, 
contrasts sharply with his indignation at the detrimental effect Plath’s writing had on both his 
privacy  and  reputation.  His  attitude  bears  a  strong  resemblance  to  Lowell’s  in  a  similar  
situation, allowing for the assumption that such a double-edged perception of privacy was the 
norm rather than the exception. 
It is largely due to this double standard in defining personal privacy that women 
Confessional poets157 perceived  the  issue  of  personal  space  as  central  to  their  writerly  
consciousness. While Anne Sexton located the woman’s autonomy in her body, realising that 
the home was an inadequate protection from surveillance, Plath went even further in her 
explorations of personal space and female artistic autonomy. In such poems as Lady Lazarus,” 
Fever 103°,” and Stings,” she experimented with the possibilities of an independent female 
selfhood – so adamantly denied to women in patriarchal societies. 
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What emerges from both the female Confessional poets’ preoccupation with privacy in 
their writing and the male poets’ public stance on it, is the prevalence of the privacy issue in 
the late 1950s and early 1960s America. The debate surrounding privacy was owing to the 
tension between the officially promulgated propaganda of the inviolable sanctity of the home 
on the one hand, and the actual surveillance of citizens on the other. In the Cold War era, the 
anxiety about Communist influence and the ensuing policy of containment led to the gathering 
and recording of data on citizens in order to track down deviant and therefore subversive 
individuals. Popular culture conveyed the message that the home is a private paradise and a 
miniature model for the homeland itself. The strong parallelism between governmental 
authority and that of the patriarch served to reinforce the power of men inside the home, while 
they had to submit to greater authorities outside it. 
The progress of the women’s liberation movement – more or less advancing since the 
1830s, slowly securing political, individual and educational rights as well as job opportunities 
for women – was abruptly halted after World War II. The surge of counterrevolutionary voices 
intended to firmly replace women in their traditional sphere, the home, allowing more men to 
re-enter the workforce after the war effort was over. There was an economic as well as a 
psychological need to re-establish the doctrine of separate spheres – widely disseminated by 
Victorian writers and ideology-makers such as Ruskin. Age-old prejudices against women were 
thus reaffirmed by the new social sciences and Freudian notions proved the most effective 
weapon among them all158 against women’s increasing educational and professional 
representation. The impact of Freudian views was especially great in the States, and their 
simplified version became the common wisdom of American mass culture. Hendershot 
observes that the popularization of Freudian theories in fifties America was typically used as 
a  means  of  diagnosing  what  was  wrong  with  the  domestic  situation  in  America.” 159 This 
vulgarised version of Freudian psychology was purposely deployed to enforce pseudo-scientific 
notions of normality on citizens, especially in the domains of sexuality, marriage, and the 
upbringing of children. 
The issues of privacy and the disciplining of women are thus intertwined: the most 
effective  way of  controlling  them was  the  practical  suspension  of  their  right  to  privacy  and  
autonomous selfhood. Foucault claims that the modern idea of punishment operates precisely 
along these lines: The body now serves as an instrument or intermediary: if one intervenes 
upon it to imprison it, or to make it work, it is in order to deprive the individual of a liberty that 
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is regarded both as a right and as property. […] From being an art of unbearable sensations 
punishment has become an economy of suspended rights.”160 The partial suspension of 
women’s rights, especially in terms of privacy, was thus applied as an unacknowledged form 
of  penalisation,  and  its  aim  was  to  keep  them  under  strict  control:  first  compelling  them  to  
remain within the domestic sphere and then exercising close surveillance on them as they filled 
their newly enforced traditional roles of marital sex and childrearing. 
Plath  had  to  write  against  tremendous  odds  in  an  era  of  neo-orthodoxy  that  relegated  
women into the sexual sphere of reproduction and menial labour. Indoctrination with an 
aggressive Cold War ideology and consumerist popular culture both had a corrosive effect on 
society – all of these discourses aimed at ultimately depriving women of their personal dignity 
and individual autonomy. This chapter examines the emergence, against all the odds, of an 
autonomous female self in Plath’s late poetry and proposes that in her poems, privacy becomes 
invested with the value of human dignity and the possibility of authentic poetry. 
Privacy is an elusive concept in the context of the interdependencies in a society. The 
notion originates in a seminal essay by Warren and Brandeis, published in 1890, in which they 
distinguish it from the right to private property and define it as the right to be let alone.”161 
However, at this early stage of the formulation of privacy, they did not consider that there might 
be cases when such a state is undesirable or even harmful. Isolation, a state in which one is left 
alone even though they need help or human company, can be thus defined as unwanted or 
enforced privacy: 
Privacy is usually considered a moral interest of paramount importance. […] 
Paradoxically  privacy  is  also  described  as  a  condition  from  which  we  should  flee,  
promoting isolation, deprivation, and separation. It possesses the potential to entrap the 
powerless, eliminating their recourse to the public sphere. To illustrate, consider how 
battered women might suffer from respecting the privacy of the home […].162 
 
Privacy often emerges as a form of deprived, isolated condition in the case of women, who are 
not as willingly accepted in the public domain and are often relegated into the private sphere 
for much of their lives. 
The shifting boundaries between privacy and isolation as well as the problem of 
negotiating the two were issues recognised by Plath. Letter in November” is apparently a poem 
about a woman enjoying the privacy of her own garden: 
I think I may be enormous, 
I am so stupidly happy, 
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Squelching and squelching through the beautiful red. 
 
This is my property. 
 
At first, her aloneness on the estate she owns endows her with a sense of accomplishment and 
power. 
However, the apparently peaceful setting of the autumn garden gradually becomes the 
psychic landscape of war and the relentless progress of history is seen to be motivated by 
possessiveness. Wars are brought about by greed and the speaker’s peaceful sense of 
proprietorship is shattered by this tragic realisation. The imagery of war, then, also refers to the 
ruthlessness of economic forces, and the ethically unjustifiable enjoyment of property at the 
expense of the deprived, symbolised by the wall of old corpses” that also forms part of her 
property. Therefore, the speaker’s pleasure in her estate is tainted with intuitions of the dark 
side of such privacy which ineluctably entails complicity in warfare. 
History, as a series of wars motivated by lust for wealth and territory, comes back to haunt 
the speaker. Her privacy as property ownership is tainted by the awareness of complicity in the 
brutal historical warfare for land acquisition. As a result, her moment of illusory victory turns 
sour as she contemplates her loneliness in the autumn garden, now perceived as a desolate scene 
of bloodshed: 
O love, o celibate. 
Nobody but me  
Walks the waist-high wet. 
Moreover, her independence also comes at the price of “celibacy”: she has no access to intimate 
relationships. 163 As she has appropriated the male prerogative of land ownership, the persona 
now  has  to  live  on  this  estate  without  a  man.  The  last  word  of  the  poem  –  Thermopylae  –  
suggests that privacy on such terms is a pyrrhic victory for her, entailing ultimate defeat. 
Despite  the  legal  proclamations  that  marriage  ensures  privacy,  it  is  essentially  the  
husband’s autonomy that receives its due respect – while the woman lives under the rule of the 
patriarch, aware that any resistance or dissension puts her in the position of trespasser on his 
estate. Pheasant” departs from a situation where the female speaker lives together with, and 
therefore has to submit to, the male proprietor. The humble protest against the man’s aggressive 
urge to destroy ( You said you would kill it this morning. / Do not kill it.”) becomes 
increasingly apologetic as the speaker tries to meekly vindicate her position: 
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I am not mystical: it isn’t 
As if I thought it had a spirit. 
It is simply in its element. 
 
That gives it a kingliness, a right. 
The bird, although referred to by the neutral pronoun, has to be invested with masculinity 
kingliness”) in order to convince the man – and the reader – of its innate dignity. The last line 
subverts the reader’s notion that the poem offers no more than a vindication of animal rights: 
I trespass stupidly. Let be, let be.” The state of being an intruder from the male proprietor’s 
point of view is transferred from the pheasant to the speaker. Wagner-Martin regards the 
pheasant as a symbol of the fragile marital relationship between Plath and her husband at the 
time and she reads it as an intermediary poem,” which is part of a narrative of a disintegrating 
relationship.”164 The  speaker  becomes  a  transgressor  by  virtue  of  protesting  on  behalf  of  a  
dignity unadulterated by human possessiveness – an attitude that endangers the patriarch’s right 
of life and death over everything that belongs to him. Nevertheless, she is aware of the futility 
of going against those in power, the stupidity” of rebellion. 
These two poems contrast a humiliating and helpless dependence, which nevertheless 
offers  protection,  with  the  dignity  of  an  autonomous  yet  desolate  existence.  The  privacy  of  
woman entails loneliness since the only terms on which marriage offers companionship to her 
is those of subjection to the man’s will. 
An alternative solution to the quandary of choosing either the evil of isolation or that of 
subjection would be female companionship. This possibility is dealt with considerable 
pessimism in Lesbos.” A sizzling atmosphere of hostility is introduced in the very first lines: 
Viciousness  in  the  kitchen!  /  The  potatoes  hiss.”  The  enmity  between  the  two  female  
protagonists is acted out against the backdrop of the domestic bliss” of cold war propaganda 
and the idealised image of the happy housewife.” Friedan provides the following description 
of this female embodiment of the American dream: 
The suburban housewife – she was the dream image of the young American women and 
the envy, it was said, of women all over the world. The American housewife – freed by 
science and labor-saving appliances from the drudgery, the dangers of childbirth and the 
illnesses of her grandmother. She was healthy, beautiful, educated, concerned only about 
her husband, her children, her home. She had found true feminine fulfillment.165  
 
Despite this image projected of feminine fulfilment in the home, both women protagonists seem 
deeply unhappy and frustrated. Even though the women’s anger and contempt are explicitly 
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fuelled by each other’s presence, their combative feelings are largely generated by the 
suffocating domesticity surrounding them. 
The indoor setting is described in terms of disturbing artificiality as if the surroundings 
consisted of theatre props and stage lighting – suggesting exposure rather than privacy. Whyte 
describes how newly built suburban homes in the 1950s reflected the increasing visibility of 
private life as windows became larger, and doors and walls separating off interior spaces 
disappeared, admitting the intrusions of neighbours and other inmates alike:166 
It is all Hollywood, windowless, 
The fluorescent light wincing on and off like a terrible migraine, 
Coy paper strips for doors – 
Stage curtains, a widow’s frizz. 
The two women are exposed to each other’s scrutiny, which makes both of them feel not only 
uncomfortable, but also out of place. Schneider explains the state of being exposed in terms of 
the context we are used to see ourselves in: 
To ex-pose is an adaptation of the Latin exponere, which means to put out, to place out. 
[…] 
To place out” embodies a different metaphor than that of mere visibility. To place out 
suggests a spatial image in which various things have their proper place. […] Thus, we 
experience shame when we feel we are placed out of the context within which we wish 
to be interpreted.167 
 
The two women in Lesbos” feel misinterpreted because they are placed in a particular context 
that does not seem to agree with their temperament – that of domesticity. Both show signs of 
impatience with the petty, nagging chores of the home. Their perception of being in the wrong 
context and, therefore, uncomfortably exposed to the critical scrutiny of the other woman 
prevents them to see each other as a person rather than a stereotype: You peer from the door, 
/ Sad hag. ‘Every woman’s a whore. / I can’t communicate.” The chosen stereotype – the whore 
– implies that they sense each other’s discomfiture with their housewifely roles. The speaker 
also suspects that their failure in communication stems from their enclosedness in surroundings 
that severely limits their scope of action: We should meet in another life, we should meet in 
air, / Me and you.” Meeting in air” suggests a desire on the speaker’s part to flee the social 
strictures imposed on both of them. 
Britzolakis notes the plethora of commonplaces in the poem: the speaker’s discourse is 
a tissue of staged inauthenticity, invoking every kind of cliché from pop psychology to pop 
mysticism. This rhetoric of degraded femininity,” she claims, is a highly unstable compound 
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of viciousness’, hypochondria and erotic frustration.”168 The colloquial and slightly vulgar 
stylistic register draws attention to the fact that this American kitchen sink drama has actresses 
in the leading roles, and thus refers to the social convention that relegates women to low culture. 
References to a bowdlerized Freudianism also abound: 
And I, love, am a pathological liar,  
And my child […] 
Why she is schizophrenic, 
[…] 
She’ll cut her throat at ten if she’s mad at two. 
The baby smiles, fat snail, 
[…] 
You could eat him. He’s a boy. 
You say your husband is just no good to you. 
His Jew-Mama guards his sweet sex like a pearl. 
In Lesbos”, the notion of the penis-child’ – the child as the female psyche’s substitute for the 
coveted penis – and the mother’s devouring attitude towards the male child are evoked. This 
particularly American way of the distortion of Freud was called Momism at the time and 
became a very widespread way of looking at mothers in the 1950s. The term Momism originates 
in Philip Wylie’s Generation of Vipers (1942). Van Den Oever describes the book as a 
bewildering, unfounded and unstructured rant” which nevertheless became a best-seller in 
America. Wylie criticises mothers for wanting their sons to adore them throughout their lives, 
at the expense of normal adult relationships, especially with other women.169 In accordance 
with vulgarised Freudian tenets, the woman visitor attributes her husband’s impotence to his 
mother’s pernicious solicitude. Moreover, she watches the psychological development of the 
female child with suspicion, predicting severe mental illness based on the fact she is crying. 
The  female  visitor  appears  as  a  spokeswoman  for  public  opinion,  backed  by  scientific’  
theories, which despises women and accuses them of mental illness and a sinister influence. 
The two women, the two venomous opposites” represent the traditional dichotomy of 
mother and prostitute – the roles society casts most women into. Both protagonists have come 
to identify with these archetypes. The speaker is a mother of two, while her visitor is childless 
and infantilises her husband instead: You have one baby, I have two.” She is like an actress, a 
female impersonator, trying to live up to a consumerist ideal of womanhood, turning into a 
soulless, mindless doll: 
You have blown your tubes like a bad radio 
Clear of voices and history […] 
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Once you were beautiful. 
In New York, in Hollywood, the men said: Through? 
Gee baby, you are rare.’ 
She displays hysterical symptoms and is profoundly unhappy, but the speaker herself – despite 
her home and family – does not seem to be better off. The nagging tediousness of housekeeping 
and tending children makes the speaker harassed and frustrated, hence a similar, though more 
suppressed, anger smothers her, too: 
Now I am silent, hate 
Up to my neck, 
Thick, thick. 
I do not speak. 
I am packing the hard potatoes like good clothes, 
I am packing the babies, 
I am packing the sick cats. 
 
Neither of the two readily available feminine roles – the prostitute and the mother – offer real 
fulfilment for these women since both archetypes are built on the idea that female biology 
exclusively determines women’s destiny and function in the world. 
The archetypal role of the prostitute draws on the erotic aspect of women and their sexual 
use value, the other is the archetype of the mother, representing the reproductive function of the 
female body. All archetypes have a positive and negative side, and the dark aspects of the 
mother show strong affinities with the idea of the ‘fallen woman’: 
The qualities associated with [the mother archetype] are maternal solicitude and 
sympathy;  the  magic  authority  of  the  female;  the  wisdom  and  spiritual  exaltation  that  
transcend reason; any helpful instinct or impulse; all that is benign, all that cherishes and 
sustains, that fosters growth and fertility. […] On the negative the mother archetype may 
connote anything secret, hidden, dark; the abyss, the world of the dead, anything that 
devours, seduces, and poisons, that is terrifying and inescapable as fate.170  
 
The woman visitor described as a venomous opposite” of her maternal host may well be seen 
as the dark side of the mother archetype. However, identification with an archetype, warns Jung, 
has disastrous consequences on personality development. Entrapment in an archetypal role also 
leads to an inability to maintain meaningful relationships: 
Every woman’s a whore. 
I can’t communicate.’ 
 
I see your cute décor 
Close on you like the fist of a baby 
Or an anemone, that sea 
                                                             




Communication is precluded by the stereotyping of women who are all potential whores” 
according to common misogynistic discourses. The arrested development of female personality 
is conveyed through the similes of a clutched baby hand and a clinging sea creature: these refer 
to the archetype of the child that signifies the potential for a new-born self, while the sea is the 
mythical symbol of womanhood and fertility. The archetypes – overlapping with the stereotypes 
of popular culture – can exercise such a powerful influence over women due to their socially 
circumscribed existence, hindering them from evolving into autonomous individuals, or seeing 
themselves or each other as such. Given such social circumstances, the speaker realises, no real 
human connection may be established between them: Even in your Zen heaven we shan’t 
meet” – implying that not only Western, but all traditional, major philosophies deny that women 
can be autonomous individuals. 
While women are deprived of meaningful communication in the constant presence of 
wailing children, they also lack privacy because of the occasional intrusion of the husband. 
Nevertheless, men are appealed to in order to settle disputes or ease the tension, which becomes 
suffocating due to the mutual hostility between otherwise submissive women: The impotent 
husband slumps out for a coffee. / I try to keep him in, / An old pole for the lightning.” The 
speaker’s angling for male intervention is a retaliatory act that hints at her desire to control the 
other woman and shows that her loyalty lies with the husband. Bassnett sums up the tension 
between the title and the text of the poem by highlighting the women’s disloyalty towards each 
other: 
The title of the poem is ironic; Lesbos was the centre of female intellectual activity in 
ancient  Greece  […],  but  here  it  is  used  to  indicate  both  the  common  experience  of  
suffering at the hands of men that women share and the failure of the two women in the 
poem to communicate with one another and help lessen the pain.171 
 
Lesbos” constitutes a critique of the way women treat each other and also highlights the lack 
of privacy that a supposedly ideal home setting involves. 
A call for male intervention introduces the fraught relationship between the speaker and 
her female neighbour in Eavesdropper”: Your brother will trim my hedges! / They darken 
your house.” Written in rural Devon, after Plath’s separation from her husband, the poem 
conveys the vulnerability and helpless rage of a woman who is exposed to the surveillance of 
neighbours. As a woman who lives without a male protector – or supervisor – the speaker 
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invites suspicion and is surrounded with the aura of dubious morality, even witchcraft. She 
reacts to these implications by identifying with the archetypal role of the witch: 
Let me roost in you! 
My distractions, my pallors. 
Let them start the queer alchemy 
That melts the skin 
Gray tallow, from bone and bone. 
The queer alchemy” of witchcraft is associated with the traditional punishment of the 
sorceress: burning to gray tallow.” Although the woman neighbour assumes the moral 
authority of the Inquisition ( the low / Church smile / Spreading itself, like butter”) and the 
superiority of a local,” her tropical disease makes her just as much of a curiosity as the speaker 
seems with her zoo yowl, the mad soft / Mirror talk.” Therefore, in order to prove her doubtful 
localness” to the community,  the woman neighbour takes it  upon herself  to police a fellow 
outsider. 
In this respect, her inquisitiveness is only partly motivated by personal malice: rather, it 
forms  part  of  a  larger,  impersonal  system  of  uniform  normalcy.  A  constant  and  mutual  
surveillance takes place in the community, where even family life assumes the mechanised 
orderliness of an industrial farm: 
In a desert of cow people 
Trundling their udders home 
To the electric milker, the wifey, the big blue eye 
That watches, like God, or the sky 
The ciphers that watch it. 
The apparent peacefulness of village life, then, is due to the ubiquitous sense of being 
monitored. The speaker herself becomes infected with the compulsion to watch others, as 
Nelson  contends,  since  the  contagious  quality  of  surveillance  ensures  its  efficiency.  Nelson  
interprets the mirror talk” as a metaphor for confessional poetry in which the roles of watcher 
and watched are reversed.172 Although the poem’s speaker makes gestures towards interiorising 
the role of watcher, thus establishing a sort of mock-camaraderie with her neighbour ( How 
you jumped when I jumped on you!”; Sister-bitch! Sweet neighbour!”), it is more appropriate 
to see these reversals as a strategy to resume some degree of agency in order to fend off an 
oppressive sense of exposure. 
The older woman’s hypocritical pretences at being neighbourly” are revealed to show 
her hidden motive,”173 which is to make sure” that the speaker lives a chaste life in the 
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absence of her husband. When the neighbour is caught in the act of eavesdropping, her 
unhealthy complexion is called toad-yellow” since she behaves as all toadies” of power do: 
she tries to ingratiate herself with the ruling majority, the cow people” and even the big blue 
eye,” the invisible disseminator of power relations, which, in this case, is majority opinion, 
compared to which the villagers are only ciphers.” Britzolakis reads the poem as a tour de 
force of extreme solipsism and paranoia,174” taking the persona’s identification with the role of 
the witch completely seriously. On the contrary, the speaker’s playing at witchcraft evinces her 
bitterly derisory attitude to a neighbour who implicitly regards her as ‘the enemy within,’ in 
Cold War rhetoric, and who implicitly tries to label the persona as a social outcast. 
Having seen through the misguiding discourse on domestic life as the space for privacy, 
inasmuch as it concerns women, Plath rejects the idea of feminine self-fulfilment in domesticity 
on two counts. Firstly, the inextricable complicity of private land property with male violence 
makes ownership a morally tainted state, alien to feminine integrity. Secondly, the surveillance 
that society exercises over women through voluntary female proxies – friends, neighbours – 
encroaches on women’s domestic privacy; moreover, it turns women against each other. 
Drawing the physical boundaries, as they become compromised, ever closer to the self, from 
the garden hedge to the interior of the house, the only remaining material protection from the 
outside world she is left with is the body. 
The female body is presented as an alluring, external disguise concealing the dreadful 
inner turmoil of the psyche in Purdah.” The speaker leads the existence of objectified 
femininity as a matter of course. She is enigmatical” and quiet:” her ability to blend in with 
the costly surroundings as one of the appurtenances” possessed by the bridegroom, and her 
self-identification as a precious object qualify her for being his bride.  
However, what makes her so valuable” as to be priceless” is her mirroring function: 
My visibilities hide. 
I gleam like a mirror. 
 
At this facet the bridegroom arrives 
Lord of the mirrors! 
 
Her only reason for existence is to reflect the Lord of the mirrors,” his power and greatness, 
but she cannot fulfil her function unless her own selfhood remains hidden. Her veils covering 
mouth and eye preclude the expression of thoughts or emotions; self-expression would make 
her human and she would thus lose her mysterious and mirror-like qualities. She has to be all 
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surface without any depth, hiding her personality, her visibilities.” The state of being 
objectified and possessed thwarts the course of self-development, symbolised by the rising 
moon, so she is bound to [r]evolve in [her] / Sheath of impossibles.” In Kroll’s reading, the 
veil represents the false self: it hinders her from showing her true personality, and also ensures 
that the bridegroom remains blissfully ignorant of this true self.175 Also, since the bridegroom 
treats the heroine as part of himself, she is denied a separate selfhood. The imperative to conceal 
her inner life is only made stronger by the constant surveillance that the attendants of the 
eyelash” and attendants of the lip” exercise over her. 
Nevertheless, the complete objectification of a person is impossible, and so is the 
suspension of the woman’s existence in the bridegroom’s absence. Concurrently, the polished 
surfaces of her outward appearance serve not only as a prison but also as a subterfuge to conceal 
her vengeful intentions. Under the guise of passive submission, she is able to sharpen her 
faculties, her facets,” which gradually empower her to regain agency: I shall unloose / One 
feather”; I shall unloose / One note.” 
The first stage of recovering her selfhood consists in distinguishing herself from the other 
attendants of the bridegroom. She proceeds to reveal herself, giving utterance to her suppressed 
emotions about the falseness of her objectified existence. Her gestures of revolt defeat the 
attendants, who are ignorant of her kinship with the moon, the source of her hidden strength. 
The final stage arrives when she is ready to kill her mirror-self and the Lord of the mirrors” 
along with it.  
As Kroll explains: When she unlooses her true self, the lioness,” and destroys her false 
self, the jewelled doll,” he will also be destroyed because that false self is his separable soul” 
– that is why he guards [it] like a heart.”176 When she finally unleashes her concealed self, it 
turns out to be a vengeful goddess figure, a lioness” whose destructive power is in unison with 
the cancerous” malignance of the moon. Yet the lioness is also very different from the 
passively and furtively malevolent moon in terms of its unbridled savagery in exacting revenge: 
while the former is associated with sly, calculated ill-will, the latter openly shows its anger and 
bravely confronts the oppressor. 
In Purdah” as well as in The Jailer,” the female body is the locus of power relations: by 
abusing, shaming or objectifying the woman’s body, the male protagonist achieves mastery 
over her soul. Thereby the male proprietor manages to increase his own power and authority 
and,  by  merging  the  woman’s  privacy  with  his  own,  augments  his  own  autonomy.  In  these  
                                                             




poems, Plath shows that an existence led as the possession of another is incompatible with a 
right to privacy as well as personal dignity, thus presenting these two concepts as inseparable 
from each other. 
As the body is inextricably involved in power relations, the poet must explore the 
possibility of a transformation that allows the self to enter into an existence that transcends the 
domain of economic and political constraints – even those of marriage and family. For Plath, 
the avoidance of these bonds is necessitated by the experience that women are more vulnerable 
to exploitation through their need for belonging. Discussing the intricate relationship between 
belonging and privacy, Adams claims that [w]omen risk more than men when they become 
objects for consumption in the economy of privacy. They have less hope of full inclusion and 
more risk of depletion and dispossession.”177 Poems like The Detective” convey the gradual 
attenuation and dissolution of the woman’s life forces by the toxic atmosphere of domesticity 
and the self-seeking cruelty of the male partner. As a space where such rules of constraint do 
not apply, the realm of mythology provided for Plath a context in which she could locate a truly 
private self. The mythic theriomorph symbols of the integrated Self, such as the lioness in 
Purdah” and Ariel” or the lion-red body” of the queen bee in Stings,” refer to the fully 
realised personality, unfettered by fear or falsehoods. 
One of the dark aspects of privacy: isolation from human contact is grappled with in 
Letter in November.” Another such aspect – especially from the perspective of a poet, who 
naturally wants to publish and thereby become a public persona – is anonymity and 
insignificance. As a woman poet, Plath had to negotiate the narrow distinctions between privacy 
and silencing on the one hand, and public personhood and exposure on the other.  
Stings” deals with the theme of female self-effacement and the suppressed rage it 
engenders, when the woman in case also has the calling of an artist: 
I stand in a column 
 
Of winged, unmiraculous women, 
Honey-drudgers. 
I am no drudge 
Though for years I have eaten dust 
And dried plates with my dense hair. 
 
And seen my strangeness evaporate, 
Blue dew from dangerous skin. 
Will they hate me, 
These women who only scurry, 
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Whose news is the open cherry, the open clover? 
The perceived enmity between the artist and other women represents the ideological 
contradiction of woman as a public person in the context of the still extant separate spheres” 
doctrine. As Adams explains, public appearance by women – even in the form of publications 
– has traditionally been a contradiction in terms: [The hyperprivatized status of women] 
imposed a powerful disciplinary logic against women who demanded rights to public identity 
and authority. Trying to assert themselves as selves, they stood as aggressors against their own 
symbolic value.”178 Moreover, the antagonism between the speaker and the drudges” 
highlights her deviance from the norm the unmiraculous women” represent. She anticipates 
their hatred as a punishment for her transgressive, self-seeking aim of transcending the 
boundaries of domesticity and the ordinary lot of most women, who remain entrapped in 
materiality throughout their lives. 
As opposed to The Detective,” where similar issues are at stake, the heroine does not 
resign herself to defeated victimhood. Instead, by identifying with her totem animal, the queen 
bee,179 she reimagines herself as triumphant over the degradation of her past dependence and 
the humiliation of her present abandonment by the male partner. The revenge-motif appears 
here with the difference that the retributive act against the male oppressor is demoted to 
secondary position. The main objective of the speaker is reclaiming her true self that has been 
hidden and neglected: 
The bees found him out, 
Molding onto his lips like lies, 
Complicating his features. 
 
They thought death was worth it, but I 
Have a self to recover, a queen. 
Is she dead, is she sleeping? 
Where has she been, 
With her lion-red body, her wings of glass? 
 
Now she is flying 
More terrible than she ever was, red 
Scar in the sky, red comet 
Over the engine that killed her – 
The mausoleum, the wax house. 
The distinction the speaker makes between revenge and self-assertion has several implications. 
Firstly, she realises that the desire to avenge oneself is self-destructive. Secondly, she 
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acknowledges that retribution for past grievances is counterproductive since it distracts 
attention from the future Self, focusing instead on the Other – who is already history. Here the 
intimidatingly powerful male oppressor of her late poems is reduced to a ridiculously clumsy, 
cowardly figure. By demoting the treacherous male partner from formidable antagonist to 
insignificant comic character, Plath directs our attention towards the real protagonist of the 
drama: the queen bee self in its two manifestations, an old and battered one, and a rejuvenated 
and powerful one. 
Tempting as it is to construct the underlying self as an ideal, harmonious personality, the 
poem forestalls such an interpretation with disturbing metaphors referring to this self: it is seen 
as Blue dew from dangerous skin” while it is still hidden, and a red / Scar in the sky” as it 
emerges. If the speaker regards this self as dangerous and terrible, it becomes understandable 
why she has kept it in check, even without the disciplinary surveillance of the male gaze. What 
is even more disturbing, is the condition for the emergence of this self, which is the death of 
the physical body: Now she is flying / […] / Over the engine that killed her.” The wax house” 
which appears to be a destructive machine in the final lines, was formerly cherished by the 
speaker as an emblem of domesticity. This hive, which is also the designated container of the 
queen bee, is earlier compared to a household item, a teacup, evocative not only of the warmth 
expected from the home but also its fragile and illusory peacefulness: 
And the hive itself a teacup, 
White with pink flowers on it, 
With excessive love I enameled it 
 
Thinking ’Sweetness, sweetness’. 
 
When the hive, from being a homely object, turns into a killing engine” and a mausoleum,” 
it indicates more than the speaker’s disillusionment with the capacity of the home to contain an 
autonomous female self. The reversal of a life-sustaining home into destructive machinery that 
annihilates the private self shows that belonging is impossible for an individual who refuses to 
be a drudge.”  
Therefore, a stark choice presents itself between belonging to a family or a community at 
the price of renouncing the desire for a transcendental and inviolate privacy on the one hand, 
and the pursuit of an authentic creative self, while becoming a terrible” and hated pariah, on 
the other. With death-defying courage, the persona chooses the latter option. This self-
destructive defiance carries within it a sublime exhilaration – a sense of power – that involves 
absolute autonomy as well as absolute loneliness. The resurrected queen bee, which inspires 
awe and horror, is the ecstatic embodiment of the self. 
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This absolute autonomy acquired by the queen bee who revolts against being confined 
and reduced to the status of a drudge is what Simone de Beauvoir calls transcendence. She 
develops this notion using Existential terminology: 
Every subject posits itself as a transcendence concretely, through projects; it 
accomplishes its freedom only by perpetual surpassing toward other freedoms; there is 
no other justification for present existence than its expansion towards an indefinitely open 
future. Every time transcendence lapses into immanence, there is degradation of existence 
into “in-itself,” of freedom into facticity; this fall is a moral fault if the subject consents 
to it; if this fall is inflicted on the subject, it takes the form of frustration and oppression; 
in both case it is an absolute evil. Every individual concerned with justifying his existence 
experiences his existence as an indefinite need to transcend himself.180 
 
In other words, transcendence is an inner compulsion of individuals, orientated towards an 
idealised future, which aims at to achieving specific goals that will make their life less 
constrained and hence more valuable. However, transcendence is only open to men, while 
women, excluded as the Other from full membership in society, are denied this right: 
But what singularly defines of woman is that being, like all humans, an autonomous 
freedom, she discovers and chooses herself in a world where men force her to assume 
herself as Other: an attempt is made to freeze her as an object and doom her to immanence, 
since her transcendence will forever be transcended by another essential and sovereign 
consciousness. Woman’s drama lies in this conflict between the fundamental claim of 
every subject, which always posits itself as essential, and the demands of a situation that 
constitutes her as inessential.181 
 
Women, due to their subordinated position and ancillary function, are relegated to immanence, 
that is, to fulfil tasks that do not contribute to increase their freedom or ensure a future that is 
better  than  the  present.  While  Beauvoir  proceeds  to  explore  the  possibility  of  achieving  
transcendence for woman, Plath does the same in poems such as “Stings” where the 
actualisation of an autonomous self constitutes female transcendence in her late poetry. 
The spectrality of the queen bee, with which the speaker comes to identify towards the 
end of Stings,” is associated with the colour red and the theriomorph symbol of the lioness – 
two motifs that recur in Purdah” as well as in Ariel,” a poem composed three weeks later. In 
the latter, God’s lioness” is the apostrophe of the horse the speaker is riding. The setting of the 
poem is early dawn, before sunrise; the speaker is going on a ride with a horse called Ariel, a 
Hebrew name whose meaning is lion of God” – as many critics have clarified, partly drawing 
on biographical information gleaned from Plath’s letters.182 It has also been noted that the sprite 
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Ariel is Prospero’s servant in Shakespeare’s The Tempest,183 the mischievous but creative spirit 
of art. 
While Stings” progresses from drab domesticity towards a revolutionary transcendence, 
Ariel”  starts  from  dark  immobility,  is  slowly  set  in  motion,  then,  with  accelerating  speed,  
reaches its climax in a form of self-annihilation in the burning brightness of the rising sun. 
Another important difference can be identified in the cause of the symbolic deaths represented 
by the endings: the queen bee, symbolising the speaker’s self, is murdered by the hive and the 
drudges, but the persona in Ariel” – or the dew drop into which she is transmuted – wills and 
precipitates  her  own  figurative  demise.  Finally,  whereas  the  bee  poem  tackles  the  theme  of  
privacy from the angle of women’s exclusion from the public domain through a denial of their 
aspirations and achievements, Ariel” seems to vindicate another kind of break with unwanted 
female privacy. It is the freedom of physical movement and, related to that, the liberty to enjoy 
physicality in every sense: in the form of dynamic physical exercise, in that of showing off her 
body, and, thirdly and perhaps most importantly, in the form of sexual freedom.  
The poem taps into the Godiva myth – the story of the 11th century English noblewoman, 
who, in order to lift the oppressive tax burden her husband has imposed on his tenants, has to 
ride though the streets of Coventry in the nude, only covered in her long hair184 – to foreground 
a secret and ambiguous female desire for exposure or, rather, exhibitionism. Privacy, however, 
does not appear in this poem as a state completely undesirable, since it is the aloneness of the 
early morning ride through the pathways and along the fields that gives the speaker a chance to 
experience and enjoy her physicality. Thus, the polarity of privacy and exposure, the ambiguity 
of desire orientated towards each, and a resulting tension are brought to bear on the poem’s 
dynamics. 
The starting point in Ariel” is a state of total immobility and obscurity: Stasis in 
darkness.” In Years,” a poem written a few weeks later, on 16 November, darkness as well as 
stasis are associated with boredom and stupidity: 
O God, I am not like you 
In your vacuous black, 
Stars stuck all over, bright stupid confetti. 
Eternity bores me, 




And you, great Stasis –  
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What is so great in that! 
 
There are obvious similarities with Ariel:” the vacuous black” of darkness, the stasis, and, 
opposed to these, the galloping horse. In the later poem, immobility is clearly associated with 
gloom, mindlessness and boredom, as well as a smug complacency which is antithetical to the 
true artist’s desire for illumination and change brought about by heroic effort. 
The first impression of incipient light is described in the first stanza: Then the 
substanceless blue / Pour of tor and distances.” Here, substanceless” implies detachment from 
physicality, while tor,” an Old English word for a hill or rocky peak, foreshadows the medieval 
legend which the persona comes to relive through her ride.  
Then, in the only apostrophe of the poem, the speaker establishes her physical unity in 
movement with the horse:  
God’s lioness, 
How one we grow, 
Pivot of heels and knees! – The furrow 
 
Splits and passes, sister to 
The brown arc 
Of the neck I cannot catch 
 
As a means to emphasise her oneness with the horse and her natural surroundings, the persona 
feminises the name Ariel, turning it into God’ lioness, then refers to the earth under the hooves 
as a furrow that splits, eliciting the erotic image of the female genitalia being entered. The 
femaleness of the trench is underlined by calling it sister to” the horse’s neck. 
The unity of horse and rider, and their forward movement is described as a Pivot of heels 
and knees” – an image that recalls the heraldic symbol of the triskelion – three armoured legs 
bent at the knees and joined at a central point around which they seem to revolve – or even the 
tetraskelion or fylfot, a word meaning ‘four-footed,’ and which is also a synonym for swastika. 
An  ancient  symbol  of  Hinduism,  the  symbol’s  name,  swastika,  means  of  good  fortune”  or  
well-being.”185 Although this name is the most widespread, the cross-like symbol has various 
names in various different civilisations, with many varieties of the swastika existing in 
numerous cultures all around the world. It is the most ancient form of the cross and its origins 
date back to pre-historic times.186 In Hinduism – and presumably, in other ancient cultures as 
well – the swastika was an auspicious sign, bringing good luck and well-being. It was only after 
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its adoption by Nazism that it acquired a sinister meaning and turned into a symbol of hatred 
and racism. 
Thus, in the context of horse and rider represented as a swastika, the colour of the 
blackberries – seen along the road in passing – assumes a specifically racial connotation:  
Nigger-eye 
Berries cast dark 
Hooks –  
 
Black sweet blood mouthfuls, 
Shadows. 
 
The image is reminiscent of the negress” in The Jailer,” written earlier in the same month, or 
the Negro” in Thalodomide,” composed barely two weeks after Ariel.” In The Jailer,” the 
negress with pink paws” is a projection by the sadistic male protagonist onto the female I-
speaker, a recipient of physical and sexual abuse. In most predominantly white cultures, and 
especially in former slave owner-nations, [i]mages of black women’s reproductive potential, 
as well as images of their voracious sexuality were crucial” to maintain the institution of 
slavery,187 and as a consequence, even today, black people are usually associated with untamed 
passions, including an unbridled, intense sexuality, which also involves the attribution of not 
only animalistic but machinelike qualities to black female bodies.188 The sexual connotations 
of the blackberries, in accordance with the long history of the sexual exploitation of black 
women, are concomitant with a sense of hardship: the hooks” and the blood mouthfuls” refer 
to physical ordeals. Blackberries trigger similar associations in the persona’s mind in a poem 
written a year earlier: 
A blackberry alley, going down in hooks, and a sea 
Somewhere at the end of it, heaving. Blackberries 
Big as the ball of my thumb, and dumb as eyes 
Ebon in the hedges, fat 
With blue-red juices. […] 
 
Blackberrying” deploys a similar imagery to that of Ariel:” the hooks and eyes of the 
blackberry bushes and fruit, as well as the idea of sisterhood recurs, although in a poetically 
much more condensed and economical form, in the later poem. The overlaps and differences 
between these poems demonstrate the way in which Plath often recycled” images from earlier 
poems to use them in more complex and effective ways in subsequent ones. The almost arbitrary 
associations of hooks with the berries, and the too obvious metaphor of the black eyes in 
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Blackberrying” fall into place and gain additional meaning in the context of the early-morning 
ride, where the speaker is transformed into a swastika-like emblem of dynamic movement, and 
the many-footed cross evokes the suffering of the black minority in America. The imaginative 
combination of Nazism and black minorities in these stanzas might also refer to the racist 
activities – mostly directed against coloured people – of the white-supremacist movement 
founded in the United States in 1866, the Ku Klux Klan – an organisation mentioned explicitly 
in Cut,” written only three days before. 
However,  it  is  not the pain of the oppressed people that gives energy to her ride,  even 
though the speaker describes herself as emphatically white”:  
Something else 
 
Hauls me through air –  
Thighs, hair;  
Flakes from my heels. 
 
White 
Godiva, I unpeel –  
Dead hands, dead stringencies. 
 
Here, the racial determination of the medieval myth is brought home by the stress on the 
whiteness”  of  Celtic  and  Old  English  legends,  which  continued  to  exercise  a  considerable  
influence on contemporary English poetry; in particular, Ted Hughes was especially infatuated 
with this mythic material.189 Uroff also remarks that Hughes’s poems in his collection, Crow, 
draw heavily on The White Goddess,” a study on the relation between myth and poetry by 
Robert Graves190 and in her reading of Ariel” and Years,” Uroff comments on this book’s 
influence on Plath’s writing.191 
The unpeeling” of the persona signifies the sloughing off of old obligations and 
requirements ( dead stringencies”) and a breaking away from old influences ( dead hands”). 
The phrase dead hand” also has medieval connotations: in legal terminology, it conveyed the 
idea that the dead could exercise control over the properties they owned while alive.192 Thus, 
the physical sense of hurtling through air, the dried flakes of mud falling off her boot soles, her 
hair blown by the wind, the whistling of the breeze felt along her thighs as the galloping horse 
speeds up, are all transformed into the psychological experience of liberation from old 
inhibitions and debilitating concerns. They are shed like old skin, or old rags attached to the 
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skin by long wear: the persona is stripped bare of these persisting links to workaday reality, and 
becomes naked, like the legendary Godiva on her horse, exposed to the public eye in her nudity. 
As Gill observes, we witness the subject in fragmentation or dissolution” in a bid to 
escape from entrapment,” symbolised by the hooks and cries” in the poem.193 A 
transformation is taking place: having rid herself of the accumulated encumbrances of the past 
and that of daily toil, the persona dissolves: 
And now I 
Foam to wheat, a glitter of seas. 
The child’s cry 
 
Melts in the wall. 
 
The fleeting vision of wheat fields and the undulating sea in the sunrise lend a sense of fusion 
with the elements to the speaker’s accelerating gallop: she experiences her femaleness and 
fertility in an ecstatic unity with nature. The feminine characteristics of the sea, cradle of all 
forms of life, and the rich soil producing edible grains are subsumed into the speaker’s own 
human fertility, and in turn, she herself is dispersed into these life-sustaining entities. This 
ecstatic sensation of being dissipated or submerged into rippling masses of water or fields of 
grain is akin to female orgasm; words such as foam” and melt” reinforce the sexual aspect of 
this image.  
The lines The child’s cry // Melts in the wall” have several potential meanings. First, it 
might be a reference back to the stringencies” that used to bind the speaker before her 
exhilarating horse ride: before completely abandoning herself to the sense of magical 
transformation, she recalls the child that she left at home and the constant demands the child 
made on her time and attention. Alternatively, it can be read as a sudden shift in scene back to 
the speaker’s home where she is making love – taking the eroticism-laden imagery into account. 
Lastly, it can equally be symbolic of the birth of the self and the child’s wailing, then, is a birth-
cry: in this interpretation, the whole ride was an allegorical progress towards the emergence of 
the new self. 
The last  few lines of Ariel” are legendary in every sense of the word: they clinch the 
implicit mythic elements of the poem, thereby providing a cathartic conclusion; they have also 
served to justify the reading of Plath as an essentially death-driven, suicidal poet; and finally, 
simply because it is one of the finest, most effective endings in twentieth century poetry, 
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testifying to Plath’s being a consummate artist who manages to bring form and content into an 
indivisible unity:  
And I 
Am the arrow, 
 
The dew that flies 
Suicidal, at one with the drive 
Into the red 
 
Eye, the cauldron of the morning. 
 
From the  pivoting,  circular  movement  of  the  swastika  rolling  forward,  the  persona  has  now 
streamlined her motility into a straightforward line, into an arrow that does not waste any energy 
on its way to its destination. All superfluity has been sloughed off, the persona has been whittled 
down to the bare essentials: to a straightforward, elemental drive. 
A mythic reading of the poem would identify these final lines as the birth of the integrated 
self – or Selbst, in Jungian terminology – where the arrow or dew drop represents the old self, 
which evaporates in the face of the burning sun, while the sunrise itself stands for the integrated 
self. On the other hand, this ending might also be read, in biographical terms, as an allegory of 
Plath’s poetic progress, which, after slow and painful beginnings, gained increasing 
momentum, and reached its peak in the October poems, which were produced, one after the 
other, with unparalleled rapidity. Barnard draws a similar, though more general, conclusion 
when she states:  
Ariel’ is a compendium of the poetry: in it we find the sense of present oppression and 
despair, the belief in release from that oppression, and the notion of relentlessly, 
uncontrollably speeding ahead through an antipathetic landscape toward a goal which is 
at once destructive and ecstatic, an end and a beginning.194    
  
A  great  number  of  critics  pointed  out  the  closing  stanzas  of  Ariel”  as  evidence  of  Plath’s  
suicidal tendencies – no doubt taking the poet at her word when she used the adjective suicidal” 
in the final lines. However, in doing so, Guttenberg also made some interesting observations in 
relation to the underlying violence of the arrow-sun/eye image, hinting at an aggressive female 
desire to put out the voyeuristic male eye, declaring an end to solar vision.”195 
Finally, the ending lends itself to a feminist reading as well: from this perspective, the 
speaker assumes qualities that are traditionally associated with masculinity: she confronts her 
desired object head-on, speeding towards it in a straightforward manner, with fearless 
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determination. Incidentally, the arrow-metaphor is strongly redolent of Mrs Willard’s remark 
in The Bell Jar that the man is the arrow and the woman is the launchpad it shoots off from,196 
thus recalling Esther Greenwood’s transgressive desire to be the arrow herself instead of simply 
facilitating a man’s career. Hence the arrow assumes the aggressive, ambitious impulses that 
are socially unacceptable in a woman.197 Moreover, the sun is circle-shaped, a huge round 
eye,” whereas the persona describes herself as a tiny dew drop that is also an arrow, entering 
the round eye, thus destroying itself but also permeating the large circular object – the sexual-
biological imagery of conception is complete. When interpreted as an allegory for the human 
reproductive process as if seen under a microscope, the implication of this image is a daring 
assertion on the part of the speaker that she is able to impregnate, to bring about new life in an 
active, dynamic way – making it happen, instead of waiting for it happening to her. 
To be sure, this should be understood in an abstract sense as the speaker’s claim to artistic 
originality  and  strength  of  vision.  When  discussing  this  poem,  Rosenthal  praises  Plath’s  
brilliancy in technique and invention, and compares her to Keats, in her ability to strive towards 
the exquisite essence” with all her might while aware that in doing so, she is staring into the 
eye of mortality.”198 In  that  sense,  this  poem  can  be  seen  as  a  masterful  allegory  of  artistic  
immortality as a transcendental form of impregnation and fertility. 
In the poems she wrote in the last months of her life, Sylvia Plath revisited the various 
physical spaces where female privacy might possibly be located: property, the home, the body 
– and found that none of these are exempt from the scrutiny of male power relations. Pursuing 
the idea of female transcendence, her late poetry gives voice to the overriding importance of 
recovering female privacy. This is achieved on a metaphysical plane, through disembodiment 
and by transcending material conditions. The otherness of an autonomous – and therefore, 
deviant – female selfhood is at the same time desired and feared as its emergence is associated 
with loneliness and death. 
Our concept of privacy has also been considerably transformed since the 1950s and 1960s 
evolved the notion of the right to be left alone in consumer society: information overload, the 
world wide web, consumer electronic devices and social media have not only numbed people 
to the sense of exposure but also diminished their ability to form lasting intimate relationships. 
Even more importantly, global warfare – which now takes the shape of terrorism on one side 
and anti-terrorist measures or enforced liberation from dictatorships on the other – continues to 
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serve as a pretext for the infringement of individual privacy. Currently, ongoing terrorist attacks 
and resultant proxy-wars also challenge the sustainability of nation states, and hence the notion 
of a politically responsible community in which the individual can live without excessive fear 
of being trampled under by the warring opponents. In Plath’s age, it was the threat of 
Communist expansion and the potential deployment of nuclear missiles that triggered armed 






SYLVIA PLATH’S WAR POEMS AND THE GENDERING OF CULTURAL SPACE 
 
Many of Plath’s late poems operate with war imagery in a bid to reach a further stage in 
the struggle to merge her womanly and artistic identities. The motif of war begins to assume 
importance starting with Three Women,” Plath’s only dramatic piece, which explores various 
female attitudes towards childbearing in a social context where the male values of uniformity 
and technological power are dominant. In Mary’s Song,” the supposedly most intimate and 
peaceful domain of woman’s experience: motherhood is shown to be fraught with anxiety about 
the future of children in a society that is always looking for human sacrifice. Letter in 
November” ponders the paradox of female proprietorship and independence in a world 
governed by warlike violence, while Cut” describes a domestic accident in terms of the 
bloodshed and exploitation throughout the history of America. War becomes the principal 
thematic element in Daddy,” spoken by a daughter torn between the desire to be loved and 
accepted by an authoritarian father imagined as a Nazi, and the equally strong drive to destroy 
his authority by finding her own assertive voice. Similarly, a Nazi concentration camp setting 
provides the backdrop for the protagonist of Lady Lazarus” who has to divert her self-
destructive aggression outward: towards the men who have made her suffer like a concentration 
camp victim. In Fever 103°,” sexual desire is shown to be allied to the destructive power of 
nuclear weapons. Finally, Getting There” presents the allegory of life as a battlefield where 
survival is contingent on a ruthless determination to preserve oneself and the ability to forget. 
In order to understand the cultural significance of Plath’s war poems, it is necessary to 
outline the impact of the two world wars on the intellectual life and imagination of the twentieth 
century. World War I marked a watershed in history, effectively obliterating many nineteenth-
century ideals, not only because it demanded the largest number of military and civilian 
casualties up to that time, but also in terms of the passionate response it provoked from 
intellectuals around the world. This surge of pacifism was, of course, partly due to the enormous 
toll the war was taking on the population: the two waves of industrial revolution having 
developed effective mechanical and chemical weapons, it became possible to kill people on a 
massive scale. Personal courage was rendered meaningless in a war of mass destruction and it 
was this very aspect of impersonality that terrified intellectuals the most.  
Widespread nationalistic war propaganda was deployed in order to exhort people to 
continued mass participation in the war effort” – as it was called in Britain – encroached 
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heavily on the private sphere, turning all civilians, even women and children, into combatants 
through their enforced contribution. Just as the battlefield was turned into a mechanised factory 
of death, so the everyday life of civilians became organised to provide both human and material 
resources to fuel the war machine. For intellectuals, it was the Romantic ideal of personality 
that came under attack and was threatened with extinction: 
The artist is essentially positive and constructive in his work; […] he raises the structure 
preconceived by his imagination and achieves beauty by the ordered assertion and 
emphasis of personal expression, which (we may note), cuts across the barriers of national 
distinctions. War, on the other hand, is essentially negative and destructive, and whatever 
scope for personal expression it may give to those few individuals in whose power it lies 
at present to provoke or avert it, in its general methods it remains blindly and hideously 
impersonal; it is based on the suppression of the individual, on the emphasis of national 
distinctions,  and on the merging of the will  of the unit  in the collective impulse of the 
crowd.199 
 
This line of argument, formulated in the relatively early years of the 20th century, is still firmly 
rooted in Romanticism, upholding the values of creativity and individualism as the legitimate 
sources of art as opposed to a destructive collectivity manifest in warfare.  
However, in the wake of the Great War, the Dada and Surrealism, both avant-garde 
movements, began to emerge – two, interrelated trends in art and thought the importance of 
which lies in the emphasis they placed on the psychological exploration of the psyche as well 
as the ungraspable irrationality that seems to govern our civilisation.200 These movements were 
politically radical and anti-bourgeois – that is, rebelling against social stability and the status 
quo. They have nevertheless contributed significantly to the extension of the range of 
experience which bourgeois culture could assimilate into its system of values,” leading to 
postmodern culture’s aestheticisation of our darker motivations and impulses.”201 Even though 
they professed to anti-war sentiments, they stressed the importance of collective action and the 
extension of their ideas – presented in their various Manifestos as a set of dogmatic tenets – to 
all areas of life. These ideas were celebratory of chaos and anarchy, speed and automatism, 
partly subsuming Futurism’s adulation of machinery.202 Their agenda now seems an outgrowth 
and continuation of warfare on an aesthetic level rather than a countermovement. 
Simultaneously with the development of these rebellious movements that rejected literary 
traditions, Modernism evolved, which had a marked reverence for literary precursors and owed 
a great debt to Romanticism. Levenson describes Modernism as an amalgamation of high-
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minded convictions, and deep-running alienation and political anxiety.203 Nevertheless, 
Surrealists and Modernists had several traits in common, including the profound impact of the 
first world war and admiration for Freudian psychoanalysis. World War II caused a major 
disruption in all of these movements and, in the 1960s, postmodernism took over the high-
cultural arena. Nevertheless, both strains had a lasting influence on artists working in the post-
World  War  II  period  in  general,  and  on  Sylvia  Plath,  in  particular:  some  of  her  poems  are  
inspired by de Chirico’s and Klee’s paintings204 and her journals also attest to her aspiration to 
follow in Virginia Woolf’s and D. H. Lawrence’s footsteps.205 
Woolf’s writing had a singularly profound impact on Plath. As an experimental novelist 
with exceptional poetic ability, Woolf raised the stakes in novel writing by making it a vehicle 
of complex and fluctuating emotional and mental states. This new approach that makes inner 
monologues the main focus of novels became known as stream-of consciousness’ and it 
allowed novelists to rival the lyric mode in its ability to convey the intricate workings of the 
psyche. Woolf was an eminent proponent of this style and applied it to great effect in her novels. 
Perhaps even more significantly, her book-length essays, Three Guineas and A Room of 
One’s Own, proved a milestone in the development of feminist thought. Three Guineas bears 
directly on the causes of war and identifies an inherent militarism in patriarchal culture as its 
root cause: 
For though many instincts are held more or less in common by both sexes, to fight has 
always been the man’s habit, not the woman’s. Law and practice have developed that 
difference, whether innate or accidental. Scarcely a human being in the course of history 
has fallen to a woman’s rifle; the vast majority of birds and beasts have been killed by 
you, not by us […].206 
 
Woolf goes on to argue, for much of the space of her essay, that the education of women is the 
only way to reform a society riddled with militarism. The main thrust of her argument is that as 
long as middle-class women remain excluded from higher education, they will be unable to 
earn their livings and thus, have to stay confined to the private house” – the home. It follows 
from their spatial entrapment in the house and their concomitant economic dependence on 
fathers and husbands that women, too, will promote warfare consciously and unconsciously.” 
In  other  words,  whether  women  are  aware  of  this  or  not,  the  necessity  to  conform  to  the  
patriarch’s rules within the home prevents them from taking a stance against male militarism.207 
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Importantly, in Three Guineas, Woolf implicitly politicises the private lives of women as she 
contends that women’s opinions or political stances are determined by the patriarchal family 
where they belong since they are completely dependent on it. Her arguments converge on the 
implicit conclusion that it is impossible to have a free and independent view on anything if one 
lives  in  a  kind  of  servitude.  In  her  reading  of  Three Guineas, Pawlowski states that Woolf 
reveals a direct connection between society’s oppression of women and war” since culture is 
founded on the exchange – even trafficking’ – of women.208 Woolf’s perception that the 
gendering of public and private space in Victorian society insists on women’s complicity in 
war”209 has proved a pivotal thought that structures several of Plath’s later poems. 
After  the  emergence  of  the  civil  rights  movement  and  postcolonialist  theory  –  both  of  
which placed emphasis on the grievances of racial and ethnic minorities in terms of unfair 
discrimination and political oppression – critics began to see Woolf’s ground-breaking 
intellectual achievements in a different light. They harshly derogated Woolf’s ideas because 
they considered her grievances on behalf of daughters of educated men” exaggerated and 
specious based on her socially and economically privileged status as a white, upper-middle-
class woman. 
Despite that, her argumentation about women’s relative helplessness to avert war due to 
economic and educational disadvantages still holds true today. Woolf saw marriage as the only 
means by which women could ensure a comfortable subsistence for themselves and their 
children, and therefore they spent their lives preparing for it and then fulfilling the duties it 
involved:  
It was with a view to marriage that her body was educated; […] that the streets were shut 
to her; that the fields were shut to her; that solitude was denied her – all this was enforced 
upon her in order that she might preserve her body intact for her husband. In short, the 
thought of marriage influenced what she said, what she thought, what she did. How could 
it be otherwise? Marriage was the only profession open to her.210 
 
When Woolf stresses the constraints of the private house within which women are trapped, she 
emphasises the similarities between being subjected to the father’s rule in girlhood and that of 
the husband in marriage. The confinement of women to the private house, while men were free 
to participate in public activities, served the purpose of keeping the private and public spheres 
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neatly separated. In Three Guineas,” observes Pateman, Virginia Woolf paints a picture of 
the public world as a mosaic of men’s clubs,”211 strictly forbidding the entry of women.  
Pateman also claims, as she pursues the evolution of the branch of political theory 
focusing on social contracts, that there is a sexual contract implicit in all other civil contracts. 
She argues that women are not regarded as free individuals and political actors in the same 
sense as man are: 
Women are incorporated into a sphere that both is and is not civil society. The private 
sphere is part of civil society but is separated from the civil’ sphere. The antinomy 
private/public is another expression of natural/civil and women/men. The private, 
womanly sphere (natural) and the public, masculine sphere (civil) are opposed but gain 
their meaning from each other, and the meaning of the civil freedom of public life is 
thrown into relief when counterpoised to the natural subjection that characterizes the 
private realm. […] What it means to be an individual’, a maker of contracts and civilly 
free, is revealed by the subjection of women within the private sphere.212 
 
Fundamentally, our idea of the free individual tacitly involves the supposition of the maleness 
of civil freedom and its close relation to the public sphere – also inherently male. In contrast, 
the private sphere is associated with women, who are mostly confined to this realm and 
subjected to men’s actions carried out in the public sphere. 
This long-standing and sharp division between the two spheres is sometimes difficult to 
appreciate today, given the carefully-worded obfuscations of political theorists, policy makers 
and leading intellectuals whose aim is always to placate the repressed. Today’s rhetoric is 
intended to persuade women that if they cannot succeed in the public realm, it has nothing to 
do with the system,’ with society; in fact, they want women to believe that patriarchy’ – along 
with its two separate spheres – is the figment of radical feminist imagination or, if it ever existed 
at all, has long been abolished. However, critical literature on Plath attests to the continuing 
existence of the two spheres, where biographical and Freudian criticism attempts to sideline her 
work by relegating it into the typically feminine’ sphere of domesticity and hysterics. As 
Ferrier pertinently remarks in connection with critics who read Plath strictly within the 
paradigm of Freudianism: the Freudian assumptions that biology is destiny and that men and 
women  have  definite  and  separate  spheres  of  activity  underlies  much  of  their  work.”213 
Therefore, the majority of psychoanalytical Plath criticism provides evidence to the lingering 
presence of this seemingly outdated doctrine. 
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In our age, war remains perhaps the most striking manifestation of the separate sphere 
doctrine. Even die-hard opponents of feminism cannot deny that women’s participation in the 
process of starting and waging war is still negligible. If we look at the number of women in 
parliaments, governments and international organisations where such decisions are made, or 
the representation of women in chief executive roles in large business corporations which 
supply the weapons, or the proportion of women in armed forces who actively engage in 
fighting, we can see that their numbers are far exceeded by that of their male counterparts. Even 
though men also suffer from the atrocities of war,  they can gain by it:  political  power,  large 
fortunes, career advancement, fame and honour. Women, however, in the violent context of 
war, almost always have had to play the part of the victim, from ancient times up to the present 
day: they have ended up enslaved, raped, killed; or mourning the loss of their sons, widowed, 
impoverished, or evicted from their homeland. This striking contrast in the perception of war 
from a gendered perspective constitutes the main theme of Plath’s long poem, intended as a 
radio play: Three Women.” 
It is in Three Women” that Plath tackled the issue of male militarism, first expounded 
by  Woolf,  the  most  directly.  The  radio  play  is  set  in  a  maternity  ward  and  its  speakers  are  
expecting the birth of their baby. Thus, throughout the poem, motherhood is used as a foil or 
counterpoint to highlight the specifically male characteristics of warfare. 
Plath did not assign any specific name to the speakers, instead their speaking parts are 
simply indicated by First Voice,” Second Voice,” and Third Voice.” In the BBC script these 
were replaced by Wife,” Secretary,” and Girl,” respectively. Although the Third Voice,” 
who gives up her daughter for adoption, is indubitably an unmarried girl, it does not become 
clear throughout the poem whether the First Voice” who keeps and cherishes her child, has a 
husband or not, while the Second Voice,” the secretary who miscarries, mentions her husband. 
From this fact, Rose draws the conclusion that in the face of social stereotyping that associates 
having children with a married state while abortion and miscarriage is supposed to happen to 
unmarried women Plath offers her caution” against hasty categorisations by refraining from 
labelling the women in any way.214 
The Second Voice’s musings on the masculine activity of warfare are set against the 
female task of childbearing: 
When I first saw it, the small red seep, I did not believe it. 
I watched the men walk about me in the office. They were so flat! 
There was something about them like cardboard, and now I had caught it, 
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That flat, flat, flatness from which ideas, destructions, 
Bulldozers, guillotines, white chambers of shriek proceed, 
Endlessly proceed – and the cold angels, the abstractions. 
 
She is terrified by perceiving what appears to be a miscarriage and she attributes it to the 
masculine and bureaucratic environment in which she spends her time. The association of her 
miscarriage with the men who walk about [her] in the office” is triggered by guilt; she feels 
complicit in an impersonal and bureaucratic system, as she is performing her mechanical and 
dehumanising tasks: 
The letters proceed from these black keys, and these black keys proceed 
From my alphabetical fingers, ordering parts, 
 
Parts, bits, cogs, the shining multiples. 
I am dying as I sit. I lose a dimension. 
 
The mechanical quality of her job, which involves ordering parts of machinery, causes her to 
resemble a machine herself. She experiences a loss of personality, a diminishment of her being 
that she perceives as a sort of death. The Secretary regards the men in the office as inherently 
‘flat,’ that is, emotionally dried up but efficient in their work, the ultimate aim of which is to 
gain power through dominating the weak: their abstract ideas result in the production of the 
machines, such as the bulldozers, which, in turn, are eventually used for destructive purposes. 
The secretary’s criticism of men is mingled with terror of what she perceives as the 
contagiousness of their flatness:’ There was something about them like cardboard, and now I 
had caught it.” In her vision, flatness is associated with death and her miscarriage is the first 
symptom of her contracting it like an infectious illness: This is a disease I carry home, this is 
a death.” Her failure to carry the child to term makes her apprehensive of being barren and she 
regards infertility in a woman as the equivalent of male flatness. However, unlike the men in 
the office who are undisturbed by their emotional vacuity, who see emotions as an impediment 
to achieving their abstractions” and destructions” on the road to success, for the female 
secretary, physical and psychological flatness is a dead end, unredeemed by any access to 
power. She feels bound by the social conventions that allow women some status only due to 
their roles as wives and mothers but certainly not to their intellect or talent: 
I have had my chances. I have tried and tried. 
I have stitched life into me like a rare organ, 
And walked carefully, precariously, like something rare. 
I have tried not to think too hard. I have tried to be natural. 
I have tried to be blind in love, like other women, 
Blind in my bed, with my dear blind sweet one, 




Therefore, the chances” she refers to are strictly limited to the domestic sphere and involves 
an effort not to think too hard.” As a woman, she had to be wary to preserve an impassive, 
subdued behaviour in the masculine professional surroundings so as not to forfeit her chances 
of marriage. Once married, she was compelled to put on a show of blind” love so that the 
husband would not think she had noticed his shortcomings. The reason why a woman can only 
achieve acknowledgement for fulfilling conjugal and maternal duties is the existence of two 
separate spheres: a structure in which there is a strict boundary between civil public life and the 
private sphere. Even if women feel incorporated” in society as good wives and mothers, they 
are included as women – that is, as natural subordinates” – and not as individuals.215 
Thus, as a woman, the secretary cannot achieve success in the public sphere. However, 
she  is  also  denied  self-affirmation  through  motherhood.  The  regret  and  frustration  she  feels  
thinking of her unborn” child and the dead one” – possibly an earlier miscarriage – suddenly 
turn  into  resentment  against  men,  who  live  free  of  the  shackles  of  the  private  sphere.  She  
perceives them as faceless” due to their emotional invulnerability; however, this facelessness, 
instead of causing them to fail, allows them to be elevated into the highest positions. They are 
even allowed to think of themselves as immortal, omnipotent beings: 
And then there were other faces. The faces of nations, 
Governments, parliaments, societies, 
The faceless faces of important men. 
 
It is these men I mind: 
They are so jealous of anything that is not flat! They are jealous gods 
That would have the whole world flat because they are. 
 
The secretary realises she has reached a social and psychological impasse due to her 
childlessness: she has been excluded from the original contract because of her theoretical ability 
to give birth to children, however, her actual inability to do so does not qualify her for public 
civil life. 
Ultimately, it is the permeability of female bodies and their changing contours during 
pregnancy which exclude women from the flat’ private sphere whose members must have 
bodies tightly enclosed within boundaries.”216 Thus,  similarly to Pateman, Plath locates the 
source of women’s subjection in motherhood. As an outsider, the secretary proves the acutest 
critic of the three women of the patriarchal social order since she has to experience the worst 
of both worlds. Her infertility exposes her to contempt in a society where a childless woman is 
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seen as deficient and as such, more liable to criticism as a wife, who is supposed to do a 
significant amount of unpaid housework, even secretarial work, for her husband:217 
I see myself as a shadow, neither man, nor woman, 
Neither a woman, happy to be like a man, nor a man 
Blunt and flat enough to feel no lack. I feel a lack. 
[…] 
I shall be the heroine of the peripheral. 
I shall not be accused by isolate buttons, 
Holes in the heels of socks, the white mute faces 
Of unanswered letters, coffined in a letter case. 
I shall not be accused, I shall not be accused. 
 
Failure in motherhood, therefore, involves increased requirements to meet as a wife and more 
vulnerability to criticism as a woman in all areas of life. 
The secretary, however, is not the only speaker who feels vulnerable due to pregnancy. 
The two other women – the First” and Third Voices,” whom I will call the Mother and the 
Girl, respectively – also undergo significant emotional changes due to childbirth, and they are 
also tormented by the constraints of womanhood. 
The Third Voice” is a college student who, having completed an unwanted pregnancy, 
is leaving her baby in the hospital to be adopted later. The self-complacency of the male doctors 
in the hospital reminds her, too, of the double standards society applies to women’s and men’s 
sexuality: 
I am a mountain now, among mountainy women. 
The doctors move among us as if our bigness 
Frightened the mind. They smile like fools. 
They are to blame for what I am, and they know it. 
They hug their flatness like a kind of health.  
 
In the maternity ward, the flat” bodies of the powerful and knowledgeable doctors stand in 
sharp contrast to the mountainy” helplessness of the female patients’ bodies. The image 
conveys, with clinical precision, the essence of the sexual contract that excludes women from 
participation in the public sphere as fully-fledged individuals: the permeability of their bodies 
symbolises their inaptitude for the kind of health” necessary to enter the public sphere. 
This traditional and deep-seated concept of the male body as normal’ as opposed to the 
'abnormal’ female body originates in the scientific revolution of the Enlightenment. The 
seventeenth century notion of the body-as-machine took the male body as its prototype while 
regarding the female as a defective version, which is unduly affected by nature – and nature 
itself was seen as something that needed the scientific intervention of man to function properly. 




The  idea  of  the  female  body  as  a  dysfunctional  machine  later  served  as  a  basis  for  modern  
obstetrics and it also contributed to the process of relegating midwives to a secondary position, 
while male doctors and hospitals came to the forefront in the practice of obstetrics.218 Therefore, 
the maternity ward and the hospital stand for a mechanical and essentially misogynistic 
perspective on women giving birth, and this is very acutely sensed by the Girl. 
When the Girl blames the male doctors for her condition, she points out the gender bias 
inherent in society which exonerates the male partner from responsibility while the woman has 
to face the consequences of the sexual act all alone: Every little word hooked to every little 
word and act to act.” While bringing forth a new life on her own could give her a sense of self-
sufficiency, the institutionalised violence of the hospital run by male doctors ensures that it will 
not be so: 
I have seen the white clean chamber with its instruments. 
It is a place of shrieks. It is not happy. 
‘This is where you will come when you are ready.’ 
The night lights are flat red moons. They are dull with blood. 
I am not ready for anything to happen. 
I should have murdered this, that murders me. 
 
Instead of deriving pride from the process of giving birth, she feels exposed to the medical 
apparatus of the hospital, which closely resembles the masculine and machine-like office where 
the secretary suffers from a sense of being depleted. In fact, both locations emanate an aura of 
menace with their inhuman structures of power. 
Axelrod sees Three Women” as a poem that places women at the centre of the symbolic 
order,” affirming a feminine myth of origins.219 This argument is preoccupied by the subject 
matter and the protagonists’ gender – women giving birth – and refuses to examine the way in 
which this topic is treated by the poem. It is based on the supposition that women experience 
childbirth with a sense of unalloyed pride and elation at their biological creativity. Axelrod goes 
so far as to read the poem as an allegory of artistic creation, with the three women representing 
aspects of Plath as a poet.220 In contrast, I argue that the poem focuses on giving birth in a 
hospital in order to point out the fear and humiliation women experience at such a time in these 
surroundings and to convey how women’s special reproductive capacity is taken advantage of, 
and used against them in modern patriarchy. If the poem works as an allegory, it does so by 
presenting a setting (hospital) and characters (female patients and male doctors) to stage a 
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drama that encapsulates the essence of women’s subjection. Transposing this drama, however, 
to a mythological or artistic plane denies the socio-political significance of Plath’s poem. 
Critics like Axelrod place a disproportionate emphasis on the one speaker in the poem 
who both gives birth to and keeps her baby, and has an attitude to motherhood that seems closest 
to its traditional perception. Nevertheless, the Mother also feels vulnerable through the very 
strength of affection towards her son that gives her so much joy: It is a terrible thing / To be 
so open: it is as if my heart / Put on a face and walked into the world.” Henceforward, she can 
be wounded easily through the object of her love: all the hardship he will experience will 
torment her to the same degree. 
Moreover, her son will become a man and leave her alone, stranded in the private sphere. 
He will enjoy the civil freedom of the individual,’ as long as he submits to the terms of this 
liberty, that is, as long as he conforms to social norms: 
I do not will him to be exceptional. 
It is the exception that interests the devil. 
It is the exception that climbs the sorrowful hill 
Or sits in the desert and hurts his mother’s heart. 
I will him to be common, 
To love me as I love him, 
And to marry what he wants and where he will. 
 
Thus, Plath does not deny the fact that men are also restricted in their freedom by the larger 
structures of society. Her mother-speaker is a well-adjusted woman who accepts the terms of 
the ‘sexual contract’ and enjoys motherhood on these terms. She is aware that being common” 
is the surest way to happiness, while the fate of an exceptional person is often tragic. The image 
she conjures up evokes the pain of the Virgin Mary: It is the exception that climbs the 
sorrowful hill / Or sits in the desert and hurts his mother’s heart.” Even members of the public 
sphere, then, have to beware of undue individualism. 
Plath develops the theme of the sorrowful mother in Mary’s Song.” Here, similarly to 
Three Women,” motherhood provides a perspective from which the violent battles for power 
in the world assume an aspect of evil. The poem draws an analogy between sacrifice and 
otherness:  
The Sunday lamb cracks in its fat. 
The fat 
Sacrifices its opacity… 
 
A window, holy gold. 
The fire makes it precious, 




Melting the tallow heretics, 
Ousting the Jews. 
 
Those who differed in their religious views were sacrificed in the name of Christ and labelled 
heretics so that their elimination on order to preserve the status quo be justified. 
The essence of high-minded ideals, such as those of Christianity, has been distorted 
throughout history and used as a pretext to strengthen the position of those in power. However, 
injustice and hypocrisy did not end with the decline of the secular power of the Catholic Church. 
The poem fast-forwards its perspective to include the more recent past, namely World War II, 
in order to compare its aftermath to the dust and ashes left in the wake of religious persecution 
in medieval and early modern times. America’s righteous participation in the second world war 
and its victorious confrontation with Nazi Germany left Europe in ruins. The speaker sees the 
extermination of the dissenters in the far-away past and the relatively recent demolition of the 
defeated nations as connected: 
Their thick palls float 
 
Over the cicatrix of Poland, burnt-out 
Germany. 
They do not die. 
 
There may be an end to a particular war but the perpetual warfare goes on, demanding new 
casualties. By the same token, the Mary-persona suggests that history persists in casting a 
shadow over the lives of people of subsequent ages, through the overlapping images of the 
poem, in which the smokes rising from the burning stakes roll on to cover the countries heavily 
bombarded in the twentieth-century war. The enemy’ may be killed, the poem implies, but 
their ghosts continue to haunt the living. 
As soon as the Axis Powers were eliminated, America found a new adversary in its former 
ally:  the  USSR,  and  continued  to  wage  a  cold’  war  against  them –  avoiding  direct  military  
conflict in first-world countries, yet accelerating the process of their nuclear armament to 
impose a continual threat of annihilation on their enemies. Technological innovation 
culminated in the so-called space race, and Plath’s reference to it links the American will to 
power to the Nazi agenda that aimed at world domination through exterminating the Jews: 
[…] On the high 
 
Precipice 
That emptied one man into space 




The heavens” the Nazis imagined was inseparable from creating a hell on earth for their 
perceived enemies and, similarly, American militarism, couched in the rhetoric of freedom, 
intended to rid the world of their opponents.  
Ultimately, all efforts to gain power entail the use of violence against the weak. 
Regardless of what particular ideology is invoked – whether it is the dogma of the Catholic 
Church, the idea of Aryan supremacy or the ideals of freedom and equality – people have always 
strived for power at the cost of others’ lives: the world will kill and eat.” The poem comes full 
circle  in  the  final  line:  the  string  of  associations,  the  starting  point  of  which  is  the  Sunday 
lamb,” the edible symbol of Christ’s sacrifice for humanity, evokes the historical memories of 
the Inquisition, World War II and the subsequent Cold War, arriving at its climax in the last 
stanza, where the idea of sacrifice, war and eating come together, in a wonderful closing image: 
It is a heart, 
This holocaust I walk in, 
O golden child the world will kill and eat.  
 
By fusing the images of devouring food, ritual killings and military violence, Mary’s Song” 
develops the archetypal image of the anguished mother into a vision of a world so riddled with 
ideologies and murderous aggression in the course of its history that it can no longer be 
redeemed. 
Plath’s inclination to survey history from the perspective of the downtrodden and 
defeated, combined with her astounding poetic ability to create images unfolding from each 
other associatively yet always adhering to a certain strict logic, result in poetry that feels deeply 
personal and, at the same time, has wide-ranging political implications. Several of her other 
poems also consider history as a series of unjust wars, fuelled by the lust for power: Letter in 
November” and Cut,” among others, are preoccupied with this theme. 
Letter in November,” a poem explicitly about the pleasure of ownership and solitude, 
and discussed earlier in terms of the notions of privacy and isolation, conveys a sense of guilt-
ridden proprietorship through metaphors of a historical militarism. As early as in the first stanza, 
the iciness of the speaker’s sublime solitude intrudes on the perceived harmony of the scene: 
It is the Arctic / This little black / Circle.” However, the Arctic also evokes male achievement, 
the relentless will to conquer hostile nature, and reminds the reader of Victor Frankenstein’s 
ultimate battle against the monster he created. A sense of triumphant victory and proud 
possession is suffused with the evocation of warfare and bloodshed: 
I am flushed and warm. 
I think I may be enormous, 




Squelching and squelching through the beautiful red. 
 
This is my property. 
 
Thus, the connection between proprietorship as a sense of power ( I think I may be enormous”), 
militarism (Wellington), and killing ( the beautiful red”) is established. 
However, the persona’s sense of triumphant ownership is increasingly overshadowed by 
a dark presence, the wall of old corpses.” The murderous history behind property ownership 
infests her garden: the greeneries around her turn into metallic weapons, conveying masculine 
violence: The barbarous holly with its viridian / Scallops, pure iron.” From now on, the blissful 
feeling of possession is contaminated with the anxiety of a murderous past, yet the speaker is 
still determined to devote herself to this historically contaminated estate: I love them. / I love 
them like history.” 
The speaker’s love of history conveys an emotional ambivalence: an insistence on her 
sense of proud ownership on the one hand, and an abhorrence of the brutality and greed, she 
intuitively knows, lies beyond the apparently serene landscape. Consequently, the aesthetic 
pleasure in the golden apple trees turns into Gothic horror as the orchard comes to represent 
both an army poised to attack and a derelict battle field covered with corpses:  
My seventy trees 
Holding their gold-ruddy balls 
In a thick gray death-soup, 
Their million 
Gold leaves metal and breathless. 
 
The trees are breathless” because they represent the dead, but their breathlessness also carries 
within it a tension, a menace that they may yet attack and destroy their owner. 
The last stanza conveys a sense of irrecoverable loss: the valuable lives destroyed by the 
wars of history and the persona’s own feelings of isolation. Thermopylae, the last word of the 
poem which thereby acquires special emphasis, evokes the scene of the heroism of a small army 
of Spartans in the face of an overpowering enemy, the battle of Thermopylae in which they lost 
almost all their combatants:221 The irreplaceable / Golds bleed and deepen, the mouths of 
Thermopylae.” These closing lines also sum up the course of thought and feeling running 
through the poem, which can be traced back by examining the rhyme scheme. If we read all the 
words that rhyme with the last one as a sequence, we obtain the basic narrative arc of the poem: 
lovingly-happy-property-history-me-Thermopylae. Thus deconstructed, the poem evolves from 
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a pleasurable emotional equilibrium to the notion of possession and the dark historical past it 
entails, then gets back to the speaker whose own apparent triumph is experienced as an actual 
defeat, rendering her privacy into an emotionally deprived state of isolation. Although the 
poem’s  title  and  the  initial  word  addressing  a  beloved  one  makes  the  reader  think  that  it  is  
written to a lover, the last stanza makes it clear that the poem is actually a letter to the speaker 
herself: O love, O celibate. / Nobody but me.” The persona is left alone as a woman usurping 
male privileges and as an overly sensitive person contemplating the moral responsibility 
involved in property ownership. 
Hence, this sense of ultimate defeat is not only due to the speaker’s preoccupation with a 
history of violence but also to the social context where women are forced to choose – when 
they are presented with a choice at all – between independence but also loneliness on the one 
hand, and companionship but also submission, on the other. Whichever they choose, they 
nevertheless remain complicit in the institutionalised violence of the public sphere since they 
accept the original contract and the subordinated position of women that it involves.222 
While Mary’s Song” and Letter in November” are elegiac in tone, Cut” treats its 
warlike subject matter in a playful, even flippant, tone. Even though it is one of the most fun-
loving and exuberant in Plath’s poetry, Bassnett considers Cut” as an aggressive poem.223 
However, the aggression belongs to the historical atrocities it conjures up rather than the 
speaker’s emotional state. The grimly humorous tone is occasionally tinged with sadness, pity 
and a hint of tenderness, conveyed through the soft-sounding consonants m’ and l,’ both of 
which involve the lips and the tongue – O my / Homunculus, I am ill.” – akin to the gesture of 
kissing. Having said that, Cut” indeed musters up the most glaring instances of American 
militarism; atrocities committed against particular ethnicities, such as the Native Americans, 
the Afro-Americans, and the Japanese people. The speaker identifies with the slaughtered ethnic 
groups and the oppressors at the same time, which explains her ruefully sarcastic tone. 
The first metaphor presents the injured thumb as one of the early Protestant settlers in 
America: 
Little pilgrim, 
The Indian’s axed your scalp. 
Your turkey wattle 
Carpet rolls 
 
Straight from the heart. 
I step on it, 
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Clutching my bottle 
Of pink fizz. 
 
A celebration, this is. 
 
Although the speaker’s thumb is clearly identified as one of the pilgrims invading the Indians’ 
territory, the Indian who has axed [his] scalp” is the other hand of the same person, holding a 
knife; therefore, the speaker represents both the Native American and the settler. Moreover, the 
speaker treads on the pilgrim’s spilled blood, celebrating his death. 
The second historical scene takes us to the war of independence fought against the British. 
The ambivalence of the speaker’s affiliations is accentuated by a question: 
Out of a gap 
A million soldiers run, 
Redcoats, every one. 
 
Whose side are they on? 
 
As she perceives the rivulet of blood as an army of British soldiers surging forth, this question 
which allows for the possibility of them turning against her also suggests the persona’s 
alienation from her own body. More importantly, it refers to the necessity of taking sides, of 
deciding whether she wants to belong to the unjustly slaughtered Natives or the ultimately 
conquering white Pilgrims. 
The following stanzas combine images that represent the fight against the Japanese in the 
second world war and the murderous campaign against Black people carried on by the Ku Klux 
Klan. A racist, white supremacist, clandestine organisation that began operating in the 
nineteenth century, the Klan continued its activities well into the 1960s, when their attacks 
against the African-American minority intensified, and it is still operative today:224 
Saboteur, 
Kamikaze man –  
 
The stain on your 
Gauze Ku Klux Klan 
Babushka 
Darkens and tarnishes 
 
In these stanzas – which also contain a reference to the Russian people, when the white hood 
covering the head of Ku Klux Klan members is compared to the headscarf worn by elderly 
Russian women – the speaker’s thumb stands in alternately for the ‘enemy’ (the Japanese 
kamikaze men and the Russian people) and WASP Americans (the Ku Klux Klan members). 
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In the concluding stanza, the speaker calls the thumb a trepanned veteran,” a dirty girl” 
and a thumb stump,” respectively. The first apostrophe identifies the thumb as an American 
ex-soldier who has undergone considerable psychological damage (trepanning was a surgical 
procedure intended to cure mental illnesses in the past), the second one refers to it as if it was 
a fallen woman, and the third accentuates its disabled, mutilated state. All of these apostrophes 
refer to the speaker as well as the thumb if the latter is seen as a metonymy replacing her person. 
It  then  follows  that  the  speaker  has  gone  through  a  similar  series  of  harrowing  experiences  
herself as a result of which she feels psychologically damaged like a veteran and socially 
excluded like a dirty girl” or prostitute. 
Seizing on this closing metaphor, Wagner-Martin emphasises the verve and imaginative 
brilliance of this witty poem: images and metaphors run out of gaps, cracks, flaps, and they do 
so unchecked because the poet, at last, is willing to be known as Dirty girl.” For it is, finally, 
the  misbehaving  no-longer-tidy  Plath  who  has  taken  control  of  her  art.”225 There is also, 
however, an undeniable sense of guilt, humiliation and suffering in Cut,” showing through its 
lines packed with ingenious and playful metaphors. A poem that is ultimately about 
unjustifiable atrocities committed in the course of a nation’s history cannot be, after all, one 
that conveys an unmingled feeling of triumph. What is more, the event serving as an occasion 
for  this  poem  is  rather  banal:  the  speaker  has  been  chopping  onions,  and  it  is  the  domestic  
accident which triggers her musings on American history. Cut” is, nonetheless, a triumph: it 
testifies  to  the  intellectual  bravery  of  a  woman  poet  who,  on  the  brink  of  becoming  an  
established writer, dared to confront her audience with the darker side of American political 
legacy. 
Letter in November” and Cut” bring together the private and the political through the 
device of presenting a domestic scenario which invites the solitary woman speaker to ponder 
historical events and their political ramifications that have led to the current status quo. The 
multiple  layers  of  meaning  of  their  poetic  images  show the  relevance  of  history  to  her  very  
specific and personal situation in the present. In contrast to these historical survey’ poems, 
Daddy,” Lady Lazarus” and Fever 103°” select only one historical instance apiece to make 
their point. 
Regarded by many critics as companion pieces, Daddy” and Lady Lazarus”226 both 
play  out  their  respective  dramatic  plots  set  in  Nazi  Germany and  against  the  background of  
concentration camps. Moreover, they both contain autobiographical elements – highlighting 
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two traumatic events in the poet’s life: her suicide attempt and subsequent rehabilitation 
process. Thirdly, both poems are written in a conversational tone, applying apostrophe, 
addressing an absent person.227 The presence of these marked characteristics in the two poems 
amply justify their treatment side by side in most critical evaluations. 
Probably the most salient feature of Daddy” is its incantatory, insistent rhythm and a 
plethora of rhymes featuring the sound ou.’ Critics have compared its prosody to nursery 
rhymes,228 and indeed, with three beats to most of its lines – compare: The cat jumped over 
the moon,” and And your Aryan eye, bright blue,” for example – the frequent recurrence of the 
word “you” as an end rhyme, in addition to childish language deployed several times throughout 
the poem – Achoo,” a bit of,” my pretty red heart,” and, most importantly, daddy” – nursery 
rhymes may well be regarded as a source of inspiration for the poem. This markedly rhythmical 
quality does not only set Daddy” apart from its companion piece but from most poems Plath 
ever wrote – Plath preferred a sophisticated, varied and unobtrusive prosody, to which poems 
as early as Black Rook in Rainy Weather,” composed in 1956, testify. The interesting artistic 
choice of setting a thematically dark and otherwise politically and emotionally highly charged 
poem such as “Daddy” to the tune of nursery rhymes when the poet was by no means in the 
habit of deploying such simplistic prosody,229 points to the importance of this choice and its 
relation to the thematic content of the poem. 
The insistent rhythm and repetitive rhyme scheme are essential to create the unique, 
chant-like quality of Daddy:” this poem is an incantation, a magical spell to invoke and defeat 
the persona’s antagonist, the adored and detested father-figure. The poetic technique of 
apostrophe  serves  the  same purpose  as  the  incantatory  rhythm,  which  is  to  make  an  absent,  
intangible, yet haunting character appear so that it can be talked to, engaged in an argument – 
however one-sided – and subsequently, intentionally made to disappear by the speaker, and this 
time, for good, so as never to disturb her again. Apostrophe as the fundamental organisational 
principle of Daddy” is pointed out by Bókay, who stresses that the speaker addresses a person 
and, in return, expects an answer even though the act of addressing does not lead to a dialogue. 
He goes on to argue that it is the I-speaker whose existence is unstable or problematic, while 
the person addressed remains an unchanging, ineradicable entity – hence, making the lyric 
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poem quite dramatic.230 Thus, the nursery rhyme pattern, far from being a symptom’ of the 
poet’s hysteria,”231 is the essential means through which the poet can implement her magical – 
or, from another point of view, psychological – process, as a result of which the evil is cast out, 
the fear and resentment sloughed off, to finally clear a space for the poet’s own personal and 
artistic sense of identity and self-worth. 
Another important difference from Lady Lazarus” is Daddy”’s relatively closer 
adherence to autobiographical facts: the reference to the father’s gangrenous toe as a result of 
untreated diabetes, his Polish-German origin, his German mother tongue, the mention of an 
existing photograph of Otto Plath in front of a blackboard, clutching a book, thus implying his 
profession as a teacher, as well as the time frame of seven years which encompasses Plath’s 
relationship with Ted Hughes are all more accurate than the reference to a suicide attempt once 
in every decade in Lady Lazarus” – an exaggerated statement that reveals the mythicisation of 
autobiography right from the beginning of the poem. The starting point of Daddy,” however, 
is the speaker’s desire to recover” the lost father so the more pronounced presence of 
autobiographical elements – mostly those concerning Otto Plath – seem inevitable. 
A final notable point of disparity is the shift in focus from one protagonist of the drama 
to the other. In Daddy,” the father figure is very much the focal point of the poem, with the 
speaker appearing to play a secondary role to the evil hero. In contrast, the first appearance of 
the threatening male figure in the guise of Herr Doktor” occurs relatively late in the other 
poem. Significantly, the earlier poem’s first line is: You do not do, you do not do,” while that 
of the later one: I have done it again” – thus, the emphasis is shifted from second person you 
to first person I.  
Daddy” was one of the poems Plath read for a BBC radio broadcast in October 1962 and 
for which she prepared notes – in fact, very brief explanatory texts, introducing each poem. The 
lead-in for Daddy” was the following: 
Here  is  a  poem  spoken  by  a  girl  with  an  Electra  complex.  Her  father  died  while  she  
thought he was God. Her case is complicated by the fact that her father was also a Nazi 
and  her  mother  very  possibly  part  Jewish.  In  the  daughter  the  two  strains  marry  and  
paralyse each other – she has to act out the awful little allegory once over before she is 
free of it.232 
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In  her  analysis  of  the  poem,  Bundtzen  starts  with  an  interpretation  of  this  prefatory  note  as  
Plath’s invitation to the reader to understand the poem psychoanalytically as both symptomatic 
of illness and curative.” Even though Bundtzen does not seem completely persuaded that a 
psychoanalytic explanation gives a full account of this poem, she does not offer any other frame 
of reference in which to read it.233 Some critics, however, like Simpson, take this psychoanalytic 
preface quite seriously, suggesting that Plath went so far as to re-enact the “allegory” by 
committing suicide.234 
The opening image of Daddy” is that of a black shoe / In which I have lived like a foot 
/ For thirty years, poor and white, / Barely daring to breathe or Achoo,” indicating a strongly 
hierarchical relationship between father and daughter. Parallel to this metaphor, and also in 
contrast to it, another, more complex image is introduced in the subsequent two stanzas, which 
depicts Daddy as 
Marble-heavy, a bag full of God, 
Ghastly statue with one gray toe 
Big as a Frisco seal 
 
And a head in the freakish Atlantic 
Where it pours bean green over blue 
In the waters off beautiful Nauset. 
 
The black shoe” metaphor characterises the speaker and her relationship towards the father: 
she feels constrained and emotionally suffocated, as well as deprived of love and freedom, 
intimidated from expressing her needs or emotions. It is also implied that she thinks of herself 
as an abject existence: a poor and white” foot, confined and slightly deformed by the thick 
black shoe. The feet, having the most direct contact with dirt, is associated with the lowest level 
of  society  in  Hinduism.  The  caste  system  of  India  was  a  source  of  inspiration  for  the  Nazi  
ideology of the Aryan race,235 and this word itself makes an appearance in stanza nine, inviting 
an association between the lowest order of the caste system, the Untouchables,236 and the 
speaker. In stark contrast to the impoverished and repulsively reduced existence of the persona, 
the figure of daddy emerges majestically, enlarged to continental proportions. He is depicted as 
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lying prostrate across the width of the United States: his head rests in the Atlantic Ocean, near 
Nauset Beach, Massachusetts, while his feet are washed by the Pacific Ocean in San Francisco, 
California. Grown to geographical and mythic proportions, he is also a figure of authority and 
history: a ghastly statue,” made of perennial marble and emanating the wisdom and all-
mightiness of God, situated in the open air, enjoying the vast and unlimited freedom of the 
ocean shore. While the daughter’s sphere is that of constraint and abjection, the father inhabits 
the sphere of liberty and authority.237 
However, the recognition of the persona’s present condition as a life degraded by the 
oppressive, lingering presence of the dead father figure seems only recent when considered in 
the light of the statement towards the end of stanza three: I used to pray to recover you.” This 
is obviously a far cry from the previous confession in the second verse: Daddy, I have had to 
kill you. / You died before I had time.” Hence it can be inferred that while the speaker now 
wants to abolish all remnants of Daddy from her psyche, it was not so in the past. 
Quite the opposite was the case: she desperately wanted to know more about the deceased 
father, attempted to trace his origins and become familiar with his German mother tongue. 
In the German tongue, in the Polish town 
Scraped flat by the roller 
Of wars, wars, wars. 
But the name of the town is common. 
My Polack friend 
 
Says there are a dozen or two. 
So I never could tell where you 
Put your foot, your root, 
I never could talk to you. 
The tongue stuck in my jaw. 
 
It stuck in a barb wire snare. 
Ich, ich, ich, ich, 
I could hardly speak. 
 
These efforts were consistently frustrated by three insurmountable obstacles: the destruction 
caused by the second world war, the commonness’ of the father’s origins and the intractability 
of the German language. All three are key thematic motifs in the poem, and are closely 
interrelated. Firstly, the father’s supposed Nazi affiliation connects him with warfare and 
authoritarianism; his birthplace being the German-speaking Polish corridor also strengthens the 
link between him and the second world war. Next, the difficulty in locating his exact point of 
                                                             




origin within this war-torn region since the name is common” and there are a dozen or two” 
implies a lack of individuality or identifiable uniqueness in the father – hence foreshadowing 
the ease with which Daddy can and will be replaced by another man. Daddy seems to be a type, 
rather than a particular person, who may be substituted effortlessly with another of the same 
sort, a brute like you.” Lastly, daddy’s German mother tongue, which is unwieldy and 
inaccessible to the speaker also triggers a sense of entrapment and violence. The persona feels 
as if her tongue stuck in a barb wire snare” whenever she tries to speak this language. 
Moreover, the father comes to represent the German language as such, due to his 
commonness:” I thought every German was you. / And the language obscene // An engine, 
an  engine  /  Chuffing  me off  like  a  Jew.”  The  German tongue,  in  turn,  amounts  to  the  Nazi  
atrocities mentioned in stanzas six and seven. 
The speaker’s severe problem of communication and her inability to establish a 
connection with her father becomes associated with the German language in stanza six. As an 
act of rebellion against the demeaning, abject position she is forced into in relation to her father, 
the persona embraces an imaginary Jewish identity: I began to talk like a Jew. / I think I may 
well be a Jew.” Significantly, the self-identification as a member of a minority group occurs at 
the level of language: it is her talk” with which she starts fashioning herself into an outsider to 
the kind of authoritarian culture her father represents. 
This conscious revolt, however, is not only motivated by a private, personal unease 
generated by a sense of inferiority in the face of a commanding father figure. It also stems from 
a realisation that the father’s language and culture, beneath the veneer of respectability and 
purity,” harbours dark secrets of cruelty; his language is obscene / An engine, an engine / 
Chuffing me off like a Jew.” It is the imposition of a dominant culture or language, its 
endowment with value and prestige at the cost of all others that constitutes an assault at those 
with a different set of cultural norms well before this abstract coercion could develop into full-
blown, physical brutality in the form of murder or even genocide. In the face of this authoritative 
and slightly impersonal father figure, the speaker attempts to stake a claim to individuality by 
boasting about her eccentric way of talking and her personalised esoteric belief system: 
With my gipsy ancestress and my weird luck 
And my Taroc pack and my Taroc pack 
I may be a bit of a Jew. 
 
Both contrast sharply with the supposedly scientific outlook and no-nonsense attitude of the 
Aryan father –  but also with the quasi-scientific pragmatism of the Nazis in carrying out their 
plans for genocide. To make the opposition to Daddy and the Nazism associated with him 
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complete, the persona introduces the other notoriously persecuted ethnic minority into the web 
of antagonistic relations: that of the gypsies and the superstition and esotericism associated with 
their fortune-telling traditions. Thus, it is not only language that separates father and daughter 
but also a fundamentally different outlook on life: his is authoritarian, pragmatic, arranged in a 
strictly hierarchical order, using coercion as its main method of operation, while hers seems 
chaotic, eccentric, orientated towards the transcendental and refusing either to impose or obey 
norms based on power and authority. 
It is only in stanza nine that Daddy is first identified unequivocally as a Nazi, thus uniting 
his birthplace, his language and the second world war in a single character. At this point, the 
persona realises that her fascination with Daddy was not due to daughterly affection or a 
childlike nostalgia for a lost parent, but her fear of the father: 
I have always been scared of you, 
With your Luftwaffe, your gobbledygoo, 
And your neat mustache 
And your Aryan eye, bright blue. 
 
In Freudian terms, it is the identification with the aggressor that is courageously dissipated by 
the speaker; now she dares to acknowledge that she has been intimidated and, by admitting her 
former cowardice, she assumes a defiant, braver front. 
The father is denoted by stereotypical Nazi attributes, offering a parody of the image of 
the Nazi.” In spite of that – or, perhaps, because of that – he is still both frightening and desirable 
to women.238 Much of the seductive power of a military figure – or the image of the Nazi – 
derives from the physical and technological power (Panzer-man, Luftwaffe) he emanates, on 
the one hand, as well as his emotional ‘toughness,’ his relentless determination to conquer, on 
the other. The image of the Nazi, in the popular imagination, has fused with that of the warrior 
– the ubiquitous character of fantasy novels, action movies and video games – whose armour 
and paraphernalia might be different, but the principle remains the same: brutal bloodshed must 
be carried out by the warrior in order to achieve a supposedly noble aim. Discussing the 
perplexingly large demand for violent and Nazi-themed novels from the late 1920s to the 1940s, 
Rau highlights the importance of Orwell’s observation that “the popularity of hardboiled fiction 
indicated a fascist sensibility in the average reader.”239 The detectives and heroes of hardboiled 
fiction – including comic strips and later, video games – are invariably white, physically strong 
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males with a contempt for weakness in general, which includes women and people of other 
racial origins, in particular – or vile bodies” as Rau phrases it. 
There is also a specific reason why the speaker’s emotional turning point –  recognising 
the source of obsession as fear – has been reached: it is the shock of discovering the same strain 
of authoritarianism in the man she loved. By conflating father and lover in stanzas nine and ten 
by means of the eroticised language of cheap romance literature ( O You,” Every woman 
adores,” a brute like you”), the poem is formulating a truth about man-woman relationships of 
every kind that might strike the reader as stereotypical or even judgmental at first: 
Panzer-man, panzer-man, O You –   
 
Not God but a swastika 
So black no sky could squeak through. 
Every woman adores a Fascist, 
The boot in the face, the brute 
Brute heart of a brute like you. 
 
The categorical statement about female infatuation with autocratic men is indirectly supported 
by Anna Freud’s theory about the psyche’s dealing with fear-induced psychic mechanisms and 
resulting behaviours. This is most salient in young children’s attitudes towards their parents, 
teachers, doctors and other figures of authority. She called it identification with the aggressor” 
and categorised it as a defence mechanism of the ego, which constitutes a stage in the 
development of the super-ego. It involves internalising other people’s criticism of the subject’s 
behaviour, but it does not necessarily follow that the internalised criticism is transformed into 
self-criticism.240 By interiorising the perceived aggression of a disciplinarian figure, the victim 
willingly subjects herself to this discipline. More importantly, by upholding these authoritarian 
norms, she abolishes any discomfitting psychological resistance to a humiliating situation or 
relationship. Basically, the identification with the aggressor is a flight from the painful reality 
of an abject existence, a denial of her own indignity and abasement. This self-deception is what 
this generalised statement aims to confront and dismantle. 
Discussing the ambiguous fascination of American culture with the problem of Nazism, 
Strangeways goes on to read the above stanza in terms of an escape from freedom through 
sadism” in the case of the male, and through masochism, in the case of the female figure. He 
describes the line Every woman adores a Fascist” as a consciously disturbing overstatement” 
which refers to a stereotypically feminine escape from the feelings of aloneness, associated 
with freedom, through masochistic strivings.” While Strangeways recognises individualism and 
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freedom as  the  main  thematic  motifs  of  the  poem,  he  also  stresses  the  speaker’s  ambivalent  
attitude towards authoritarian male figures and freedom.241 However, the overall dynamics, the 
furious energy of the poem as well as the scathing criticism in characterising the male authority-
figure as A man in black with a Meinkampf look” – a straightforward allusion to the cover of 
the book of the same title, showing a close-up portrait of Hitler – does not leave any space for 
a lingering sense of attraction on the persona’s part. In fact, by denouncing the father, the 
husband, and all other males representing domination as Nazis and complicit in cultivating 
fascistic sensibilities, the persona cannot allow herself to stay infatuated with them any longer 
unless she subscribes to the Nazi ideology herself – which is clearly not the case. 
Authority, inasmuch as it is self-serving, merely perpetuating the power positions of those 
with cultural resources and the physical or social power of forcing the dissentient or deprived 
into a status of subservience, emerges as the root of all evil in the next stanza. The photograph 
of the father as a respectable teacher, an exponent of culture and knowledge encapsulates the 
male-oriented epistemology of our culture as a whole – and not only that of Nazi ideology: 
You stand at the blackboard, daddy, 
In the picture I have of you, 
A cleft in your chin instead of your foot 
But no less a devil for that, no not 
Any less the black man who 
 
Bit my pretty red heart in two. 
 
At this point, the previous, generalised statement about women pointedly includes the speaker, 
too: she has fallen victim to the ideology of female prettiness” – not only in a physical but also 
in a psychological sense. A degree of emotional prettiness” expected of women entails a 
demand on women writers to stick to feelings and thoughts consistent with a mild, subservient 
femininity, which, though it may sometimes convey reproach towards an unfaithful or uncaring 
male lover, should always remain in awe of masculinity and men in general. This tyrannical 
restriction of the content and subject matter of female authors’ writing has been examined by 
feminist  thinkers  in  terms  of  the  traditional  paradox  of  a  woman  who  writes:  women  were  
considered to be the muses, the source of inspiration for literature and, of course, its readership, 
but not the producers of the texts. Due to the deeply engrained concept of the female muse 
collaborating” with a male poet, women’s source of inspiration has been regarded with 
contempt or suspicion. As Germaine Greer explains, given this schema, the women poet either 
must impersonate the muse herself or impersonate the male poet,” hence the authenticity of 
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her writing is compromised. Furthermore, Greer observes that women writers’ subject-matter 
seems in some limiting and stifling way to be herself. Whereas the male poet might be thought 
to be projecting a separate identity (the work), the female poet is invariably seen to be projecting 
herself in an unavoidably immodest way.”242 Greer’s  argument  is  especially  relevant  in  the  
critical reception of Sylvia Plath as a self-absorbed, mentally unstable woman, whose biography 
usually occupies a considerable space in critical commentaries. 
Plath daringly rejects the culturally enforced identification with either the muse or the 
male writer, and she does so, perhaps most notoriously, in Daddy.” The girlish phrase, my 
pretty red heart,” though implicitly conveying some self-irony and criticism of her former, 
deluded self, is essentially aimed at the social as well as literary ideology that women should 
eradicate all feelings of resentment, aggression and pride in order to appear either refined and 
uplifted like a muse or detached and intellectual like a male poet. 
In stanzas twelve to fourteen, the speaker recounts again her emotional development in 
terms of her fascination with Daddy, but this time, her story involves the husband, too: 
I was ten when they buried you. 
At twenty I tried to die 
And get back, back, back to you. 
I thought even the bones would do. 
 
But they pulled me out of the sack, 
And they stuck me together with glue. 
And then I knew what to do. 
I made a model of you, 
A man in black with a Meinkampf look 
 
And a love of the rack and the screw. 
And I said I do, I do. 
 
Her suicide attempt is described at this point in the poem as an expression of her urge to be 
reunited with the father. This longing has been interpreted by numerous critics as an incestuous 
desire, a symptom of a deep-seated father-complex and often discussed in the context of other, 
much earlier daddy poems,” most notably, Bee-Keeper’s Daughter” and Electra on Azalea 
Path.”243 Nevertheless, bearing in mind this poem’s initial preoccupation with the barbarous 
and coercive language of the father and the speaker’s distress at her inability to manipulate this 
masculine, Teutonic tongue, the emphasis on an Oedipus complex is a seriously self-limiting, 
simplistic reading of Daddy.” Not only does it exhaust itself in formulating a diagnosis” of 
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the poet while avoiding to deal with the text in detail, this psychoanalytic interpretation is also 
an instance of the type of masculinist reading of poetry by women, mentioned above, where the 
work is seen as a narcissistic projection of the writer’s self. 
Somewhat related to the father-complex theory of some Plath critics, another, equally 
reductive frame of interpretation – which also tallies with Hughes’s narrative in Birthday 
Letters – is to read this poem as the manifestation of Plath’s constantly strong, and eventually 
overpowering death drive. Vendler regards this poem exclusively in the biographical context 
of Otto Plath’s untimely death by carelessness and a supposed morbid fascination with death 
on Sylvia Plath’s part, and refuses to see any other potential levels of signification apart from 
the most obvious.244 
Instead, this poem is more appropriately seen to be about gaining access to language, and 
thereby a place in literature as a writer, as well as a space in culture as a woman. As Britzolakis 
states, Daddy” deploys the Freudian family romance” to tackle the issue of authority in a 
much wider sense and the connection between the father figure and language serves to underpin 
strategies of silencing and the deprivation of speech.”245 This explanation accounts for all three 
of the poem’s main thematic elements: the violence of the second world war and its concomitant 
Nazi ideology, the intractable language of the father, the bitter disappointment in the 
relationship with the husband. These themes would be mere digressions if the main focus of the 
poem was either a desire for the father or a desire for death. Moreover, the extremely violent 
ending of the poem would remain quite inexplicable if the fascination with daddy was simply 
due to an incestuous yearning for him. 
Daddy, with his enormous geographical proportions, his unidentifiable origins, his 
language which is barbarous yet unteachable to the female speaker, and finally, his fascistic 
sensibilities,  emerges  as  a  figure  that  stands  for  more  than  a  biographical  person.  He  is  the  
embodiment of a masculinist culture which, while posing as reverential to knowledge and truth, 
secretly adores brute force and lies prostrate before any manifestation of brutishness. When the 
speaker claims, seemingly in an arbitrary fashion that The snows of the Tyrol, the clear beer 
of Vienna / Are not very pure or true” she refers to this deceptive posturing of dominant culture 
as an institution committed to fairness and justice. Moreover, the authority of academic 
knowledge is itself closely linked to the purely physical intimidation that primal aggression 
induces. The juxtaposition of the two images shows this underlying connection between 
physical (the boot in the face) and abstract power (standing at the blackboard): 
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Every woman adores a Fascist, 
The boot in the face, the brute 
Brute heart of a brute like you. 
 
You stand at the blackboard, daddy, 
In the picture I have of you 
 
The two images are intentionally placed side by side in order to highlight that respect for high 
culture is essentially derived from reverence for the dominant, victorious party. Mainstream 
culture has always been the culture of the dominant segments of a society: it is their language 
or dialect that becomes the official or the most prestigious one. The overwhelming 
predominance of male poets even in contemporary Western societies is a case in point. Thus, 
Daddy symbolises our male-centred culture, whose language is deliberately fashioned to suit 
brutish tastes and fascistic tendencies. Although the speaker has been trying hard to acquire this 
language, she is temperamentally incapable of adopting the language of brutality and 
oppression. 
The last three stanzas constitute a violent overthrow of the system of cultural norms that 
used to keep the speaker in check: it is through the symbolic and ritualistic murder of the father-
cum-husband figure, the figure of male authority, culture and knowledge that she can finally 
gain a degree of freedom: 
So daddy, I’m finally through. 
The black telephone’s off at the root, 
The voices just can’t worm through. 
 
If I’ve killed one man, I’ve killed two –  
The vampire who said he was you 
And drank my blood for a year, 
Seven years, if you want to know. 
 
She cuts off all ties with the authoritarian ideology that was first embodied by her father, and 
later, her husband – regarded in a biographical context, the husband is also a figure of authority, 
a poet of considerable fame and embeddedness in the literary establishment of the time – so 
that the insidious, worm-like, admonitory voices of the black telephone,” associated through 
its colour and mechanical quality with maleness, cannot affect her anymore. The line If I’ve 
killed one man, I’ve killed two” suggests that the immediate source of inspiration for this poem 
is not the distant memory of the poet’s father, but the recent shock of her separation from 
Hughes. Daddy,” on a biographical level, is an attempt to cope with the sudden loss of the 
husband and the cherished marital relationship she believed would last a lifetime. On a more 
abstract level, yet still strongly linked to the personal experience of the poet, Daddy” is a daring 
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confrontation with the underlying, and often quite sinister, values of our male-centred culture 
in which dissident and minority cultures,  along with women, are relegated to the margins of 
society and stripped of the dignity and power that is so freely allotted to white middle-class – 
or Aryan” – men. 
The last stanza moves the poem into the realm of performative speech acts as the speaker 
indulges in fantasies of a violent reprisal against male oppression. Bókay comments that the 
rhythmic flow of the text represents the speaker’s liberation from the oppressive paternal 
authority – the writing of the poem in the present time implements the murder of the father:246 
Daddy, you can lie back now. 
 
There’s a stake in your fat black heart 
And the villagers never liked you. 
They are dancing and stamping on you. 
They always knew it was you. 
Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I’m through. 
 
The poem performs the ritual killing of the vampire, the authoritarian man, whose fat black 
heart” symbolises, and also ridicules, the complacency and corruption of male authority figures. 
By involving the villagers” in her act of exorcism, the speaker foretells the coming of a 
backlash against womankind’s oppression – such as took place in the latter half of the 1960s 
and more so in the 1970s and which, incidentally, rather heavily implicated Ted Hughes, with 
feminists sabotaging his public appearances and publishing hate poems, accusing him of 
murdering his poet-wife.247 Investigating the mutual poetic influence of Plath and Hughes on 
each other’s work as well the impact of poems written about each other on the preception of the 
two poets, Libby comments that Daddy” has popularized the image of Hughes as A man in 
black with a Meinkampf look’ […].” He goes on to claim that the female persona in this poem 
is as much manipulator as victim” since she is the one who creates this image of the husband. 
Thus, by having the community denounce the husband as a monster, the poem rather eerily 
projects a future which, in hindsight, has since come true on an individual level – Hughes’s 
persecution’ by feminists248 – and also, to some extent, in the cultural-social sphere, with the 
second wave of feminism. 
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As  it  has  been  noted  by  several  critics,  the  last  line  of  the  poem,  announcing  that  the  
persona is finally through” has a double meaning.249 On the one hand, it  can be read as an 
expression of weariness of the conflict with father and husband, or even of being tired of her 
own life. Axelrod  wonders  whether  the  line  means  the  speaker  is  through  with  the  poem,  
through with her father, or through with life.” 250 On  the  other,  it  might  be  regarded  as  a  
reference back to the black telephone-image as well as the speaker’s initial, frustrating inability 
to communicate and construed as a claim that now she has found her voice and is able to convey 
her message through language. When Strangeways points out the potential double meaning, he 
identifies the one as being through with daddy’, or free from him” and the other, in connection 
with the black telephone image, as being through to him, having made a final and inescapable 
connection with him – having, in short, given up her freedom.”251 The newly found language 
that finally allows communication, however, is definitely not the same as that of the father or 
other male figures of cultural domination. 
Several critics take issue with Plath’s prefatory note that suggests the persona eventually 
frees herself from the vampire-like figure. Axelrod remains unconvinced that the speaker 
manages to sever all ties with Daddy; instead, he claims, quite the reverse has taken place and 
she has become daddy: she has fused with him” by the time she describes the violent scene of 
the villagers stamping on Daddy.252 Despite the reluctance of some critics to acknowledge the 
logical structure and imaginative power of Daddy,” the creation of this symbolic paternal 
figure who represents a whole structure of cultural and social oppression, through both real and 
imagined affiliations with Germany and Nazi ideology, and who is nevertheless revealed and 
extirpated as a bogey-man at  the end of children’s bedtime stories,  works on many levels of 
signification and constitutes a ground-breaking achievement in both poetry and feminist 
thinking. 
Lady Lazarus” and Daddy” have become perhaps the most famous – or notorious – 
of Plath’s poems due to the representation of her sufferings at the hands of the men in her life 
by  drawing  an  analogy  between her  own experience  and  that  of  the  Jewish  victims  of  Nazi  
atrocities. In the aftermath of the second world war and the Holocaust, and especially at the 
time of the Eichmann trial, many leading intellectuals called into question an author’s right to 
use the Holocaust in a metaphorical way. Most notably, Theodor Adorno’s dictum that to write 
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lyric poetry after Auschwitz is barbaric”253 had a chastening impact on both poets and critics of 
the time and subsequently it has proved to have a lasting influence. 
Therefore, the concentration camp imagery in some of Plath late poems have been 
strongly objected to by a number of critics. One of the most astringent critical voices is that of 
Howe: There is something monstrous, utterly disproportionate, when tangled emotions about 
one’s father are deliberately compared with the historical fate of the European Jews; something 
sad, if the comparison is made spontaneously.”254 This remark, besides denouncing Plath’s 
subject-matter, contains some very traditional prejudices against women; namely that they are 
monstrous” if they are aware of what they are doing, and sad” or rather, pitiful, if they are 
not. The emphasis is again on branding the person rather than engaging with the work. In 
addition, the fact that only a handful of her poems contain direct references to the Holocaust, 
gave rise to the conviction that she used these images – along with other war imagery - as a 
form of self-aggrandizement,” as Jacqueline Rose remarked. On the one hand, the heated 
debates about Plath’s Holocaust metaphors are sometimes enmeshed with hostile feelings 
against a woman writing poetry. On the other, they often ignore the socio-political context of 
the poems; namely, the fact that around the time of the poems’ composition, as Strangeways 
points out, there was extensive media coverage of the Eichmann trial, which took place between 
April and December 1961. The dramatic trial captured the public imagination and inspired 
several Hollywood movies, such as Judgment at Nuremberg (1961), as well as a bevy of books, 
plays and television adaptations,255 and was later dealt with in an influential book by political 
theorist Hannah Arendt, which was published in 1963.256 
The Holocaust imagery outraged a number of critics, including Oates, who is particularly 
hard on Plath, a fellow woman writer, considering that her main objection to Plath’s poetry is 
the lack of empathy towards others. Moreover, like many critics deploying the histrionics’ 
argument, she contradicts herself. Oates claims that Plath wants the readers to pity her but not 
the  victims  of  the  Holocaust,  yet  it  is  difficult  to  see  how the  poems could  achieve  the  one  
without the other.257 Others who appreciated Plath’s peculiar poetic genius for linking the 
personal and the political proved more sympathetic: 
Some critics saw the Holocaust metaphors, like the poems themselves, as 
disproportionate and self-aggrandizing, but she may have felt that only a disaster of such 
magnitude could fill the dimensions of her terror. Full of sardonic, jeering bitterness, Plath 
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proposed the most grotesque possibilities – like the concluding line of Lady Lazarus,” 
I eat men like air” – with a calm aplomb that cannot mask the horror in her voice and 
the pity and awe at her pain, the catharsis associated with tragedy as an art form […].258 
 
Rather than seeing the Nazi-Jewish metaphor merely as histrionic self-expression, it is more 
constructive, from the point of view of literary criticism, to inquire into its implications: to find 
out if there is any common ground between the tenor (the personal: Plath’s private suffering) 
and the vehicle (the political: the Holocaust). 
Lady Lazarus” establishes the setting as a Nazi concentration camp in the second and 
third stanzas, by comparing her own body parts to Nazi products made of human remains. The 
revulsion induced by the rotting corpse is counterpoised, from the beginning, with images of 
objects that, on the one hand, share the horrifying quality of a decomposing body inasmuch as 
they are made of dead people. On the other hand, they are also bright” and fine,” conjuring 
up images of neat bourgeois domesticity where lampshades, paperweights and clean linen are 
customary household items. It is the banality of evil”259 that these items suggest, with their 
double signification of death and dehumanisation through war and genocide at one level, and a 
peaceful, complacent middle-class way of living, at another level. Magyari points out the 
correspondence between the simile: my skin / Bright as a Nazi lampshade” and the 
connotations of Lucifer’s name, which means the shining one,” in the penultimate stanza. 
Instead of referring to the arch-enemy by calling him the devil, Magyari comments, Plath 
chooses an appellation which reminds the reader that Satan was originally an angel.260 In this 
way, Plath warns against drawing final and definitive demarcations between our world which 
is necessarily good – a middle class existence, made pleasant by fine” and bright” 
commodities – and the world of evil, which is, as a matter of course, the Other. 
Having described herself in terms of domestic horror, the persona proceeds to address an 
unnamed antagonist: 
Peel off the napkin 
O my enemy. 
Do I terrify? – 
 
The nose, the eye pits, the full set of teeth? 
The sour breath 
Will vanish in a day. 
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Soon, soon the flesh 
The grave cave ate will be 
At home on me 
 
And I a smiling woman. 
 
These stanzas clarify the rather startling opening lines where the persona declares boastfully 
that  I  have  done  it  again”  and  that  she  is  A  sort  of  walking  miracle.”  The  reader  is  now  
confronted with a walking and talking corpse, which is gradually turning back into a living 
person. As Palatinus observes, in this poem the temporality of death is reversed, and instead 
of a narrative of decomposition, the poem mobilizes the images of re-composition.”261 In other 
words, the poem is structured along the lines of returning to life and agency from an entombed 
and passive state. 
The speaker enacts her resurrections like a series of sideshow performances – like a big 
strip tease” – for the entertainment of the peanut-crunching crowd.” Also acting as a barker 
during the show, she recounts her previous resurrections, which, as has been pointed out by 
numerous critics, includes a biographical element in the form of an allusion to the poet’s suicide 
attempt at twenty. However, the real-life event is mythologised by the number three and the 
claim that her self-immolation happens in each decade.” The persona also draws attention to 
the developmental process involved: while the first suicide” was only accidental, the second 
was deliberate and intended as an escape into oblivion, where death was going to be a quiet 
hiding place from the world, and she, the perpetrator, soon forgotten. In contrast, Number 
Three” is a self-conscious act of rebellion against cultural structures that have compelled her to 
perform these acts against herself. 
Suicide is interpreted by psychoanalytic theory as an act of revenge and aggression turned 
inwards,  against  the  self.  A  love  object  that  has  been  lost,  turns  into  an  object  of  hate  and  
interiorised by the depressed person in order to ease the pain of its loss. In turn, however, the 
melancholic person begins to hate herself because the detested former love object has now 
become a part of her.262 This time, the persona’s suicide is neither an accident, nor a cowardly 
escape, but a daring and violent reprisal against former love objects, such as the desired 
audience in front of whom she always wanted to perform and her impresario, the Doktor, whose 
attention and approval she used to crave. 
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Arguably, the relationship between the speaker and the Doktor is a sadomasochistic one, 
in which the parties are mutually dependent on each other: 
So, so, Herr Doktor. 
So, Herr Enemy. 
 
I am your opus, 
I am your valuable, 
The pure gold baby 
 
That melts to a shriek. 
I turn and burn. 
Do not think I underestimate your great concern. 
 
Gilbert and Gubar claim that female masochism is the underlying cause of women’s oppression 
rather than the prejudice that casts female artists as madwomen.’263 Indeed, the reason why 
most critics read Daddy” and Lady Lazarus” side by side – besides the obvious one: both 
feature Holocaust imagery – is the sadomasochistic nature of the relationship between the 
speakers and their antagonists in these poems. In Freudian theory, sadism is explained as the 
case in which part of the death drive is directed toward the outside world,” while masochism 
is accounted for by the same destructive drive partly remaining inside and turning against the 
self.264 The speaker in Daddy” certainly agrees that women’s continuing subordinated position 
is due to their masochism when she proclaims: Every woman adores a Fascist, / The boot in 
the face.” For Lady Lazarus, the pleasure and the pain of performing, in order to get the 
Doktor’s approval, are inseparable: 
Dying 
Is an art, like everything else. 
I do it exceptionally well. 
 
I do it so it feels like hell. 
I do it so it feels real. 
I guess you could say I’ve a call. 
 
This sadomasochistic bonding with the Doktor generates both aggressive and erotic feelings 
that leads the speaker to find a resolution to these conflicting emotions in transcendental 
pursuits:  
[Eroticization of suffering] shows up only by becoming integrated into the flow of 
sadomasochistic aggressiveness turned against the other who tinges it with 
voluptuousness and caprice; the whole can then be rationalized as a metaphysical 
experience of freedom or transgression.265 
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Thus, the deliberately shocking comeback performances and the revenge plot against the 
oppressive paternal figure, according to Kristeva, would be merely “rationalised” as rebellion. 
Plath provided short prefatory notes for some of her Ariel poems intended for a BBC 
reading, including Lady Lazarus” and Daddy.” These introductions make it clear that the 
speaker is not identical with the poet herself and the emotions conveyed should not be attributed 
to one specific person. Indeed, the resentment of Lady Lazarus is not dissimilar to what many 
women feel in connection with their place in society and their role in a heterosexual 
relationship. Bassnett argues convincingly about Lady Lazarus” that it is one of the fighting 
back poems” whose anger is directed against men who wrong women and against the world 
which stands by and allows them to do it.” She interprets the poem as a justified attack on our 
culture that consists of masculine values and images even God is designated as male.266 
Arguably, therefore, this poem goes much further than voicing a woman writer’s private 
resentments against the men in her life – a false premise on which much of the criticism targeted 
at Plath’s use of Holocaust imagery is based. 
The Doktor who represents, similarly to Daddy, men of authority, proves insensible to 
the speaker’s humiliation and emotional pain because he considers her as an object rather than 
a person. This male attitude towards women is described by Lévi-Strauss as rooted in the 
primary stages of civilisation when woman first became an object of exchange between men, 
thus allowing culture to develop: 
one of the valuables par excellence […] without which life is impossible, or, at best, is 
reduced to the worst forms of abjection.’ […] Marriage, or the orderly exchange of 
women,  which  gives  equal  sexual  access  to  all  men,  is  the  original  exchange  that  
constitutes culture or civilization. Once culture is created, women cease to be mere 
natural stimulants’ and become signs of social value. […]  [T]he woman figures only as 
one of the objects in the exchange, not as one of the partners between whom the exchange 
takes place.’267 
 
Accordingly, the exchange of women that institutionalises male sex right serves as the basis of 
culture. It is against this fundamental yet dehumanising feature of civilization that Lady Lazarus 
stages her revenge plot. 
The charge” to be exacted refers to the female artist’s right to be a partner in the 
exchange, and as such, her right to a degree of economic and intellectual independence as an 
agent in the cultural marketplace rather than a piece of merchandise to be exchanged among 
men: 
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There is a charge 
 
For the eyeing of my scars, there is a charge 
For the hearing of my heart –  
It really goes. 
 
And there is a charge, a very large charge 
For a word or a touch 
Or a bit of blood 
 









Out of the ash 
I rise with my red hair 
And I eat men like air. 
 
The repeated threats uttered in the last ten stanzas are also a reminder, however, that all man-
made cultural structures generate backlash, and the elements these structures attempt to 
suppress, exploit or eliminate might return with a vengeance. Lady Lazarus, having lived her 
life as a possession of male exploiters, showcasing her scarred body – and her emotional 
wounds – to entertain a brutish audience, finally turns against the usurpers of ethical and cultural 
values and uses her artistic power to take revenge on them. 
While the symbolic male figure uses the body of Lady Lazarus to generate social status 
and material wealth by making her perform, the unidentified male addressee in Fever 103°” 
involves the female speaker in the crime of warfare and nuclear destruction, using her sexual 
desires to manipulate her. The speaker of Fever 103°” perceives her own objectified body as 
a sign of her complicity in unfair power relations which lead to war and the killing of the 
innocent: 
Love, love, the low smokes roll 
From me like Isadora’s scarves, I’m in a fright 
 
One scarf will catch and anchor in the wheel. 
Such yellow sullen smokes 
Make their own element. They will not rise, 
 
But trundle round the globe 





Hothouse baby in its crib, 
The ghastly orchid 
Hanging its hanging garden in the air, 
 
Devilish leopard! 
Radiation turned it white 
And killed it in an hour. 
 
Greasing the bodies of adulterers 
Like Hiroshima ash and eating in. 
The sin, the sin. 
 
Sexual excess and transgression are linked to nuclear warfare: both are sins that trundle round 
the globe” and make [her] retch.” Thus, sexuality intertwines with global warfare and both are 
complicit in destruction on a global scale – as well as in causing the speaker’s own private 
malaise. 
In view of the relatedness of rampant sexuality and mass destruction, the statement Your 
body / Hurts me as the world hurts God” assumes multiple layers of meaning. It conveys the 
speaker’s yearning for purity and the recovery of her innocence, but it also points out the 
violence and destructive appetites involved in sexual acts taking place in the context of power 
relations. More importantly, it refers to the sins of mankind: global warfare in general and the 
atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima, in particular. The speaker identifies with the defeated 
Japanese, and sees the sexual act that is supposed to be the most intimate of human contacts as 
the re-enactment of war, in which the designated role of woman is always to be the beaten” or 
defeated party. Hence, she wants to disengage herself from the double bind of being a 
commodified enemy: 
I am too pure for you or anyone. 
Your body 
Hurts me as the world hurts God. I am a lantern –  
 
My head a moon  
Of Japanese paper, my gold beaten skin 
Infinitely delicate and infinitely expensive. 
 
In order to shake herself free from involvement in warlike atrocities, she needs to withdraw 
from the sexual contract by denying men access to her body. 
Her Virgin-like ascension,’ however, is couched in such jeeringly sardonic terms that it 
forecloses the possibility to see it as a sign of religious conversion: 
I think I am going up, 
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I think I may rise –  
The beads of hot metal fly, and I, love, I 
 
Am a pure acetylene 
Virgin 
Attended by roses,  
 
By kisses, by cherubim, 
By whatever these pink things mean. 
Not you, nor him 
 
Not him, nor him 
(My selves dissolving, old whore petticoats) –  
To Paradise. 
 
The speaker’s ironic treatment of her fantasy of disembodiment implies that she perceives the 
female body, subject to exchange between men, as completely enmeshed in male power 
relations. Much like Lady Lazarus, she puts an end to her status as a commodified social symbol 
by shedding her body like a husk. However, it is not only her body she needs to discard in order 
to reach heaven but her personality as well, which she regards as compromised and soiled, not 
unified but multiple. Her selves” are called old whore petticoats,” implying that by adjusting 
to a world that murders innocent civilians (the Japanese), including babies, she has prostituted 
her soul not just her body which has been embraced by the men in her life. 
Britzolakis observes that the ironic specularity at work in Plath’s language is an effect 
not merely […] of a gendered literary market, but also of a culture of consumption in which 
images of women circulate as commodities.” She also claims that in both Lady Lazarus” and 
Fever 103°” the speaker fills the roles of both “artist and artefact, consumer and commodity-
spectacle.”268 Lady Lazarus” and Fever 103°” establish a close connection between warfare 
and the exploitation of female sexuality by positioning these phenomena against the backdrop 
of consumer culture’s spectacularism: Lady Lazarus’s strip tease” and the dancer Isadora 
Duncan’s s scarves. 
In contrast, the aggressive eroticism of Getting There” is conveyed by representing the 
world as a battlefield where the very survival of the female protagonist is at stake. Getting 
There” envisions an early twentieth-century war where the speaker’s feminine frailty is 
contrasted with the inexorable” strength of machinery invented by men and emanating proud 
masculinity. While the weapons represent a powerful, invulnerable yet faceless, male-
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controlled society, the woman speaker is individualised: the frangibility of her physical being 
represents her human uniqueness. 
However, in the context of the brutality of mechanised warfare, a certain re-evaluation of 
values takes place in which the individual who retains her separateness from the masses and 
her humanity in the face of automation becomes the abject Other. The forces of a technocratic 
society – symbolised by trains, guns and cannons – can terrify, appall” and punch,” can be 
inexorable” and proud, but the individual is reduced to the humiliation of crawling and 
attempting to placate by bribery” – and even that fails when she is confronted with the silver 
leash of the will,” a power that is both servile and proud. 
The poem also works as an allegory of sexual intercourse where the train represents the 
masculine body: 
Steaming and breathing, its teeth 
Ready to roll, like a devil’s. 
There is a minute at the end of it 
A minute, a dewdrop. 
 
The sexual act assumes a linear, straightforward orientation towards a specific goal, much like 
an engine performing its designated task with relentless efficiency. The female speaker feels 
helpless in the grip of a machine-like violence exerted in order to reach the required 
destinations.” She feels weightless and immaterial: I am a letter in this slot – / I fly to a name, 
two eyes.” By positing the sexual act as a battle scene depicted with graphic details, Plath points 
out the automatic violence in modern sexuality which has been shaped by a wider context of 
industrial automation.  
In the landscape of dehumanised power structures where people are either subsumed into 
the machinery of systematic violence done to individuality and become the “wheels” that move 
it  forward,  or  they  are  torn  to  shreds  like  rag  dolls:  Legs,  arms  piled  outside  /  The  tent  of  
unending cries – / A hospital of dolls.” Even when they are shattered to pieces, the victims are 
still carried along by the hurtling train as if the dead bodies fuelled its engine and kept the whole 
destructive machinery in motion: 
And the men, what is left of the men 
Pumped ahead by these pistons, this blood 
Into the next mile, 
The next hour – 
 
The speaker’s concern about the distance to be covered and the limited time available to do it 
is closely linked to the train’s progress: in effect, the train, as a complex symbol in the poem, 
can also represent the pressure she is under to complete her task before it is too late. 
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In the midst of the chaos of mutilation and killing, the speaker is mustering her courage 
to accomplish the mission she has set out to do: to bring about a new beginning, a rebirth. She 
tries to refashion herself out of mud, with a godlike gesture of self-creation: It is Adam’s side, 
/ This earth I rise from, and I in agony. / I cannot undo myself, and the train is steaming.” In 
order to rise again, she has to get over the corpse of a woman, one of these obstacles.” The 
dead female body might be a ghastly representation of her own death, Mourned […] by 
garlanded children.” Although it has been suggested that the burned woman is Joan of Arc,269 
the image, perhaps, fits more logically into the rebirth theme of the second half of the poem if 
the body is thought of as the speaker’s own, seen, as it were, during undergoing a near-death 
experience. The mourning religious figures” and garlanded children” refer to the strict 
composition of religious paintings, much like the Virgin / Attended by roses, / By kisses, by 
cherubim” in Fever 103°,” and as such, this image stands for a stereotypical concept of female 
self-sacrifice. By introducing the notion of the sacrificial female victim as a frustrating obstacle, 
the speaker underlines the difference between her own, all too human, agony, inflicted on her 
against her will, and the martyr’s willingness to undergo suffering with a view to a greater good. 
The speaker, even though she has to confront her own death which she is tempted to see as the 
archetypal self-sacrifice of the female saint, she refuses to identify with the archetype, seeing it 
as an obstacle to a meaningful rebirth. 
The protagonist’s attitude of desperate defiance is also compared to the helpless surrender 
of other victims of the war. The people, the wounded,” who lose their will to fight the physical 
and psychological destruction caused by the war machinery also forfeit their human status, 
becoming dolls and pupas.”270 Thus, the poem offers four alternative attitudes in a world of 
continual struggle for power and survival. These are: identification with the powerful yet 
destructive machinery of a technocratic society (the train’s wheels and pistons: superhuman and 
subhuman at the same time); exalted belief in meaningful self-sacrifice (the martyr: 
superhuman); unconditional surrender (the wounded: subhuman) and, finally, the heroine’s 
own choice, the only one presented as fully human: 
I shall bury the wounded like pupas, 
I shall count and bury the dead. 
Let their souls writhe in a dew, 
Incense in my track. 
 
By acknowledging the pain and loss of life of others, she earns herself the right to start anew. 
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The importance of forgetfulness in order to survive is emphasised by several critics 
dealing with this poem. Rose and Uroff agree that the speaker’s intention to forget amounts to 
condoning political and military atrocities.271 However, the speaker’s attitude is more complex 
than that: before she discards her memories in order to become Pure as a baby,” she takes 
account of the wounded and the dead. She buries them so that their soul can rest in peace if, 
indeed,  there  is  an  after  world  –  the  slightly  sardonic  tone  referring  to  the  religious  beliefs  
behind the ritual implies that the speaker does not strongly believe in them. Still, she refers to 
their souls” and the burial is described in terms of a religious ceremony, with incense burnt 
for the departed. It is by means of another ritual, however, that she is reborn, one in which the 
formerly demonised vehicle – the train – plays the most important part. Nevertheless, the two 
rituals – the Christian and the pagan – are connected: by discharging the former as a duty to 
others, she can perform the latter and save herself, too. 
The ending of the poem – which Gubar calls the Final Solution” – is fraught with 
contradictions and, therefore, it does not seem convincing to Gubar who argues that the speaker 
plunges into oblivion and erasure of her identity, rather than a new life, in the final lines of the 
poem:272 
The carriages rock, they are cradles. 
And I, stepping from this skin 
Of old bandages, boredoms, old faces 
 
Step to you from the black car of Lethe, 
Pure as a baby. 
 
However, the possessions and attributes she discards, are by no means valuable to her: the old 
bondages, boredoms, old faces” even if they make up her identity, are no longer worth keeping. 
Although she becomes defenceless as a baby, she has not been safe earlier: the whole poem is 
an allegorical narrative of the constant dangers faced in life and the abject terror to which it 
reduces the speaker. The forgetfulness she aims at is personal, even though it is motivated by a 
historical consciousness, as Kendall contends:  
History […] is the inexorable living nightmare from which Plath’s poetry repeatedly 
awakes into amnesia and rebirth. […] It offers no solution to the carnage, because there 
is no solution; but it does at least offer the individual a temporary reprieve.273  
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Thus, the oblivion she achieves instead of truly new beginnings, should not be read as a solution 
offered to the traumas of history: it only signals the necessity for a reprieve in the suffering 
caused by reliving the horrors of the past sympathetically and imaginatively. 
The train, which first represents the unbeatable forces of a mechanical society, then 
assumes the qualities of the copulating male body, becomes associated, towards the end, with 
the speaker’s own sense of urgency and desire for relief: 
The train is dragging itself, it is screaming – 
An animal 
Insane for the destination,  
The bloodspot, 
The face at the end of the flare. 
 
By this point, the train has come to represent the state of mind of the speaker, who has been 
dragging [her] body” and asking repeatedly in a frenzy of impatience: How far is it?” The 
rite of the burial seems to tame the frantic beastliness of the train: it stops, allowing the persona 
to finally board its carriages that rock” like cradles,” and the train is transformed into death 
itself, bringing innocence and relief through forgetfulness. 
Images  of  machinery  and  disjointed  body  parts  dominate  “Getting  There”  and  similar  
images are prevalent in other late poems where the theme of consumerism comes to the 
forefront. Consumer society, while apparently catering to individual self-expression through 
commodities, warps individuals, causing them to have disjointed, dispersed identities that are 
represented in Plath’s poetry by images of discrete body parts living a life of their own and 
inanimate objects that become eerily animated, making the people who own them seem lifeless 
and redundant in comparison. 
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     CHAPTER 5 
CONSUMERISM AND DISABILITY 
 
The body must be subjected and docile in order to be productive, claims Foucault when 
explaining the relation between disembodied political and economic power on the one hand, 
and the individual’s physical pain on the other in Discipline and Punish.274 As opposed to 
penality, which is Foucault’s main concern here and which focuses on the disciplining of the 
body through torture, consumerism emphasises the pleasurable sensations attainable by the 
productive body. Since consumerism operates according to the pleasure principle and an ethos 
of endless possibilities, it casts out all phenomena contradicting its philosophy of life as a series 
of enjoyable moments as abject. Consequently, illness and disability are viewed as the repulsive 
Other, as reminders of the finite and circumscribed existence of individuals, and ultimately, of 
death. Our culture’s rejection of illness is manifest not only in everyday life but in literature, 
too, as Woolf points out in her well-known essay, On Being Ill:” 
Finally, to hinder the description of illness in literature, there is the poverty of the 
language. English, which can express the thoughts of Hamlet and the tragedy of Lear, 
has no words for the shiver and the headache. […] The merest schoolgirl, when she falls 
in love, has Shakespeare or Keats to speak her mind for her; but let a sufferer try to 
describe a pain in his head to a doctor and language at once runs dry. There is nothing 
ready made for him. He is forced to coin words himself, and, taking his pain in one hand, 
and a lump of pure sound in the other […], so to crush them together that a brand new 
word in the end drops out. […] Yet it is not only a new language that we need, more 
primitive, more sensual, more obscene, but a new hierarchy of the passions; love must 
be deposed in favour of a temperature of 104 […].275 
 
Here Woolf is protesting against the underrepresentation of illness and physical pain in 
literature as phenomena unworthy of this art form even though they constitute an important part 
of human experience. 
Towards the end of her life and work, Sylvia Plath aligned herself with the Confessional 
movement inasmuch as she foregrounded the dark side of contemporary life in her poetry: the 
pain  and  humiliation  of  illness,  the  commodification  of  bodies  through  fears  and  desires  
attached to them, the unattainable ideal of the incorruptible body as the perfect consumer item. 
The hierarchical relationship between objects as goods to be consumed and people as 
consumers suffers a reversal in Plath’s poems as individuals become defined by what they 
consume and, eventually, aspire to the perfected state of an object. This can be achieved either 
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by the commodification or the death of the body. This chapter offers close readings of some of 
Plath’s late poems dealing with the disabled, dissected, or mechanised body. It aims to 
demonstrate the interrelatedness between consumer society and the disabled body: the way in 
which productive bodies, through mechanically fulfilling their functions, regress into an object-
like state that is either the result of commodification or that of disability. Furthermore, the 
dismembered or disabled body signifies the disintegration of consumer subjects’ identity, which 
takes place as a result of the psychic impoverishment they undergo while participating in an 
accelerated production-consumption cycle. 
In Berck-Plage” and the The Applicant,” the bodies of consumers are turned into 
objects in death. Similarly, The Munich Mannequins” presents the corpse-like figures of the 
shop-window dummies as the ultimate embodiments of an objectifying consumer culture. 
While consumerism abjectifies death and disability, in other words, treat them as if they did not 
exist, it is in these abject states that an almost total objectification of the body takes place. 
Moreover, in poems like Berck-Plage” and Paralytic,” the body achieves completeness in its 
utterly disabled state, thereby freeing itself from the endless demands and desires of the body 
as consumer. These disabled bodies are excluded from the cycle of consumption on account of 
their perfected status but also because they are cast out as the abject or the Other. However, 
individuals who continue to partake of the Same – that is, the socially accepted, the able-bodied 
– strive to reaffirm their Sameness by increasing productivity. Kristeva explains the notions of 
the  Other  and  the  Same  with  regards  to  social  exclusion  and  economic  exchange in the 
following terms: 
[T]he idealization of woman (of the Other) signifies the refusal of a society to constitute 
itself through the recognition of the differential but nonhierarchizing status of opposed 
groups. It also signifies the structural necessity for this society to give itself a permutative 
center, an Other entity, which has no value except as an object of exchange among 
members  of  the  Same.  Sociology  has  described  how  women  came  to  occupy  this  
permutational center (as objects of exchange).”276  
 
Thus, the excluded Other provides the fully included members of society not only with 
relatively privileged status but also with economic advantages, including increased 
consumption. 
The relentless pursuit of efficiency dehumanises individuals to the point that a parallelism 
between the productive body and the machine can be logically sustained in An Appearance” 
or Gigolo.” Plath highlights the potential for complete objectification, and thereby disability, 
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which is inherent in machine-like productivity. The very productivity of bodies, then, carries 
the threat of disability and abjection. Although the abject is abhorred, it has, at the same time, 
a powerful attraction because of the respite it promises from the compulsion to produce and 
consume. 
Individuals with productive bodies are defined by the objects they consume and these 
include objectified bodies also. The commodification of bodies is emphasised in Plath’s poetry 
by metonymy: parts of the body appear as if severed or existing separately from the whole. By 
dissociating and alienating the body parts, Plath draws attention to the precariousness of 
individual identity in consumerism: its frangibility and ephemeral quality, the need to 
continually affirm it through participation in the production-consumption cycle. 
For Kristeva, body and identity are closely intertwined: the body seems to need an 
identity, and it reacts – matures, tightens, like stone, ebony. Or else it cracks, bleeds, decays.”277 
While consumerism purports to provide a wide range of potential and interchangeable identities 
for the body it exalts (the cult of the body beautiful), it fundamentally undermines the 
relationship between body and mind, alienating the body, threatening its integrity with 
consumption (object) or its Sameness with rejection (abject). One of the various definitions 
Kristeva supplies for the notion of the abject is the following: It is something rejected from 
which  one  does  not  part,  from  which  one  does  not  protect  oneself  as  from  an  object.”278 
Examples include the skin of milk or nail parings – things that used to be part of an acceptable 
whole but has now become revolting. There is  also the abjection of self  when the individual 
finds the revolting Other lodged inside.279 
Consumer culture wants to safely remove the abject from the purview of society in order 
to better indulge the illusions and desires of individuals and thereby manipulate them more 
effectively. Plath engages with the abject as a potential counterpoint to consumerism, which 
threatens to generate a void in our culture that threatens to engulf all signification in human life. 
As a form of protest, then, Plath draws our attention to the abject that needs to be acknowledged 
[…] to attract the gaze, to pin it or fix it in place, and then show it those sights which 
will brutalize, horrify, repulse or shame it. It’s the legacy of Plath, whose speakers find 
strength, dignity and satisfaction in their own debasement.280  
 
Plath’s poetry proves subversive of consumerist ideologies mainly due to its use of the maimed 
body and the animated object as its dominant metaphors. However, this subversion is not an 
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arbitrary act of provocation. In order to grasp the real, the valuable and the meaningful, Plath 
seems to suggest, we first have to confront what is most painful and terrifying in the form of 
abjection. 
The productivity of the consumer subject is motivated by an urge to gratify constantly 
stimulated desires that are oriented towards finding both pleasure and identity. Generating such 
desires is not just a by-product but the main working principle of consumerism since this makes 
possible to sustain the current socio-economic order. Consumerism aims at nurturing insatiable 
desires for material goods and other gratifications while inducing individuals to connect their 
consumer habits to creating and maintaining their identities.281 Plath sees consumer subjects 
not as free agents effectually liberated by the act of choosing from the array of commodities but 
rather as commodities themselves who are commodified by their illusory freedom to make such 
choices. The ceaseless pursuit of increasing consumption compels subjects to increase their 
efficiency, and thereby, their likeness to machinery. 
The male speaker in Gigolo” who asserts proudly: Pocket watch, I tick well,” evinces 
an attitude that is emblematic of the late modern consumer subject: 
And I, in my snazzy blacks, 
 
Mill a litter of breasts like jellyfish. 
To nourish 
The cellos of moans I eat eggs –  
Eggs and fish, the essentials, 
 
The aphrodisiac squid. 
My mouth sags, 
The mouth of Christ 
When my engine reaches the end of it. 
 
The tattle of my 
Gold joints, my way of turning  
Bitches to ripples of silver 
Rolls out a carpet, a hush. 
 
The words pocket watch,’ mill’ and engine’ convey the machine-like precision of the 
productive body and also the process of grinding individuals into digestible’ goods – while the 
gold joints” refer to this body’s commodity value. The phrase my way of turning / Bitches to 
ripples of silver” combines these two aspects by referring the value-enhancement as a result of 
productivity back to the productive body. The gigolo’s narcissism, fuelled both by his consumer 
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needs and his corresponding output’ – the cellos of moans,” – is representative of the ego-
centrism of the late modern consumer subject. As Hayward explains, the soldier-producer’ of 
industrial capitalism has been supplanted by a different type of subject who constantly craves 
new experience.” He enumerates the qualities that characterise this type of individual called 
sensation-gatherer’: impulsivity, dissatisfaction, narcissism, and spontaneity.”282 All of these 
are discernible in the gigolo’s attitude to himself and others as he describes how he uses women 
to satisfy both his carnal desires and vanity, in addition to manipulating them for financial gain. 
For the consumer subject, temporary gratification only gives rise to new desires in an 
endless quest for self-expression. This results in a peculiarly postmodern’ form of 
subjectivity,”283 which, without a teleological objective, must rely on the illusory sense of an 
immortal and incorruptible body. Thus, the dialectics of consumerism (desire oriented towards 
an object – brief gratification – arousal of desire oriented towards a new object) does not permit 
a stable identity to develop. The narcissistic consumer subject can never be satisfied with what 
he has or what he is because people […] in a consumer society believe they now have an 
implicit right to consume.”284 However, this perceived right to consume often conceals a 
clinging dependence on consumer goods – not merely on their enjoyment value but more 
importantly, on their ability to confer an identity on the consumer subject: identity […] takes 
on the form of a consumption-oriented narcissism.”285 In other words, vanity, ego-centrism and 
hedonism are the fundamental features of the consumer subject’s personality. 
There is a problematic but necessary distinction to be made between needs, wants, and 
desire – even though the dynamics of consumerism tends to blur the differences between these 
notions:  
needs are minimum shared requirements for survival and well-being, whether biological, 
material, social, cultural, or psychological. In contrast, wants are more subjective and 
personal in nature, implying choice. Desire is a more elusive but richer concept 
associated with appetite, drive, longing, yearning, passion, or other physical, mental, or 
emotional feeling-states.286  
 
Among these, consumerism targets individuals’ desires first and foremost, and it often attempts 
to represent them as if they were needs or wants. The result is an increasing confusion 
concerning the priorities to be established among needs, wants and desires or indeed, the ability 
to make any distinctions between them.  
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One  of  the  basic  human  needs  is  the  strong  motivation  to  belong  in  a  group  of  other  
people, such as family or friends, and form a mutual emotional bond with the people in this 
group.287 The speaker in Gigolo” is in denial about this need; he perceives family ties as a form 
of entrapment: There one is safe, / There are no family photographs.” Instead, he has developed 
a clinging neediness that is conveyed by an abundance of sea creature-imagery: jellyfish,’ 
squid,’ and oysters’ – two of which have tentacles and all of which are slimy. It is certainly 
not  any  emotional  attachment  to  which  these  tentacles  refer  but  his  unquenchable  thirst  for  
gratifying his egotistic vanity Although the squid and the oyster are consumed by the speaker 
and therefore may be interpreted as metaphors for the women he seduces, the line: Bright fish 
hooks, the smiles of women” identifies the speaker as the fish to be caught by smiles. It is also 
worth noting that the mirror in which he is leisurely admiring himself after a spell of 
production’ and gratification, is a pool of water. 
And there is no end, no end of it. 
I shall never grow old. New oysters 
Shriek in the sea and I 
Glitter like Fontainebleau  
 
Gratified, 
All the fall of water an eye 
Over whose pool I tenderly 
Lean and see me.  
 
This closing image confirms the sense of the speaker’s narcissistic subjectivity – referring to 
the myth of Narcissus – and also clinches the sea creature-imagery that persists throughout the 
poem, aligning the speaker, who is continuously searching for new experiences to confirm his 
identity, with these grasping and sticky animals. 
Gigolo” shows the specifically male version of the sensation-gatherer,” who is 
repelled by family ties and prides himself on his promiscuity. The female consumer subject, on 
the other hand, is often represented in terms of motherhood and domesticity. Her productive 
body brings forth children, as in Morning Song”: Love set you going like a fat gold watch.” 
Her narcissism finds expression in the contemplation of her child – rather than of herself in a 
mirror: “I’m no more your mother / Than the cloud that distills a mirror to reflect its own slow 
/  Effacement  at  the  wind’s  hand.”  For  Kristeva,  the  child  acts  as  a  catalyst  to  transform the  
mother’s narcissism and release her dissatisfaction – two important features of the consumer 
subject:  
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Love replaces narcissism in a third person that is external to the act of discursive 
communication. […] From this point on, for the mother […] the child is an analyzer. He 
releases the hysterical woman’s anguish, often hidden, denied, or deferred in its paranoid 
course, directing toward others or toward the array of consumer goods.288  
 
In a way, then, the child replaces the consumer goods the mother used to crave, as object of 
desire and locus of identity. The child is both a product of, and a consumer item for, the mother, 
with the ability to confer identity on her: […] New statue / In a drafty museum, your nakedness 
/ Shadows our safety. We stand round blankly as walls.” In effect, the mother speaker feels free 
to abandon all attempts to construct an identity that is independent of her child. 
While the child’s body is conceptualised as a consumer item in order to exploit its 
identity-conferring, or other, alternative self-creating potential, the woman’s body, viewed from 
the perspective of a long tradition of the female body conceived as machine, fulfils the function 
of consumer item by virtue of its reproductive and caretaking role. The concept of the body-as-
machine can be traced back to the Cartesian model of the body, which essentially served the 
purpose of confirming the newly invented divide between body and soul in order to facilitate 
the scientific examination of corpses. Even so, the female body was viewed as defective and in 
need of constant manipulation to function as it should.289 An Appearance” plays on the female-
body-as-machine concept by identifying the woman with the household appliances she uses. 
Again, the metaphor of the body as a watch ( How her body opens and shuts – / A Swiss watch, 
jewelled in the hinges!”) aligns the woman with the speaker in Gigolo” and the baby in 
Morning Song,” denoting the status of these bodies as consumer goods. The household items 
she consumes – the refrigerator, the washing and the sewing machine –  confer their productive 
capabilities on the woman, thereby enhancing her efficiency and subverting the hierarchic 
relationship of consumer subject and consumer item. Thus, both woman and machine are 
productive but both are consumer goods, at the same time. 
Significantly, the mechanised woman is silent. The only form of speech’ she is capable 
of, are ambiguous visual signs” and numerals,” as if they were appearing on a computer 
screen: From her lip, ampersands and percent signs / Exit like kisses”; The stars are flashing 
like terrible numerals. / ABC, her eyelids say.” The speaker in the poem is male, the 
organisation man ( I wear white cuffs, I bow”), who is fascinated by the Otherness of his female 
counterpart: the suburban housewife. He is attracted and repelled at the same time by the 
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ambiguity that the woman embodies: the caring, nurturing domestic woman on the one hand, 
and the efficient, subhuman machine, on the other. 
Ambiguity, Kristeva claims, elicits revulsion and thus belongs to the realm of abjection: 
It is thus not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs identity, 
system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-between, the 
ambiguous, the composite. […] Abjection […] is immoral, sinister, scheming, and shady: 
a terror that dissembles, a hatred that smiles, a passion that uses the body for barter instead 
of inflaming it, a debtor who sells you up, a friend who stabs you.290 
 
So, abjection derives from the discrepancy between appearance and essence – or rather, its lack: 
the mechanised woman is all surface without any depth, mimicking the signs of affection 
without feeling any ( Is this love then, this red material / Issuing from the steel needle that flies 
so blindingly?”). However, it is the ambiguity of this affectionate machine’ that enthrals the 
speaker as the abject supplies pleasure through immersion in it while preventing the subject 
from losing himself because he recognises the abject as repulsive. This results in a sublime 
alienation, a forfeited existence” for the individual fascinated by his abject Other.291 In this case, 
the organisation man is attracted and repelled at the same time by the suburban housewife (the 
mechanical woman) because her dissembling behaviour and constrained existence are a slightly 
exaggerated rendering of his own way of life, subjected as he is to the organisation he works 
for. Her subjection, however, is more obvious and unequivocal, having one distinct person as 
her  master  rather  than  a  diffuse  complexity  of  power  relations,  as  is  the  case  with  business  
corporations. That is why he can simultaneously despise the woman and accept her as his alter 
ego. 
The mechanised housewife, then, depends on the household appliances she consumes for 
a sense of self. In Last Words,” the housewife persona, while preserving some distance from 
the household items she cherishes inasmuch as she does not become like them, she nevertheless 
exalts her need for objects into a private religious cult: It will be dark, / And the shine of these 
small things sweeter than the face of Ishtar.” The underlying conceptual metaphor of this poem, 
the death-in-life existence of the housewife, is reversed into a life-in-death narrative of her 
entombed state. Indeed, there seems to be little difference between her existence before and 
after her dissolution, as she imagines it; the two states correspond: I should sugar and preserve 
my days like fruit!”; Let me have my copper cooking pots, let my rouge pots / Bloom about 
me like night flowers, with a good smell.” Indeed, the disturbing effect of the poem comes from 
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the ghastly sameness between the everyday existence of the speaker and her imagined, 
entombed condition. 
Her identity remains dependent on objects in life as in death; without them, she is faceless: 
I do not want a plain box, I want a sarcophagus / With tigery stripes, and a face on it / Round 
as the moon, to stare up”; My mirror is clouding over – / A few more breaths, and it will reflect 
nothing at all.” As her desire is directed toward consumer goods, for her, the child does not act 
as identity-forming analyzer”: I see them already – the pale, star-distant faces. / Now they are 
nothing, they are not even babies. / I imagine them without fathers or mothers, like the first 
gods.” As opposed to the mother for whom [l]ove replaces narcissism,” she is concerned with 
the image projected towards posterity by the objects around her in her tomb. Therefore, the 
claim that ’God is love’: it is for this very reason that he does not exist, except to be imagined 
as child for a woman”292 is not valid for the description of the speaker’s beliefs as she repudiates 
the equation of the imaginary god-like figures with children due to her obsession with consumer 
goods. 
This chapter has so far examined the productive body as consumer, the way in which 
consumer goods endow it with personhood, and the ensuing dependence on these objects for a 
sense of self. The ramifications of such a dependence and how it affects the integrity of the 
productive body is still to be explored in what follows, in a bid to identify the connections 
between fetishised consumer objects and body parts so as to establish the logical relation 
between consumerism and disability. 
It is assumed that there is a direct correlation between able-bodiedness and productivity; 
however, late modern culture retains contradictory attitudes towards the body: 
The first contradiction targets our understanding of the body itself. On the one hand, 
bodies do not seem to matter to who we are. They contain or dress up the spirit, the soul, 
the mind, the self. […] On the other hand, modern culture feels the urgent need to perfect 
the body. […] 
A second but related contradiction targets the understanding of the human being in time. 
The briefest look at history reveals that human beings are fragile. […] And yet the vision 
of the future to which we often hold promises an existence that bears little or no 
resemblance to our history. The future obeys an entirely different imperative, one that 
commands our triumph over death […].293 
 
This fundamental, two-fold contradiction concerning the human body involves firstly, a denial 
of the body’s importance and the exaltation of its value at the same time; secondly, a refusal 
to learn lessons from history – and from the present – while entertaining the illusion of eternal 
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A similar two-fold contradiction structures The Applicant.” Firstly, the candidate must 
have a body with an obvious handicap or aesthetic shortcoming in order to qualify for either 
the job or the purchase of the items. Secondly, the goods the speaker wants to sell him – a suit 
which is [b]lack and stiff, but not a bad fit” and a living doll” – carry the promise of a secure 
waterproof, shatterproof” future. Thus, the salesman wants to convince his prospective buyer 
that his present condition is insupportable but, nevertheless, his future will be secure and 
comfortable. The salesman-like speaker projects a future in which lack becomes an asset since 
it carries within it the possibility of improvement: 
First, are you our sort of a person? 
Do you wear 
A glass eye, false teeth or a crutch, 
A brace or a hook, 
Rubber breasts or a rubber crotch, 
 
Stitches to show something’s missing? No, no? Then 
How can we give you a thing? 
Stop crying. 
Open your hand. 
Empty? Empty. […] 
 
The impoverished and lonely, though able-bodied existence of the applicant is traded for an 
economically and socially cushioned, yet disabled way of life.  
For Plath, physical disability is often a metaphor for an emotionally crippled state; the 
applicant will find that the [b]lack and stiff” suit is not a bad fit” because his vacuous 
personality and emotional barrenness makes it easy for him to adapt to a faceless corporate 
culture. He will be tied to the organisation as closely and intimately as to his wife, the living 
doll.” He will ‘marry’ both because they respond to a basic need, a want that constitutes his 
incipient personhood. Kristeva argues that abjection of self consists of the realisation that the 
self comes into being on the foundation of an initial loss: all abjection is in fact recognition 
of the want on which any being, meaning, language, or desire is founded.”294 The want on 
which the candidate’s being is founded is that of achieving social status; in order to reach this 
goal, he has to forego the affect, the emotional reaction to the realisation of his abjection, his 
humiliated  and  base  existence  ( Stop  crying”).  The  rejection  of  emotional  responses  is  
required by both marriages:” corporate culture, which is organised on the Foucauldian model 
of the Panopticon, disseminates an invisible power that makes bodies subjected to it in order 
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to make them productive and therefore demands complete submission from its employees. In 
contrast, the suburban housewife lives – and, in a way, even dies – for this same, subjected 
organisation man, her role as wife being the sole purpose and only justification of her 
existence:  
[…] Here is a hand 
 
To fill it and willing 
To bring teacups and roll away headaches 
And do whatever you tell it. 
Will you marry it? 
It is guaranteed 
  
To thumb shut your eyes at the end 
And dissolve of sorrow. 
We make new stock from the salt. 
 
Thus, the affect is displaced, removed from the man to his wife: the woman operates as the 
abject alter ego of the man who is thereby redeemed, and can safely occupy his place in the 
symbolic order. The wife is intended to compensate for the perceived lack in the man’s life as 
well  as  anchor  his  being  to  an  easily  available  and  uniform  identity  as  organization  man.’  
Although in life, the man avoids complete abjection of self by means of his wife, he cannot 
avoid the ultimate form of disability and abjection in death. The fact that he will have to rely 
on a living doll” who is only marginally considered by the speaker as a person – more often 
referred to by the pronoun it” than she” – in the event of pain, disease or death, indicates the 
terrifying precariousness of the symbolic order which he is invited to enter. 
The organisation man, who is lured by the prospect of a future that holds little pleasure 
yet offers safety from major disasters and utter loneliness,  
represents […] social conformism, which, in the final analysis, is always familial. In less 
sociological fashion, he embodies the castration of modern man […], universal dummy 
and ultimate token of a world lacking in jouissance and able to find being only in 
abjection.295  
 
His dummy-like empty-headedness makes him putty in the hands of the corporate salesman, 
who refashions the candidate so that he conforms to social norms that require submission to 
power relations. The prosthetics that are mentioned in the poem’s opening lines as necessary 
attributes to a successful applicant represent previous interventions of institutional power on 
his body – and, by implication, his mind. These orthopaedic or aesthetic implements are meant 
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to  signify  that  the  body wearing  them are  both  a  subjected  body and  a  perfectible  –  that  is,  
docile – body. 
The Stones,” a poem written several years earlier as part of a sequence called Poem for 
a Birthday” and considered as a turning point in Plath’s development as a poet,296 the imagery 
of prosthetic body parts conveys the medical ideology of the perfectible body. By extension, 
the reconstructive medical intervention is also applicable to the human psyche: Here they can 
doctor heads, or any limb.” Containing various allusions to Plath’s suicide attempt and 
subsequent hospitalisation in 1953, this poem introduces the metaphor of prosthetics to signify 
a dysfunctional or warped psyche, often used in her late poetry:  
A workman walks by carrying a pink torso. 
The storerooms are full of hearts. 
This is the city of spare parts. 
 
[…] 
Here they can doctor heads, or any limb. 
 
In particular, it foreshadows the themes and imagery of Berck-Plage” inasmuch as it introduces 
the  image  of  the  dissociated  body part  as  a  metaphor  for  psychic  suffering.  The  Stones”  is  
more explicitly about rebirth and restored health than the later poem, however, there is a 
palpable sense of unease, even helplessness, about this artificial and forcible recovery: My 
mendings itch. There is nothing to do. / I shall be good as new.” 
The impersonal and institutionalised violence of the hospital, the city where men are 
mended,” makes the successful result of the healing process elusive” because the patient is 
deprived of her personhood. The body is objectified and acted upon so as to make individual 
privacy and dignity redundant in medical discourse: The jewelmaster drives his chisel to pry / 
Open one stone eye.” Moreover, the body becomes the focus of the treatment of the psyche as 
well, to which the concurrently widespread use of electroshock therapy testifies: A current 
agitates the wires / Volt upon volt.” By intervening on the body in order to cure the mind, 
medical  discourse  dismisses  the  psyche  as  unreal,  or  at  least  completely  subordinate  to  
physicality. This devaluation of spirituality over matter as a trademark of consumerism ties in 
with the conception of the human body as machine that can be mended,” as long as there are 
skilled jewelmasters” and appropriate spare parts” – it is all a question of scientific 
knowledge, resources and technology. 
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While the city bears a strong resemblance to a medical institution, it also has commercial 
aspects, with its storerooms”, spare parts” and children who trade their hooks for hands.” 
The last line, in particular, places the emphasis on renewal: I shall be good as new.” 
Simultaneously with the devaluation of subjectivity, an inflation of the value of objects takes 
place in a society where the body is seen as a machine, similar to inanimate machinery that 
services the consumer subject. The newness of objects, therefore, gains a singular importance, 
as Baudrillard explains. He calls the intense, love-like emotion induced in the owner by a newly 
acquired object the exaltedness of the new.”297 That is why, paradoxically, the act of mending 
and perfecting the body turns it into an object and, inasmuch as it becomes good as new,” a 
commodity for others to use. The body is rendered into a perfected body by the negation of its 
organic realities: this happens when it becomes a corpse or when it achieves identification with 
an abstract model of the body. 
The medical ideology of the reconstructible body-machine is exposed as inadequate and 
false in the face of abject human suffering presented in Berck-Plage.” Such pain cannot be 
expressed  by  the  terminology of  science.  The  clay  of  earth  –  that  is,  nature  –  which  finally  
covers the body beyond repair, alone corresponds to the sense of loss and suffering: 
A glitter of wheat and crude earth. 
 
What is the name of that color? – 
Old blood of caked walls the sun heals, 
 
Old blood of limb stumps, burnt hearts. 
 
The finality of death reveals the pretentious ideology of infinite renewal as misleading and even 
brutal in its denial of human frailty. By refusing to accept the natural process of decay, the cult 
of the body beautiful’ denies the validity of the experience of physical pain and the sense of 
approaching dissolution: 
[The idealization and objectification of the body] create demands that we control and 
attempt to perfect our bodies, which in turn create rejection, shame, and fear concerning 
both failures to control the body and deviations from body ideals […]. Refusal to come 
to terms with the full reality of bodily life, including those aspects of it that are rejected 
culturally, leads people to embrace the myth of control, whose essence is to believe that 
it  is  possible,  by  means  of  human  actions,  to  have  the  bodies  we  want  and  to  avoid  
illness, disability, and death.298 
 
By wilfully ignoring the painful or uncontrollable aspects of physicality, our culture only 
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engenders increased anxiety and isolation for individuals who do not measure up to its ideals 
of health and beauty – and this refusal to face physical deformity and dissolution is the central 
theme of Berck-Plage.” 
An extended elegy inspired by the death of an octogenarian neighbour,299 Berck-Plage” 
is  arguably  one  of  the  most  disillusioned  and  sombre  of  Plath’s  works.  Nevertheless,  some  
critics persist in endowing even the most culturally pessimistic poems with an aura of hope. 
While the final version of Berck-Plage” omits the draft’s section about the birth of the 
speaker’s baby, Folsom contends that the sense of life’s renewal and the solace of rebirth 
persists implicitly in the finished poem. He also argues that Plath discarded the part about the 
baby merely for structural reasons, to have a clearer focus on Percy’s death and because writing 
about her baby had healed her: 
As a life-creator, Plath can make her speaker mock the old man and boast of her creation, 
thereby working the medicine of the sun’s poultice in the opening of the poem: it has 
drawn off her inflammation, and she is restored to health, ready to attend the funeral 
with a lighter heart.300 
This is a typical example of criticism on Plath that indulges in pseudo-psychological theories 
based on assumptions about what Plath thought or felt instead of reading the text she created. 
Not only is this analysis based on mere speculation, it completely ignores the overall mood of 
the poem: it must take a desperate leap of the imagination to read Berck-Plage” – admittedly 
with a focus upon Percy Key’s death and burial” – as covertly celebratory of rebirth when it 
ends by an explicit renunciation of renewal: There is no hope, it is given up.” 
Having introduced the beach scenery in the first section, tumultuous with pleasure-
seeking bodies, in the second part, the speaker turns her gaze to the seaside hotel which, with 
its prosthetic equipment, anticipates the subsequent scene, the sick-room of the old man. The 
initial contrast between the greedy prurience of the bathers and the desolate simplicity of the 
dying man is eventually dissolved in the seventh and last part, where the burial procession is 
described in sexual terms: the coffin on its flowery cart like a beautiful woman, / A crest of 
breasts, eyelids and lips / Storming the hilltop.” The image of the mass of flowers on the bier 
on the top of a hill evokes the moment of male sexual gratification. 
Death and sexuality overlap in the poem not least because both have its own share of the 
abject. The corpse, seen without God and outside of science, is the utmost of abjection. It is 
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death infecting life.”301 While death is arguably the most uncleanly and tabooed human 
phenomenon in most cultures, sexuality is presented by the speaker in terms of a horrified 
revulsion, insinuating that sex also contaminates life, being an abjection similar to death: 
Obscene bikinis hide in the dunes, 
 
Breasts and hips, a confectioner’s sugar 
Of little crystals, titillating the light, 
 
While a green pool opens its eye, 
Sick with what it has swallowed – 
 
Limbs, images, shrieks. Behind the concrete bunkers 
Two lovers unstick themselves. 
 
O white sea-crockery, 
What cupped sighs, what salt in the throat… 
 
And the onlooker, trembling, 
Drawn like a long material 
 
Through a still virulence, 
And a weed, hairy as privates. 
 
Sexuality then, is associated with infection and sickness, inciting an intense revulsion in the 
speaker who effectively distances herself as merely an onlooker.” 
Acknowledging that the sight of the corpse is horrible,” the persona nevertheless 
describes it and the room where it lies in a tone of almost envious wonder at the finality of 
death:  How  superior  he  is  now.  /  It  is  like  possessing  a  saint;”  This  is  what  it  is  to  be  
complete.” Paradoxically, the completeness of death evokes a sense of being cleansed and 
provides an antithesis to the stickiness” and infectious virulence” of lovemaking witnessed 
in the second section: 
Now the washed sheets fly in the sun, 
The pillow cases are sweetening. 
 
It is a blessing, it is a blessing: 
The long coffin of soap-colored oak, 
 
The curious bearers and the raw date 
Engraving itself in silver with marvellous calm. 
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While the sight of the bathers’ copulation assaulted the speaker as if it was an exposure to 
contamination, the atmosphere in the room where the dead man lies in his soap-colored” coffin 
seems to purify and soothe her. 
The fourth part of the poem shifts the focus from the beach with its obscene bikinis” and 
deadened, shrunk voices” – a public scene where practically naked bodies are exposed to the 
sun as well as the gaze of others – to the ominous sight of the metallic prosthetics, then on to 
the  private  scene  of  the  sick  room.  A division  of  public  and  private  spheres,  with  regard  to  
illness  and  disability,  implies  that  our  culture  has  not  yet  come  to  terms  with  accepting  the  
frailty of the human body, as Wendell explains: 
When  public  and  private  worlds  are  split,  women  (and  children)  have  often  been  
relegated to the private, and so have the disabled, the sick, and the old. The public world 
is the world of strength, the positive (valued) body, performance and production, the 
non-disabled, and young adults. Weakness, illness, rest and recovery, pain, death, and 
the negative (devalued) body are private, generally hidden, and often neglected.302 
 
Similarly to how the metallic crutches and wheelchairs gleaming on the balconies, partly hidden 
from view, represent the disability of the children residing there, in the fourth section, the death 
of the octogenarian is also merely signalled to the outside world by the flickering curtains as 
the room is being aired and by the pillow cases drying outside. The devalued bodies of the 
disabled and the dead are concealed and only acknowledged by the objects representing their 
condition. 
In the fifth part, the dead and complete” human being is defined retrospectively by the 
objects he leaves behind. Outlasting their owner and even his memory, objects stand in a 
metonymic relation to the dead man’s personhood: 
One curtain is flickering from the open window, 
Flickering and pouring, a pitiful candle. 
 
This is the tongue of the dead man: remember, remember. 
How far he is now, his actions  
 
Around him like livingroom furniture, like a décor. 
Objects  become the  vessels  of  personality;  the  banality  of  these  insignificant  things  that  are  
nevertheless more enduring and robust than human life makes the transience of the latter even 
more pathetic. Material items assume not only the personhood of their late owner but they also 
prove more loyal to him than people. The book with which [t]hey propped his jaw […] until 
it stiffened” or the jelly-glassfuls of daffodils” seem to participate in the mourning more fully 
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than his family or friends. People’s absent-minded and forgetful attitudes are conveyed through 
metaphors that emphasise the easy, gliding movements of evanescent thoughts and gestures: 
The hollows in which rock the thoughts of the wife – / Blunt, practical boats / Full of dresses 
and hats and china and married daughters;” The pallors of hands and neighborly faces, / […] 
/ They are flying off into nothing: remember us.” Gilbert locates the gripping effect of the poem 
in the correspondences between the dissociated body parts and the objects that seem to come 
alive: people are disassembled into surreal fragments of themselves […] On the other hand, as 
the living disintegrate into body parts, inhuman objects […] take on a bizarrely autonomous 
existence. […] as if there were no distinction between people and possessions […].”303 Both 
the metonymical body parts and the animated objects contribute to a dehumanising effect and 
a sense of utter loneliness: a representation of a world without real people, without humanity. 
By foregrounding and personifying the objects that play a part in this subdued drama of 
leave-taking from life, the poem is circling around and closing in on a terrifying judgment about 
people, implying their insensitivity towards each other – a lack of both affection and vitality 
that make inanimate objects seem sympathetic and merciful in comparison. Piety and 
remembrance are delegated to objects which replace, rather than symbolise, human affection: 
The empty benches of memory look over stones, / Marble façades with blue veins, and jelly-
glassfuls  of  daffodils.”  People  are  too  busy  either  with  seeking  sensual  gratification  like  the  
bathers or pursuing practical” aims like the widow. 
The overwhelming presence and importance of objects in people’s lives and their 
tendency to replace interpersonal relationships are conceived as one of the major threats of 
consumerism by Baudrillard: the humans of the age of affluence are surrounded not so much 
by other human beings, […] but by objects. Their daily dealings are now not so much with their 
fellow men, but rather […] with the reception and manipulation of goods and messages.304 The 
increasing tendency to replace affective bonds with the objects and – now digitalised – symbols 
have wider implications in terms of the value system of our culture. 
Plath carries this line of thought to a drastic conclusion in Berck-Plage,” in which the 
imagery of disability – most significantly the club-footed priest celebrating an orgasmic funeral 
service with the obscenely self-objectified female bathers in the background – collapses the 
crucial, symbolic human rituals of sex and death into an utter vacuum of symbolic meaning. 
The totalitarian consumerist imperative of objectification creates a void in which human 
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relationships and subjectivities cease to exist, being absorbed into the inanimate, soulless 
existence of objects: 
This black boot has no mercy for anybody. 
Why should it, it is the hearse of a dead foot, 
 
The high, toeless foot of this priest 
Who plumbs the well of his book, 
 
The bent print bulging before him like scenery. 
[…] 
 
And the priest is a vessel, 
A tarred fabric, sorry and dull, 
 
Following the coffin on its flowery cart like a beautiful woman, 
A crest of breasts, eyelids and lips 
 
Storming the hilltop. 
[…] 
 
Six round black hats and a lozenge of wood, 
And a naked mouth, red and awkward. 
 
For a minute the sky pours into the hole like plasma. 
There is no hope, it is given up. 
 
The crippled foot of the priest becomes the symbol of a maimed and distorted culture where 
human life is deprived of any transcendent significance, where the ontological goal of 
individuals is to reach the complete and imperturbable state of objects. The shockingly accurate 
description of the funeral scene solely in terms of objects instead of human participants 
substantiates the notion, implicit in the earlier parts of the poem, that the dominating presence 
of material things indicates people’s inability to relate to themselves or to each other as human 
beings. 
Therefore, objects are endowed with a mediating function between people who express 
their own, and interpret others’ personhood through them. Thus, while consumer items are 
fetishized  in  a  bid  to  make  them the  carrier  of  identity,  at  the  same time,  they  diminish  and  
reduce the personhood of those who seek self-expression by their means. A reciprocal 
relationship between subjects and objects takes the place of hierarchical subject-object relations 
in the consumer society.  This shift  in the relative value of consumer goods is largely due to 
their mediating role, as Baudrillard points out with regard to advertising: it targets everyone 
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in their relation to others, in their hankerings after reified social prestige.”305 In other words, 
the seemingly exaggerated value attributed to consumer items is due to their acting as signs that 
position individuals in society and determine their social status. 
The eroticised body parts in Berck-Plage” are exclusively feminine and evocative of the 
most direct form of consumption, which is eating: Breasts and hips a confectioner’s sugar.” 
When describing the feminine model of the consumer individual, Baudrillard states that female 
consumption is essentially vicarious inasmuch as women’s gratification only serves the purpose 
of making them more desirable commodities in the male marketplace of consumption. Women 
are not qualified to compete directly, unless with other women to obtain the attention of men, 
who will provide them with the derived value” of their own status and consumer habits.306 The 
vicarious gratification of the woman consumer, enjoying herself and showing off her objectified 
value as a 'chosen’ item, is represented by the triumphant white Nike” of The Other:” 
You come in late, wiping your lips. 
What did I leave untouched on the doorstep – 
 
White Nike, 
Streaming between my walls? 
 
Smilingly, blue lightning 




Open your handbag. What is that bad smell? 
It is your knitting, busily 
 
Hooking itself to itself, 
It is your sticky candies. 
 
The mistress has come to gloat over her defeated opponent, and by her intrusion into the wife’s 
home, implicitly threatens to eventually take over the latter’s possessions and status. The 
voracious appetite of the other woman,’ the speaker’s rival in the man’s affections, is not 
merely directed towards consumer goods, like the handbag or the candies, it wants the vicarious 
status enjoyed by the kept woman, the ability to consume the trappings that come with the 
man’s status. 
The situation of open competition,” though pleasurable for the mistress, elicits a 
painfully visceral emotion from the wife: Navel cords, blue-red and lucent, / Shriek from my 
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belly like arrows, and these I ride.” The hurt she feels thinking of the sulforous adulteries” 
reveals itself in physical pain, which is a symptom of the Sick Society,” as Baudrillard puts it: 
the precariousness of well-being emerges as the underlying contradiction of the mechanism 
operating at the heart of consumerism. A therapeutic discourse”307 is at work in the speaker’s 
exclamations,  addressing  the  mistress:  O  moon-glow,  o  sick  one,  /  The  stolen  horses,  the  
fornications / Circle a womb of marble.” Accordingly, when the speaker designates this 
confrontational situation as physical pain and illness, she implicitly admits of the consumerist 
aspect of the relationships between the three people: the husband consumes both women as 
eroticised objects and signs of his status, while both women vicariously consume the signs of 
the man’s social status, including the objectified relationships between the man and each 
woman, respectively. 
Moreover, the speaker’s consumerist attitude is also detectable in her alienation from 
herself, which becomes almost palpable in the scenario of feminine competition: Cold glass, 
how you insert yourself / Between myself and myself.” Here the rival functions as a shop 
window that positions the wife as an alienated object: a consumer item on display. Baudrillard 
describes the shop window as a liminal space between inside and outside, private and public, 
the importance of which does not derive so much from the communication established between 
the status of the commodity and the onlooker, but between the onlookers themselves as they 
recognise in the same objects […] the same system of signs and the same hierarchical code of 
values.308 Accordingly, the wife recognises the reification of the marital relationship, which, 
having become a commodity, can be consumed by the other woman as an entertaining spectacle. 
The commodification of human relationships and the subsequent alienation from both the 
body and  the  inner  self  result  in  the  trivialisation  of  emotions:  negative’  feelings  are  either  
medicalised and relegated to the domain of therapeutic discourse, or celebrated as the 
superficial signs of differentiation in a fundamentally homogenising consumer society. As 
Baudrillard explains, the historical and economic process which resulted in industrial 
monopolies have substantially eradicated differences not just between increasingly 
homogenised products but between people as well, inaugurating the era of differentiation.” He 
stresses the conclusion that [I]t is upon a loss of differences that the cult of difference is 
founded.309 This is why the speaker can view her own pain as superficial and even artificial: “I 
scratch like a cat. / The blood that runs is dark fruit – / An effect, a cosmetic” – a metaphor 
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curiously similar to Baudrillard’s phrasing: The naturalness’ which haunts the whole of 
advertising is, similarly, a cosmetic’ effect.” What prevents the wife to integrate the experience 
of psychic pain is the recognition of her commodity status in relation to her husband – a status 
not much different in essence from that of the mistress, both embodying the feminine model of 
vicarious consumption. 
Femininity as pure model, as an almost abstract form without the content of personality 
or even desire, is encapsulated in the fashion mannequin. In The Munich Mannequins,” the 
shop-window dummies, who represent the ideal feminine body, are described as Naked and 
bald in their furs, / Orange lollies on silver sticks, / Intolerable, without mind.” The speaker 
finds them appalling because of the dehumanising abstraction of the female body that they 
represent. The beauty of the fashion mannequin, as Baudrillard sees it, is wholly an abstraction, 
in emptiness, in ecstatic absence,” which, furthermore, denies the body in its very evocation.” 
The perfect regularity of their figures and facial features makes it possible for the mannequins 
to be regarded as objects equivalent to the other sexless and functional objects purveyed in 
advertising.”310 Thus, by refashioning the ideal of the female body as a vacuous and ascetically 
slim mannequin, consumerism repudiates the physicality of real women. 
The negation of the female body also entails the denial of its procreative function or, at 
least, the radical separation of the productive (pregnant) body on the one hand, with its excess 
of flesh and shapelessness, its evocation of the abject uncleanliness of giving birth, and the 
beautiful body on the other, which is slim, graceful, and impermeable. The attractiveness of the 
mannequins is largely due to their sterility – a token of the abstract quality of their beauty: 
Perfection is terrible, it cannot have children. 
Cold as snow breath, it tamps the womb 
 
Where the yew trees blow like hydras, 
The tree of life and the tree of life 
 
Unloosening their moons, month after month, to no purpose. 
 
An ideal of cold beauty which refutes the possibility of change, deformation or decay, but also 
of giving birth, constitutes the unattainable model of femininity in consumer culture and this 
aestheticism of the body is inseparable from a self-sufficient narcissism. 
The narcissistic devotion to the body beautiful’ involves, paradoxically, an ascetic 
attitude to life. This is where the notion of sacrifice comes in to span the seeming divide between 
consumerism and asceticism: 
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The blood flood is the flood of love, 
 
The absolute sacrifice. 
It means: no more idols but me, 
 
Me and you. 
So, in their sulfur loveliness, in their smiles 
 
These mannequins lean tonight 
In Munich, morgue between Paris and Rome 
 
The word sacrifice” gains greater emphasis and sinister connotations when the German city – 
with its own associations with the rise of Nazism311 and the subsequent tragedy of World War 
II – is compared to a morgue. Hence, the word ‘sacrifice’ loses its religious or spiritual aura 
and connotes a senseless destruction of life, which pays tribute to the body as idol. As there is 
no place for the soul in consumer society, it is the body that assumes henceforward the spiritual 
connotations previously attributed to the soul: 
We can see that the body today, apparently triumphant, instead of still constituting a 
living, contradictory force, a force for demystification,’ has quite simply taken over from 
the soul as mythic instance, as dogma and as salvational scheme. […] The cult of the 
body no longer stands in contradiction to the cult of the soul: it is the successor to that 
cult and heir to its ideological function.312  
In addition to endowing the body with cultic significance, the notion of sacrifice introduced in 
the poem also refers to the sharp contrast between the slim, even lean” mannequins, naked 
and bold in their furs” – that is, in a state of metaphorical starvation from cold and hunger – 
and the thick Germans slumbering in their bottomless Stolz.” The imperative of slimness 
evolves from the ancient urge to sacrifice the body: the fascination with slimness have such a 
profound impact only because they are forms of violence, because in them the body is […] both 
fixed in its perfection and violently vitalised as in sacrifice.”313 In a way, the mannequins – and 
those women who successfully emulate them – are the sacrificial victims of the affluent society. 
They make it possible for the corpulent and complacent ( Stolz”) citizen to slumber peacefully, 
knowing that the body has been sacrificed in the form of an idealised and, at the same time, 
negated womanhood. 
This loss of spirituality as an indispensable facet to consumerism accounts for the 
proliferation and ascendancy of objects, the objectification of the body and its treatment as the 
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finest consumer item,314 as well as the ensuing fragmentation of people’s identities. In her 
reading of the poem, Annas emphasises the connection between the plethora of consumer items, 
objectified body parts, and the death of the self: In The Munich Mannequins,’ […] Plath 
points out the deadening of human beings, their disappearance, fragmentation and accretion 
into the objects that surround them […].”315 Annas points out the artificiality of the winter city 
scape and argues that it is to man-made artefacts that women try to adapt and thus lose their 
complicated” naturalness, while the moon symbolises nature and real femininity.316 
Notwithstanding the fact, however, that the shop-window dummies are not subject to the female 
monthly cycle, the image of the womb tamped by the snow breath” of perfection refers 
precisely to the ideal of femininity represented by these mannequins and not to natural’ or 
‘real’ womanhood. The line referring to the womb – Where the yew trees blow like hydras” –  
clearly describes this organ in terms of death, even though it does so in the coded language of 
mythical allusions. The hydra is a serpent-like sea monster in Greek mythology, with several 
heads and poisonous blood and breath, while the yew tree is associated with death in Celtic 
mythology.317 The barren womb of the infertile woman is thus represented as a landscape of 
death – much like the frozen city itself. 
The  deadliness  of  the  city  emanates  not  so  much  from  the  artificiality  of  the  built  
environment as from the wasteful attitude that characterises its inhabitants. Women’s fertility 
is turned to waste: Unloosing their moons, month after month, to no purpose;” it is as 
superfluous as the phones, which cannot fulfil their function of transmitting voices since no one 
wants to communicate: 
And the black phones on hooks 
 
Glittering 
Glittering and digesting 
 
Voicelessness. The snow has no voice. 
Waste is the reverse side of the sacrificial leanness and baldness of the mannequins, their lack 
of flesh and vitality. Thus, lack and surplus generate each other in the consumer society, leaving 
individuals surfeited but, at the same time, feeling deprived and craving for more. 
The insatiability of consumer subjects amidst material abundance seems counterintuitive 
and provocative because it is both perplexing and by all accounts a necessary condition for the 
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survival of capitalist society.”318 It constitutes a basic principle underlying the accelerating 
cycle of production and consumption that makes individuals disgruntled most of the time so 
that chronic marginal dissatisfaction”319 becomes the basic existential condition of the 
consumer subject. The difficulty to escape from this lingering sense of unfulfillment 
demonstrates, despite the glamorising rhetoric of the consumer’s freedom of choice, how 
limited individual liberty really is under the constraints of the affluent society. 
For Plath’s speakers, the only alternative to being chronically dissatisfied” is to reach 
the completed status of an object. This can be achieved in death – as in Berck-Plage” – or in 
an utterly disabled state. The speaker of Paralytic” experiences a state of absolute helplessness, 
an almost disembodied condition due to his incapacitated body: 
It happens. Will it go on? – 
My mind a rock, 
No fingers to grip, no tongue, 
My god the iron lung 
 
That loves me, pumps 
My two 
Dust bags in and out, 
Will not 
 
Let me relapse 
While the day outside glides by like ticker tape. 
 
His paralysed body prevents him from participating in the workaday world, making him an 
outcast in a society preoccupied with production and consumption. 
Therefore, time, which is reified and commodified for other consumers – Baudrillard 
discusses the use-value and exchange-value of time320 – ceases to be of any importance to him. 
Reified time belongs to the world of action but the disabled man’s universe revolves according 
to a subjective inner time. The compulsive rhythm of able-bodied life fades away into the 
background, leaving him free from its constraints. Woolf expands on this special mental state 
that illness and its concomitant passivity induces: 
[I]n health the genial pretence must be kept up and the effort renewed – to communicate, 
to civilise, to share, […] to work together by day and by night to sport. In illness this 
make-believe ceases. Directly the bed is called for, […] we cease to be soldiers in the 
army of the upright; we become deserters. They march to battle. We float with the sticks 
of the stream; helter-skelter with the dead leaves on the lawn, irresponsible and 
disinterested […].321 
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Having dropped out of the world of exchange and economic relations, he also loses touch with 
the people around him. In this instance, the link between economic and social relations becomes 
manifest. The insatiable consumption of individuals helps to establish and maintain their 
interpersonal relationships; when a person ceases to participate in the active and enforced 
collective behaviour of consumption,322 his ties to the community also weaken or perish: 
The night brings violets, 
Tapestries of eyes, 
 
Lights, 
The soft anonymous 
Talkers: You all right?’ 
The starched, inaccessible breast. 
 
[…] 
Photographs visit me – 
My wife, dead and flat, in 1920 furs, 
Mouth full of pearls, 
 
Two girls 
As flat as she, who whisper We’re your daughters.’ 
 
The people who come near him are either emotionally distanced visitors who are going through 
the motions, or the nurse whose femininity is inaccessible” to the disabled man; his wife and 
daughters who are dead or away, are merely represented by their pictures. 
With the disappearance of tactile sensory perception and the loss of mobility, however, 
the fragmentation of individually capable body parts affecting consumer subjects does not apply 
to the paralytic: the man regains his wholeness. His parts are not functional, useable and 
saleable”323 any more, therefore not alienable from him. A unity and integrity of self is restored 
to him and with it a tranquillity of mind unattainable for the able-bodied. His disabled state and 
his perception of the serene unity of body and mind are inseparable: Dead egg, I lie / Whole / 
On a whole world I cannot touch.” This sense of recovered wholeness, this freedom from the 
conflicts and divisions within the self is comparable to the innocence of foetal existence, a 
psychic retreat into the maternal womb. 
His return to the maternal Other signifies his desertion of the paternal symbolic order,324 
but it also results in a break with narcissistic attitudes.325 By reaching a mentally self-sufficient 
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state as well as a realistic awareness of his physical disability and dependency, the speaker has 
defeated his narcissism: the arrogant pride of the consumer subject who is constantly seeking 
gratification and the admiration of others. Thus, the state of disability, when it is coupled with 
acceptance, can be posited as the antithesis of the narcissistic consumer mentality; the former 
achieves unity and peace within the self, while the latter remains entrapped in feelings of 
dissatisfaction and chronic insatiability. 
Paralytic” can be regarded as the companion piece to Gigolo:” both poems were written 
on the same day, moreover, both have male speakers, which occurs rarely in Plath’s poetry. 
Even more importantly, the two poems contrast the extremities of the range of individual 
attitudes towards consumerism and the body. The paralysed man embraces an existence that is 
exempt from the compulsion of striving for physical gratification or self-aggrandisement 
through the consumption of commodified objects or people: 
On my bare back 
 
I smile, a buddha, all 
Wants, desire 
Falling from me like rings 
Hugging their lights. 
 
The claw 
Of the magnolia, 
Drunk on its own scents, 
Asks nothing of life. 
 
He reaches a self-sufficient state of placid contemplation which would be impossible for the 
consumer subject. Unlike the almost disembodied paralytic,” the gigolo sees his own body as 
a commodity, therefore, he cannot see other people in any other way than that of consumer 
items that exist for him only insofar as they satisfy his desires. The denial of the body on the 
one  hand,  and  its  adulation  on  the  other:  both  are  present  in  consumerism.326 The thematic 
correspondences between the two poems have also been pointed out by Brain, though from a 
different perspective. Brain highlights the rage” and impotence” of these male speakers as 
their common trait which fuels their antagonism towards women: while the paralytic is 
immobilised and made sexually impotent by his illness, relying on the nurse and the iron lung 
to keep him alive, the gigolo is dependent on women economically as a male prostitute. Both 
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speakers feel that their masculinity is threatened by their vulnerable situation and by the 
relatively stronger women around them, towards whom they harbour a suppressed rage.327 
Indeed, the social relations of these men are exclusively defined by their connections to 
women – the nurse, the wife, the daughter, the clients – and it is also true that there is a hint of 
resentment in the disabled man’s tone, while the male prostitute betrays his aggressive urges 
towards  women.  If  their  feelings  towards  women  are  looked  at  from  the  perspective  of  
consumerist attitudes, the two interpretations are not incompatible. Since women’s 
commodification is to a large extent a result of their sexual use-value,’ it is towards this aspect 
that the speakers’ consumer desires are oriented: the gigolo’s appetite grows insatiable due to 
his large capacity to consume, whereas the paralytic, because of his inability to satisfy his 
yearnings, must extinguish his urges and retreat into self-sufficiency. Thus, the disabled body 
forces the mind to lower its expectations in terms of gratification. 
Conversely, the individual psyche may revolt against the demanding body, leading to a 
similar denial of desires. The protagonist of Amnesiac” resolves the conflict of having socially 
unacceptable urges by forgetting everything connected with his past and likewise refusing to 
engage with the future. There is an established link between the insatiability of consumer needs 
and individuals’ attitude to time frames. Hayward argues that the late modern consumer subject, 
exposed to the overwhelming stimuli of the moment, becomes unable to relate to the past or 
envisage the future. This brings about the practice of privileging the present,” which results in 
reckless behavior” as individuals, seeking momentarily gratifying experiences, fail to consider 
the consequences of their conduct or show respect to social norms.328 This breakdown in 
temporality” is the protagonist’s basic existential experience in Amnesiac,” which motivates 
his irresponsible and escapist behaviour. He flouts social norms by neglecting his duties as 
family head – a desertion seemingly attenuated by the fact that he is in a mental institution. 
However, the mental illness’ he suffers from is merely a refusal to accept that his 
incestuous lust for his sister cannot be fulfilled. Thus, he avenges himself on women in general 
– and his wife, in particular – for the frustration of his yearnings by ignoring their existence. 
Evincing a repressive attitude resembling that of the paralytic, the amnesiac negates all his 
desires because of having been denied the gratification of his most passionate and transgressive 
one. His abrupt outbursts of aggression ( Down the drain with all of it!”; Barren, the lot are 
barren!”) alternate with an artificially sedated state, in which the nurses replace all the women 
in his life: 
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No use, no use, now, begging Recognize! 
There is nothing to do with such a beautiful blank but smooth it. 
Name, house, car keys, 
 
The little toy wife – 
Erased, sigh, sigh. 
Four babies and a cocker!329 
 
Nurses the size of worms and a minute doctor 
Tuck him in. 
Old happenings 
 
Peel from his skin. 
Down the drain with all of it! 
Hugging his pillow 
 
Like the red-headed sister he never dared to touch, 
He dreams of a new one – 
Barren, the lot are barren! 
 
By relegating his duties and human bonds to oblivion, the man wants to make himself into a 
clean slate - a beautiful blank” – with no further responsibility for his actions. Amnesia as a 
denial of the past is a powerful, passive-aggressive weapon of the narcissistic personality 
against those who refuse to comply with his wishes or stand in his way. Bundtzen draws 
attention to the instances in the late poems where Plath addressed the issue of narcissistic 
forgetfulness, with reference to her own husband: This is precisely what she fears and also 
believes – that she is being erased and forgotten by a husband who wears His high cold masks 
of amnesia’ […], obliterated from consciousness by her Amnesiac’ husband […].”330 In 
Amnesiac,” the hospital treatment of the husband symbolises the cunning egotism of the man 
who manages to get outsiders pity him even when he is the one causing pain to his immediate 
family. 
The self-enforced forgetfulness of the husband and his beautiful blank” are reminiscent 
of the lines in Berck-Plage” describing the desolate scene of the funeral: And the soul is a 
bride / In a still place, and the groom is red and forgetful, he is featureless.” Here the metaphor 
of disloyalty in a love relationship conveys the forfeiture of spirituality in consumer culture and 
a concomitant lack of transcendence in the perfunctorily performed funeral service. On the other 
hand, the man’s forgetfulness in Amnesiac” sensitises the reader to the lost mythic dimension 
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in the consumer society by presenting transgressive behaviour (the man’s desertion of his 
family and his incestuous cravings) condoned, pitied ( sigh, sigh”), and even encouraged by 
the medical profession, with its nurses and medication that awe-inspiringly flame and foam.” 
What used to count as immoral, is now medicalised, turned into mental illness: a disability. 
Thus, the temporal breakdown” in consumerism is the symptom of the lacuna in the affluent 
society where the mythic content should be. What is expressed by Plath’s images of disabled 
bodies is the loss of the spiritual dimension to life and the subsequent mutilation of the psyche 






Sylvia Plath's late poetry stages a dramatic revolt against all forms of social oppression, 
vindicating a right to individuality in the face of a dehumanising mass society with its ideologies 
that promote unlimited consumption, the commodification of human values, and wages 
destructive wars in order to cement the status quo. The very act of dealing with this aspect of 
our world in poetry was quite new at the time, and perhaps, still is; it constitutes a thorough 
revolt against the sometimes subtle, at other times undisguised coercion and exploitation that a 
close or a wider community exercises on the individual.  
What emerges from all the thematic aspects Plath dealt with in her late poetry – crime 
and punishment, privacy and surveillance, warfare, commodification – is an emotional and 
intellectual insubordination to the authority of the powerful, a conscious resistance to the 
tyranny of the masses and the recognition of the encroachment of technology on human lives. 
Resisting mindless violence and oppression was central to Plath’s mindset as an artist whose 
inclination is always towards the unique, the unusual. Like many poets, Plath was driven to 
push the boundaries of social stereotypes or norms in her writing in order to explore and convey 
the fullness of her vision. However, unlike most poets, she was completely committed to the 
art of writing and believed in the strength and prophetic truth of her vision in the face of personal 
isolation, rejection, and humiliation. The brilliant imagery, sophisticated rhythm and music of 
these final poems are the outcome of a life pursuing artistic perfection and achieving this 
required talent and dedication. But the vision of the world that unfolds from this poetry could 
not have been conjured up without the bravery, even heroism, of a young woman poet who, 
against  all  the  odds,  dared  to  see  the  world  in  her  own,  unique  way.  As  a  great  poet,  Plath  
succeeded in conveying her vision through imagery which seems quite original and fresh even 
today. However, her poetry also attests, as this doctoral thesis has endeavoured to demonstrate, 
that she was a brilliant and sensitive critic not only of her times but of modern society in all its 
aspects, which made her a visionary rebel, unparalleled in both the intensity of her passion and 
the originality of her thinking. 
Plath’s late poems trace the development of her vision of the world as one controlled by 
violence and lust for abusive power which generate unfair, hypocritical and cowed 
communities,  where  individual  aspirations  for  greatness  are  doomed  to  fail,  and  people  are  
duped into behaving like pack dogs, fawning on the powerful and tearing apart the weak, while 
taking refuge in the safety of numbers. In Burning the Letters,” the domestic grievance of the 
betrayed wife is expanded into a witch-like rebellion against the patriarchal community that 
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condones male duplicity and a wider society that readily grants early acknowledgement and 
rewards to men as artists while they are still alive and young, whereas creative women have to 
jump through the fiery hoops of social ostracism, isolation, deep emotional torment – or even 
suicide,  before  their  talent  is  finally  recognised.  The  Swarm,”  ostensibly  a  part  of  the  bee  
poems, but radically different in terms of its historical theme and its moving away from 
feminine concerns,  takes the image of the pack of dogs to a higher level,  that  of history that 
repeats itself. Napoleon’s insatiable pursuit of conquests, though motivated by a higher aim and 
retaining a sense of dignity, is reflected in the business-like greed of contemporary corporate 
America. In a resigned tone of despair, Totem” enlarges this scheme of cruelty to fit all forms 
of existence into it: anything that is unique, beautiful or innocent is condemned to a demeaning 
death by the intrinsic depravity and sordidness residing in the world. Finally, Kindness” 
conveys, through startlingly complex metaphors and allusions to other texts, the insoluble 
conflicts of the artist as mother in a society hostile to female creativity. 
The  critique  of  oppression  in  the  form of  disguised  or  implied  violence  (as  that  of  the  
community whose gossip and disapproval turns against the deserted woman speaker or that of 
Dame Kindness trying to placate the persona into abandoning poetry); an orchestrated, 
militarised one, fuelled by ideology (like the Napoleonic swarm) or a sheer antipathy for 
outstanding talent (represented by the trigger-happy beekeeper); a crude form of sadism or 
mindless brutality (embodied by the farmers and butchers, and also by the insane spider of death 
in Totem”) permeate these poems.  
Individual rebellion against existing power structures are often suppressed by 
stigmatising the dissenter as culpable, casting her out as a criminal. A Birthday Present,” The 
Detective” and The Jailer,” all of which deploy an imagery of crime and punishment, convey 
Plath’s criticism of the Cold War era, its fearmongering, deceit and technocratic violence 
through metaphors of murder and the paradigmatic setting of detective fiction. While the male 
protagonist is identified as a torturer or murderer, the culpability of the female victim as well 
as the destructive influence of the outside world – the literal poison of nuclear materials and 
chemicals and the figurative contamination of widespread suspicion and fear – are also raised 
in these poems. Criminality as a metaphor encompasses not only the political corruption and 
social abuses targeted at the individual – such as the infringement of privacy or the vulnerability 
of women against abusive partners – but also the moral or transcendental imperative of retaining 
a sense of justice through poetry. The ultimate crime, the murder of the self, can only take place 
if the inner voice of the artist, the thinking, feeling and creating human being is silenced. Even 
though it cannot prevent the world, with its crime and corruption, from torturing and tainting 
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the poet, poetry can still make her voice reverberate as an eternal protest against worldly 
malpractices. 
The interpellation of subjects as potential criminals whose constant surveillance and 
arbitrary punishment are thereby justified leads Plath’s speakers to explore the boundaries of 
their personal space which can still be free from intrusion. Privacy as a legal-ethical issue played 
a considerable part in the reception of Plath’s oeuvre by literary circles. The impact of Plath’s 
writings has been heavily influenced by the way in which Hughes negotiated issues of privacy 
in the editing and publication of her work. Summing up the complexities of privacy versus 
ownership, the two, contradictory legal-ethical issues at stake in Plath’s legacy, Rose arrives at 
the following conclusion: 
It might finally be, however, that the importance of Plath resides in the way she brings 
together two accounts of causality […] – one which locates difficulty in the outer, the 
other which locates it exclusively in the inner, world. For it is […] necessary to recognise 
[…] the forms of protest and frustration to which [Plath] gives voice with reference to 
domesticity, mothering, childcare, financial independence and writing, as well as […] 
personal betrayal by Hughes […]; while simultaneously acknowledging the relative 
autonomy of psychic life, its own violence and its own laws […].331 
 
What Hughes intended to defend against Plath’s writings – the privacy of the patriarch – did 
not emerge unscathed from the battle: the poems withheld from Ariel as  well  as  many,  
previously concealed parts of the Journals were published and his image suffered an 
irretrievable damage due to the untruths and concealments in the pursuit of his own privacy. 
The control, supervision and mutilation of the body of Plath’s work testify to the relevance of 
her anxieties about the invasion of privacy and justifies the protest and frustration” of her late 
poems in relation to female autonomy. Nevertheless, Plath now seems prophetic not mainly 
because she foresaw the injury the body of her writings would suffer, but because her poetry 
addresses issues that have come to be perhaps even more relevant today than in the Cold War 
era. Despite the change in rhetoric and extensive legislation, women still occupy secondary 
position in the public sphere, a significant number of them still experience domestic abuse on 
a daily basis: even today, women are yet to be recognised as autonomous individuals. Plath was 
one of the first women writers who gave voice to women’s need for privacy and autonomous 
selfhood, while she also foresaw the bitter or even – as in her case – tragic consequences of 
such a lonely struggle.  
In  Plath’s  war  poems,”  the  individual  strife  of  the  female  speaker  is  seen  as  closely  
connected to history and warfare. Her speakers realise their own complicity in military violence 
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which is the extreme form but also the emblematic representation of the power struggles 
continuing in everyday life: both at the level of domesticity where men exercise authority over 
women as fathers, husbands or lovers – in Daddy” and Fever 103°” – and at the level of 
working  life,  where  they  are  similarly  in  charge  of  women  as  subordinates  or  patients  –  in  
Three Women” – or in the literary marketplace where the female artist is present only in the 
capacity of product” or spectacle, presented by the male impresario in Lady Lazarus.” 
Getting There,” in contrast, shows the world as a battle ground where men and women alike 
are deprived of their individuality and reduced to a state of abjection by machine-like social 
forces. 
Sylvia Plath’s war poems fuse the private and the political realm into an indivisible poetic 
experience. By doing so, Plath makes an important political commitment to feminism. Her 
poetry deals with women’s private” concerns, such as the sexual exploitation and 
commodification of women’s bodies, the crippling responsibilities and constraints involved in 
motherhood, the impossibility of economic independence or of an equal social standing for 
women. However, Plath did not see herself as a feminist: her preoccupation with femininity 
formed a part of her lifelong attempt to come to terms with her being in the world, to position 
herself in the endless stream of history. Setting her own private issues against the backdrop of 
history was a philosophical standpoint and a poetic device that inspired some of her best poetry. 
It also offered some consolation, inasmuch as she could see her individual pain as part of the 
common misery brought about by the greed and violence of mankind’s perpetual warfare.  
Late modern warfare, with its nuclear bombs and destructive machinery, has strong 
affiliations  with  the  mechanised  everyday  life  of  the  consumer  subject.  Images  of  the  
fragmented and disabled body proliferate in the late poems in which the consumer attitudes of 
individuals and their productive bodies come to the forefront. The identity of the consumer 
subject-speaker in Plath’s poems is dependent on consumer items. Gigolo” shows the male 
consumer, whose behaviour is primarily motivated by the craving for new experiences and 
intense sensations. By contrast, the female consumers of An Appearance” and Last Words” 
are defined by their housewifely role and the household appliances that surround them. In 
Morning Song,” it is the child that assumes the role of proving the woman’s productivity as 
well as being an identity-forming consumer item for the mother.  
The ideology of the perfectible body is promoted by the consumer society’s medical 
discourse: mending the body-as-machine provides a strong logical connection between 
consumerism and disability. In The Applicant,” it is through his lack of personality and identity 
that the young candidate can eventually conform to the disabling stiffness of corporate culture, 
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while the woman serves as an abject alter ego for the organisation man, who can thus distance 
himself from abjection and enter the symbolic order of a paternal society. The prosthetic 
imagery in both The Applicant” and The Stones” imply that in order to make the body 
productive, it has to become docile and thus, perfectible. The main thrust of the medical 
discourse of late modern society is that science can defeat any illness and even death. 
Berck-Plage” offers a powerful critique of consumerism by establishing a virtual 
equation between bodies and objects. Human beings are defined by their consumer items and 
their body parts are dissociated from them and objectified, while inanimate things assume a life 
of their own. Abjection becomes manifest not only in the sight of the corpse of the old man, 
whose death and funeral provides the main focus of the poem, but also in the greedy sexuality 
of the bathers in the background. The funeral ceremony conducted by the disabled, club-footed 
priest is compared to sexual orgasm: an image, which, coupled with the consistent 
objectification of people and personification of material things, conveys the hollowness and 
spiritual bankruptcy of the consumer society. 
The vicarious character of women’s consumption and the female body as commodity is 
the theme of poems like The Other,” which presents the way in which the woman as mistress 
derives vicarious gratification from consuming both the man’s status and his marital 
relationship, while the wife’s seemingly secure position becomes precarious by her function as 
status-signifying  commodity.  The  commodification  of  the  female  body  as  abstract  shape  
becomes apparent in The Munich Mannequins,” where the ideal of slimness – including the 
forfeiture of giving birth – is offered up as a sacrifice in affluent societies. 
Disability as a form of escapism in the consumer society is examined through the physical 
limitations of the speaker in Paralytic,” whose helplessness makes him deny his consumer 
desires, resulting in a regression and return to the Other, while embracing abjection. The wilful 
forgetfulness of the Amnesiac,” on the other hand, brings about the negation of his desires by 
taking refuge in medical discourse, which condones the protagonist’s transgressive desires and 
irresponsible behaviour. Both speakers evince a breakdown of temporality: an important aspect 
of the late modern consumer subject. 
In  Plath’s  late  poetry,  images  of  disability  and  the  dissociation  of  body  parts  are  
metaphors for the psychic depletion of individuals amidst material affluence as well as the 
concomitant objectification of bodies. The fact that people depend on consumer items for an 
identity leads to the commodification of previously abstract and inalienable things, such as 
personality, social status and relationships. For Plath, the overriding importance of consumer 
goods and the commodification of human beings and values bring about a spiritual vacuum in 
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late modern society and the loss of the mythic dimension to life. In these late poems, the 
proliferation of consumer items indicates the presence of an invidious consumerist ideology 
which cripples the human psyche by its promise of an eternal present, perpetual immanence 
and the possibility of becoming a perfect object.  
Despite  the  range  and  depth  of  her  poetic  vision,  Plath  has  often  been  dismissed  as  a  
minor poet as critics tended to focus on the biographical and strictly private issues that might 
have inspired her late poetry. The critical debates surrounding Plath are intimately bound up 
with the issue of her life, and, more importantly, her self-inflicted death. In the last analysis, the 
controversies centre around the ethical issue of the individual’s right to refuse life in this world.  
Two possible interpretations can be given to such refusal: either the suicide condemns 
herself as unworthy of living, or, conversely, she condemns the world as unworthy of her to 
live in it. Either way, what emerges as the main motive of self-immolation is a denegation of 
value to life, which, in any case, can be linked to the individual. To some extent, this can be 
considered the common element in killing oneself and killing others, especially in the case of 
murder-suicide. Nevertheless, as Camus contends, in the latter, the emphasis is not on killing 
oneself,  but  on  the  apotheosis”  of  one’s  own  death  by  destroying  others  in  the  process.  In  
contrast, Camus goes on to argue, the lonely suicide, even if he is unaware of it, creates a sense 
of something valuable: 
The man who kills himself in solitude still preserves certain values since he, apparently, 
claims no rights over the lives of others. The proof of this is that he never makes use, in 
order to dominate others, of the enormous power and freedom of action which his decision 
to die gives him. Every solitary suicide, when it is not an act of resentment, is, in some 
way, either generous or contemptuous. But one feels contemptuous in the name of 
something. If the world is a matter of indifference to the man who commits suicide, it is 
because he has an idea of something that is not or could not be indifferent to him. He 
believes that he is destroying everything or taking everything with him; but from this act 
of self-destruction itself a value arises which, perhaps, might have made it worthwhile to 
live. Absolute negation is therefore not consummated by suicide.332 
 
Close as this argument may seem to the notion that there are things worth dying for, and thus, 
to Alvarez’s approval of the authentication of ideas by suicide, Camus makes some significant 
caveats: firstly, that suicide must not be an act of revenge; secondly, that the value thus 
preserved would have given sufficient reason to go on living. 
 The notion of values preserved by suicide for posterity is an important one in the 
revolutionary tradition – a tradition which Plath seems to have joined by creating her poetry of 
revolt.  It  is  also  closely  linked  to  the  concept  of  martyrdom  that  originates,  perhaps,  in  the  
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ancient  world  of  the  Greeks  and  Romans,  with  such  famous  suicide-martyrs  to  the  cause  of  
revolt as Socrates or Seneca. The Christian tradition itself was engendered partly in the 
bloodshed when the early Christians died voluntarily and in large numbers at the hands of 
Roman soldiers. Later, however, the Church denounced suicide as an unpardonable sin, and so 
it remained despised for centuries to come. It was during the rise of Romanticism, in the late 
eighteenth century, when, concomitant with the progress of the Industrial Revolution, the rapid 
advancement of science as well as printing, and the withdrawal of the Church from the political 
realm, that suicide again began to be acknowledged, in some cases, as a valid form of rebellion 
against unbearable private circumstances. The unprecedented wave of suicides triggered by 
Goethe’s The Sorrows of Young Werther, first published in 1774, is a case in point. However, 
the idea that suicide can be a justifiable response, not just to private suffering, but to political 
oppression, emerged during the upheavals of the first half of the twentieth century, especially 
in the course of World War II. In the extreme circumstances generated by the rise of 
totalitarianism, the concept of ethical resistance came to prominence in the thinking of 
intellectuals, and the movement of the French Resistance encapsulated this notion of necessary 
self-sacrifice in the name of freedom.   
A perfect literary expression of such ethical revolt in general, and the mindset of the 
Resistance in particular, is formulated by Anouilh’s Antigone: 
I spit on your happiness! I spit on your idea of life – that life must go on, come what may. 
You are all like dogs that lick everything they smell. You with your promise of a 
humdrum happiness – provided a person doesn’t ask too much of life. I want everything 
of life, I do; and I want it now. I want it total, complete, otherwise I reject it! I will not be 
moderate. I will not be satisfied with the bit of cake you offer me if I promise to be a good 
little girl. I want to be sure of everything this very day; sure that everything will be as 
beautiful as when I was a little girl. If not, I want to die!333 
 
Antigone refuses to be content with the kind of happiness that can be attained by adapting to 
the world since this adjustment necessarily involves the voluntary betrayal of ideals and the 
distortion of truth. In other words, the world does not simply corrupt individuals by force or 
through sheer violence, quite the reverse: it expects them to corrupt themselves, to choose to 
do wrong and sully their  own character.  Otherwise,  they will  never be allowed to fulfil  their  
desires or reach their goals in life, whether these aims concern the private or the public sphere. 
 This speech by Anouilh’s Antigone is not only relevant because it conveys the spirit of 
modern revolution but also because it resonates with Plath’s own attitude to life – even if, for 
most of her life, she made strenuous efforts to hide any signs of her nonconformism. Around 
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the time she composed her so-called October poems, Plath also wrote some journalistic pieces, 
including Ocean 1212-W,” which reverberates the nostalgic idealism of Antigone as she refers 
to the time when I was a little girl” as an era of both original innocence and idyllic happiness: 
And this is how it stiffens, my vision of that seaside childhood. My father died, we moved 
inland. Whereon those nine first years of my life sealed themselves off like a ship in a 
bottle – beautiful, inaccessible, obsolete, a fine, white flying myth.334 
 
The prelapsarian beauty of childhood happiness cannot be recovered; the wholeness of the 
world is shattered: My beautiful fusion with the things of this world was over.”335 It  is  
worthwhile to note that Plath uses the metaphor of a ship sealed in a bottle to sum up the 
memory of that lost sense of completeness. The inaccessibility of freedom is similarly 
represented by a bell jar in her novel: How did I know that some day – at college, in Europe, 
somewhere, anywhere – the bell jar, with its stifling distortions, wouldn’t descend again?”336 
In  both  cases,  the  metaphorical  walls  of  glass  signify  an  involuntary  stifling  of  feelings  and  
memories. Earlier in the novel, some glass bottles preserving babies in different stages of 
development337  are suggestive of the thwarted emotional growth of the female protagonist, and, 
like the image of the descending bell jar that deprives her from clear air and vision, hint at the 
death-in-life existence she leads and which propels her to commit suicide. 
 A secretly harboured sense of otherness finds voice in some of her early poems, perhaps 
most obviously in the ones that centre around family relationships. In The Disquieting Muses,” 
the perceived lack of vitality and freedom in the speaker’s life is implicitly attributed to her 
mother’s expectations of her. The conflict in the poem, according to Marsack, arises from the 
discrepancy between motherly expectations and reality: what was inadmissible at the 
beginning, not pretty enough for the mother’s world, has yet smashed its way in […].” Marsack 
interprets the persona’s entrapment as due to her daughterly training,” which involves, in a 
typical middle-class family, the silencing of socially unacceptable thoughts and feelings.  338 She 
mentions another early piece, All the Dead Dears,” in which a similar unease about an 
encroaching sense of lifelessness emanates from the memory of deceased family members, and 
where the premature death of the father is attributed to the household’s feminine atmosphere.339 
Both poems, written in 1957, link the speakers’ apathy to maternal discipline.  
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Later, however, Plath began to concentrate on her conflicting emotions towards her lost 
father and began exploring this theme in poems like Electra on Azalea Path,” The 
Beekeeper’s Daughter” and The Colossus” in 1959. In these poems, the persona’s inaugural 
loss originates in the father’s death: The day you died I went into the dirt,” and there is also 
an implication of incestuous love and concomitant feelings of guilt: Here is a queenship no 
mother can contest –  // A fruit that’s death to taste: dark flesh, dark parings.” Plath attempts to 
raise the father-daughter relationship to mythical dimensions, but, as she herself wryly 
acknowledges, she merely borrow[s] the stilts of an old tragedy.” It is by no means surprising, 
however, that the backdrop for these melodramatic poems should be the blue sky out of the 
Oresteia” since the whole idea of parent-child incest, permeating these pieces, is based on a 
popularised Freudianism, immensely influential in 1950s America. This meant that parent-child 
relationships were commonly interpreted in the context of such theories as the Oedipus and 
Electra complex.340 Therefore, these poems are more properly understood as Plath’s endeavours 
to discover the source of her existential unease rather than intimate revelations of actual 
transgressive urges. Nevertheless, in some of its metaphors and similes, The Colossus” already 
adumbrates the late poems’ historical motifs and contexts. 
In many of Plaths’s early poems, a sense of conflict, if it is articulated at all, is almost 
always related to the speaker’s self or, as in the poems mentioned above, to the mother and 
father.  Inasmuch  as  the  tension  conveyed  can  be  qualified  as  revolt,  it  remains  located  in  a  
particular individual and is seen as a strictly private concern, by no means involving generalised 
social aspects. The early poems that were published in The Colossus by Plath in 1960 and in 
Crossing the Water, selected and published by Ted Hughes in 1971, are commonly considered 
to be apprentice work for the late Ariel poems341 and those written in her last few months – a 
critical consensus that the present dissertation does not wish to contest. Gill summarises the 
themes and motifs of the early poetry as Plath’s search for her personal and her poetic identity” 
that  involved  the  absorption  of  literary  and  social  influences.342 These influences, however, 
often did not point to the same direction and, therefore, had to be processed and analysed – a 
necessary prerequisite for finding her own voice, and Plath recognised this very early in her 
literary career. 
Plath’s letters and journals record her long-lasting attempt to interpret the contradictory 
messages emanating from, on the one hand, the proponents of high culture, represented by 
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academia and poets belonging in academic circles and, on the other, the transmitters of popular 
culture, such as radio programs, advertisements and women’s magazines. Although high and 
popular culture are distinct in many respects, Bryant cautions against drawing strict boundaries 
between the two, especially in 1950s America, where messages about what constitutes ‘real’ 
art and what belongs to everyday life tended to blur such distinctions. Bryant mentions women’s 
magazines in general and the Ladies Home Journal in particular as platforms where poetry and 
cooking, myth and homemaking mingled. This magazine featured recipes and cleaning product 
advertisements alongside poetry by major contemporary American women poets, who were 
given more space in this periodical than any other.343 The tendency of the media and public 
discourse to elevate mundane tasks to the level of art or science and, vice versa, was specifically 
targeted at women in a bid to make their more or less forcible re-enclosure in the private sphere 
palatable. Even though the young Plath was strongly influenced by these messages, she also 
sensed the constraints inherent in the homemaking-as-feminine-fulfilment ideology:  
I am afraid of getting married. Spare me from cooking three meals a day – spare me from 
the relentless cage of routine and rote. I want to be free – […] so I may learn that there 
are other morals and standards besides my own. I want, I think, to be omniscient . . . I 
think I would like to call myself “The girl who wanted to be God.” Yet if I were not in 
this body, where would I be – perhaps I am destined to be classified and qualified. But, 
oh, I cry out against it.344 
  
This excerpt testifies to her early interest in the wider world: in notions and facts that lay outside 
the scope of her everyday experience or which did not concern her day-to-day existence. Also, 
it suggests that she had premonitions about her inability to tolerate the limitations of the role of 
wife and mother for long.  
 Years later, as a married woman, Plath recurrently suffered from writer’s blocks and 
bouts of depression, therefore resumed psychotherapy to understand her conflicting feelings 
towards her parents. She tried her hand at teaching at the scene of her former academic 
successes, Smith College, then, disillusioned with academia, decided to become a freelance 
writer as well as a homemaker. In this period of 1957-1959, besides the anger at her own 
perceived incompetence, personal or literary, and the resentment against her parents, another 
source of conflict emerged: the suspicion and fear of sexual betrayal by the husband, the young 
and attractive but already quite famous poet. As Van Dyne points out, the first indications of 
the female rage that was to characterise many of the later poems, began to appear in her journal 
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entries around this period. Van Dyne singles out an entry, dated May 19, 1958, describing how 
Plath witnessed flirtation between a college professor and his female student, then discovering 
Hughes performing a similar scene with a college girl, an admirer of his poetry. 345 Her private 
vexations about potential infidelities and abandonment by her own husband were now given a 
more general context of male authority and female audience. Moreover, she recognizes how 
the adoring gaze of the female student and her own serve as enlarging mirrors for the male ego.” 
In other words, she realises, not only that she is now forced to play the role of “the deceived 
wife,”346 but also that, just like the ‘other woman,’ she functions as an accessory to increasing 
the man’s status and authority rather than as an equal partner. 
 This  may  be  only  one  example  out  of  the  numerous  occasions  on  which  Plath  drew  
parallels between her own private experience and more general contexts or norms, but it 
illustrates quite clearly the emotional-intellectual process through which she gradually came to 
identify her own position in the world as one characterised by subjection and vulnerability to a 
range of culturally encoded realities. Through this process of examining her own life and 
contrasting it to her immediate and larger environment, she arrived at painful but enlightening 
discoveries  about  how her  own feelings  and  behaviour,  as  well  as  those  of  others,  are  often  
motivated, not by an autonomous self, but by externally inculcated notions and expectations. 
As a poet, who had been struggling for a long time to find her own voice, she probably felt that 
her increasingly unique insights should be informing her writing, too.  
However, for an extremely ambitious, intelligent and adaptable woman who also came 
from a good family, with strong middle-class values, a very powerful impetus was needed 
indeed to give her the courage – or, perhaps, despair – to release these dark thoughts and 
intuitions into her formerly well-bred poetry. Such incentive was given to her when she had to 
face the collapse of her marriage with Hughes. As a consequence, all the previously suppressed 
bitterness felt at her humiliated and demeaning situation as mere housewifely appendage to the 
celebrated male poet burst forth, sweeping away the inhibitions which had been causing her 
writer’s blocks for many years: 
Every morning, when my sleeping pill wears off, I am up about five, in my study with 
coffee, writing like mad – have managed a poem a day before breakfast. All book poems. 
Terrific stuff, as if domesticity had choked me.347 
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The release of suppressed negative emotions also allowed for the outpouring of creative 
energies. When she writes I am no drudge / Though for years I have eaten dust / And dried 
plates with my dense hair,” she refuses to see herself as subjected to the master’s authority. 
Camus describes the moment of the slave’s rebellion in the terms of a line that must not be 
crossed: A slave who has taken orders all his life suddenly decides that he cannot obey some 
new command. What does he mean by saying no? […] [H]is no afforms the existence of a 
borderline.”348 For Plath, this borderline was infringed when she found definite proof of her 
husband’s infidelity – or, perhaps, when he no longer took the effort to conceal from her that 
she was, in fact, the deceived wife. All the household drudgery and self-sacrifice she had 
invested in the marriage in the belief that she was, against all appearances, a cherished life 
companion of a great artist, turned out to be mere exploitation by a selfish man and foolish self-
deception on her own part. 
 Thus, for Plath, finding her own style and identity as a poet coincided with her personal 
revolt against the interpersonal relationships and social structures that had oppressed her. The 
trigger for her psychological and literary revolution was betrayal and abandonment by the male 
partner, it is true, but it was not only against the figure of the patriarch or a set of patriarchal 
values that her poetry rebelled. Interpreting Plath’s revolt exclusively in terms of feminism 
unfairly reduces the complexity of her poetic agenda since Plath regarded patriarchy as merely 
a manifestation of even more deeply engrained mechanisms of injustice and cruelty in the 
world.  
Her revolt, though absolute, is by no means nihilistic: it does not demand the abolition of 
all values. Instead, as Camus contends in relation to the lonely suicide – who has much in 
common  with  the  rebel  –  she  rises  up  in  the  name  of  certain  values.  The  ethical  principles  
constituting the foundation of Plath’s literary revolution is justice and mercy – two values that 
are often incompatible. As Camus explains, mercy – or divine grace as he calls it – is voluntary, 
even arbitrary, depending on the person who dispenses it, while justice is mandatory and 
universal, allowing for no exceptions. Consequently, in the long term, their conflict is 
inescapable: Justice has this in common with grace, and this alone, that it wants to be total and 
to rule absolutely. From the moment they conflict, they fight to the death.”349 It was a passionate 
demand for justice for the oppressed that supplied the furious energy of the October poems. 
Such expense of strength and vitality, however, cannot be sustained indefinitely. All 
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revolutions, as Camus states, are destined to exhaust themselves or compromise, with the result 
that they eventually collude with the oppressive forces:  
A revolution is an attempt to shape actions to ideas, to fit the world into a theoretic frame. 
That is why rebellion kills men while revolution destroys both men and principles. But, 
for the same reasons, it can be said that there has not yet been a revolution in the course 
of history. There could only be one, and that would be the definitive revolution.350 
 
Total revolution, Camus goes on to argue, demands the unity and stability of the world in which 
wars and violent deaths are no longer required.351 However, as Plath eventually came to see 
with clarity unclouded by passion, as the obsessive energy of unleashed creativity abated in 
January-February 1963, such unified harmony in the world can never be achieved, regardless 
of the amount of genius and vitality poured into the revolutionary undertaking. This was the 
point at which the idea of redemptive grace began to inform her final poetry:  
Once one has seen God, what is the remedy? 
Once one has been seized up 
 
Without a part left over, 
Not a toe, not a finger, and used, 
Used utterly, in the sun’s conflagrations […] 
 
In Mystic,” the possibility of divine grace is raised only to be rejected by the speaker since the 
yearning for mercy is associated with those who have given up on passion: rodents, / The tame 
flower-nibblers, the ones // Whose hopes are so low they are comfortable.” What the speaker 
wants is not tenderness” but great love.” Yet, in order to receive mercy and affection, one has 
to dispense forgiveness first and this is incompatible with justice, which demands that the 
offender be punished. Even though Plath desired grace, it was impossible to receive it as long 
as she also desired justice.  
As a result, she arrived at an ethical impasse that could not accommodate any more 
attempts at pathfinding: Her bare // Feet seem to be saying: / We have come so far, it is over.” 
The speaker in Edge” does not harbour any resentment but neither does she have any passion 
left for sustaining her revolt against the wrongdoings of the world. In its quiet way, the poem 
is redolent of Antigone’s pure-hearted refusal to lead a life of compromise. The persona chooses 
death as she sees this as the only viable option, a necessity.” Nevertheless, if suicide seemed 
unavoidable to Plath, she regarded it as a necessity in accordance with the ethical principles she 
wanted to bring to bear on both her art and her life. 
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